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Comments
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County Commissioners

PP-WO-OilTar-13-02

Dismissed –
Comments Only

Duchesne County Commission

PP-WO-OilTar-13-03

Denied – Issues &
Comments

John Martin

Garfield County Board of County
Commissioners

PP-WO-OilTar-13-04

Raymond Ridge

Excalibur Industries, Inc.

PP-WO-OilTar-13-05

Rikki Lauren
Hrenko

Enefit American Oil

PP-WO-OilTar-13-06

Emily Kennedy

American Petroleum Institute

PP-WO-OilTar-13-07

Protester
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Kathleen Clarke

Mike McKee, Brent
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Connelly

Organization

State of Utah Public Lands Policy
PP-WO-OilTar-13-08
Coordination Office
Uintah County Board of
Commissioners, Utah Association
of Counties, Lincoln County Board
of Commissioners, Coalition of
PP-WO-OilTar-13-09
Local Governments, Sweetwater
County Board of Commissioners,
Sweetwater County Conservation
District, Lincoln Conservation
District

Taylor McKinnon,
Ethan Aumack,
Eric Huber, and
John Weisheit

Center for Biological Diversity,
Grand Canyon Trust, Living
Rivers, and Sierra Club

PP-WO-OilTar-13-10

Brad McCloud

Environmentally Conscious
Consumers for Oil Shale

PP-WO-OilTar-13-11

Bruce Schlanger

American Oil Shale, LLC

PP-WO-OilTar-13-12

Erik Molvar,

Biodiversity Conservation
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Denied – Issues &
Comments
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Comments
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Issues &
Comments
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Comments
Denied – Issues &
Comments
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Comments

Denied – Issues &
Comments
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Comments
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Comments
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Protester

Organization
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Number

Determination

Jonathan Ratner,
and Michael Painter

Alliance, Western Watersheds
Project, and Californians for
Western Wilderness

Bruce Pendery and
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PP-WO-OilTar-13-14
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PP-WO-OilTar-13-15
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Natural Resources Defense
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Wilderness Alliance

PP-WO-OilTar-13-16

Denied – Issues &
Comments
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Commissioners

PP-WO-OilTar-13-17

Denied – Issues &
Comments

PP-WO-OilTar-13-18

Dismissed –
Submitted Late

Kathleen
Zimmerman
Joro Walker, Mike
Chiropolos, Bobby
McEnaney, and
Stephen Bloch
Kai Turner, Shawn
Bolton, and Ken
Parsons
Lionel Trepanier

Issues &
Comments
Granted in Part –
Issues &
Comments
Denied – Issues &
Comments
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Issue Topics and Responses
Federal Land Policy and Management Act
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-09-66
Organizations: Uintah County, Utah Association of Counties, and the Coalition of Local Governments
Issue Excerpt Text:
Consequently, when BLM decides to close more than 5,000 acres of public land to mineral leasing, BLM
must comply with the procedures in Section 204 of FLPMA. BLM has failed to do so in violation of
FLPMA. Prior to issuance of the OSTS PFEIS and corresponding land use plan amendments, therefore,
BLM must identify and publish notice of a withdrawal as it affects the approximately 1,323,000 acres of
oil shale lands and 301,000 acres of tar sands lands classified as closed to mineral leasing, seek public
comment and prepare a report to Congress that conforms to the issues set out in Section 204(c), 43 U.S.C.
§ l7l4(c)(1)-(12).

Summary
The Proposed Resource Management Plan Amendments (RMPA) close public lands to mineral
leasing. The BLM did not comply with the procedures for mineral withdrawal in Section 204 of
Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 (FLPMA).

Response
As defined by FLPMA §103(j), the term "withdrawal" means withholding an area of Federal
land from settlement, sale, location, or entry under some or all of the general land laws for the
purpose of limiting activities under those laws in order to maintain other public values in the area
or reserving the area for a particular public purpose or program; or transferring jurisdiction over
an area of Federal land . . . from one department, bureau or agency to another department, bureau
or agency (43 U.S.C. §1702(j)).
Withdrawals are one method of excluding public lands from one or more uses. While
withdrawals are discretionary on the part of the Secretary, as explained in Section 202(e) of
FLPMA, the Section 204 withdrawal process is only required when the Secretary of the
Department of the Interior (Secretary) decides to exclude lands from hard rock mining under the
8

General Mining Law of 1872, or to transfer lands to the jurisdiction of another department,
bureau or agency. Besides these two circumstances, however, the Secretary may employ the
land use planning process described in section 202, to exclude lands from one or more particular
uses, such, as, for instance, oil and gas leasing, or, as relevant here, leasing of oil shale or tar
sands resources.
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National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
NEPA ‐ Public Involvement
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-06-24
Organization: Enefit American Oil
Issue Excerpt Text:
BLM has arbitrarily finalized its proposed 2012
RMP Amendments under a schedule that
prevents stakeholders from reviewing and
commenting on the impact of any proposed
changes to BLM's related commercial oil shale
leasing regulations.
BLM scheduled the public comment period on
the proposed changes to the RMP Amendments
to end before BLM issued revised regulations
for oil shale leasing, thereby preventing
stakeholders from considering closely related
information as they prepared comments in
response to the 2012 PEIS. Enefit Comment
letter, at 21-22. In response, BLM claims that
the proposed amendment to the 2008 oil shale
regulation is not "closely related" to the RMP
amendments. BLM Response, at 157-58.

However, for current RD&D lessees such as
Enefit, the proposed rule amendment directly
affects the interpretation of BLM's 2012 RMP
revisions. Enefit concern about the impact of
the rule change on the RMP amendments is well
founded in light of commitments BLM made in
its settlement agreement to propose amendments
to the 2008 OS Regulation that address the
royalty rate and environmental protection
requirements for oil shale leasing.
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-07-13
Organization: American Petroleum Institute
Issue Excerpt Text:
BLM also violated the APA by precluding the
opportunity to provide informed comments
given that proposed and closely-related rules for
amending existing oil shale regulations were not
available during the public comment period.

Summary
The BLM violated the Administrative Procedures Act (APA) by scheduling the public comment
period on the Draft RMPA and Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS) to end
before issuing revised regulations for oil shale leasing, thereby preventing stakeholders from
considering closely related information.

10

Response
As addressed in the Comment Response Document of the Final PEIS, the Proposed RMPA
allocations and any proposed amendment to the oil shale rule are distinct proposed actions, and
not “closely related” so as to warrant discussion as a “connected action” under 40 CFR 1508.25,
or to necessitate coordination of the public comment period for either process. Any proposal to
lease oil shale or tar sands, with or without a rule, must be consistent with the applicable land use
plan. The PEIS reassesses the appropriate mix of allowable uses with respect to opening lands
for future oil shale and tar sands leasing and potential development. Therefore, any proposed
amendment to the oil shale rule is not discussed as a “connected action” in the Final PEIS, nor
did the BLM extend the 90-day public comment period for the Draft PEIS (Final PEIS,
Comment Response Document, p. 164).
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NEPA ‐ Cumulative Impacts
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-10-10
Organizations: Center for Biological Diversity,
Grand Canyon Trust, Living Rivers, and Sierra
Club
Issue Excerpt Text:
In Utah, oil shale and tar sands are found on
BLM lands as well as on are both State and
Tribal lands; in Utah’s Uintah Basin, the State
has authorized development of both tar sands
and oil shale. BLM is required but in this case
failed to evaluate the impacts of the present and
future development activities of oil shale and tar
sands of all lands in Utah as a NEPA cumulative
impact analysis.
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-16-12
Organizations: Western Resource Advocates,
Natural Resources Defense Council, and
Southern Utah Wilderness Alliance

fuel extraction. In addition, the 140,000 acres of
existing oil shale and tar sands leases on nonfederal lands, coupled with the 486,000 acres of
federal lands open to possible development, put
at significant risk Utah's communities,
ecological resources, and air and water quality.
Most fundamentally, BLM failed to address
together the impacts of both reasonably
foreseeable tar sands and reasonably foreseeable
oil shale development in Utah. Such analysis is
mandated because, on the whole, these open
parcels are concentrated in a single area of the
state and because this region is already beset by
environmental harms stemming from oil and gas
development.
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-16-14
Organizations: Western Resource Advocates,
Natural Resources Defense Council, and
Southern Utah Wilderness Alliance
Issue Excerpt Text:

Issue Excerpt Text:
Even given the limited scope of BLM's
cumulative impact analysis, the PEIS fails to
address the cumulative environmental
consequences of its decision to open 750 square
miles of federal lands to industrial development.
That BLM undertake adequate cumulative
analysis is particularly warranted because oil
shale and tar sands development in Utah will
likely entail strip mining and 100% surface
disturbance. This development will also occur
in the Uinta Basin, an area already subject to
intense oil and gas development and the adverse
environmental impacts associated with fossil

The same can be said for the Green River and its
tributaries. Existing oil and gas development is
already adversely impacting this river system both in terms of reduced water quality and
quantity. Similarly, the reasonably foreseeable
impacts on the Green River from development
on lands already leased for oil shale and tar
sands, some of which are already subject to
industrial activity, will be substantial. BLM's
decision to add to these harms by opening
almost one half a million additional acres for
development could send this area into an
environmental free fall. Yet, these potential
impacts are not adequately addressed in the
12

PEIS. Extending this analysis indicates that
cumulative impacts on air quality, ground water

and ecosystem health will be profound, yet the
PEIS does not tackle these collective harms.

Summary
The cumulative impacts analysis within the Final PEIS failed to evaluate present and future oil
shale and tar sands development activities on state and tribal lands in Utah; to consider existing
oil and gas development and lands already leased for oil shale and tar sands; and to address
together the impacts of both reasonably foreseeable tar sands and reasonably foreseeable oil
shale development in Utah.
Response
Section 6.1.6 of the Final PEIS states that cumulative impacts presented in the Final PEIS are “in
the context of other major activities in the study areas on both BLM-administered and nonFederal lands that could also affect environmental resources and the socioeconomic setting.”
Section 6.1.6.2 further articulates that “past, current, and planned future activities on BLMadministered lands and also on non-federal lands were obtained mainly from various BLM
RMPs and EISs available through the field offices to obtain their best current estimates for
projected activities in the areas of oil and gas development (both on public and private lands),
coal development, other minerals development, energy development, and other activities.”
According to Table 6.1.6-4 and 6.2.6-4: “Projected Levels of Major Activities for Seven
Planning Areas Considered in the Cumulative Impacts Assessment for Oil Shale Development
and Tar Sand Development in Utah,” the potential of oil shale and tar sands on non-Federal lands
in Utah is currently unknown. At this time, reasonable foreseeable development scenarios and
affected environment information from existing RMPs/EISs are the best information available to
the agency for developing cumulative impacts for this PEIS.
The protestor also suggests that existing oil and gas development and lands already leased for oil
shale and tar sands were not considered in the cumulative effects portions of the Final PEIS
(related to collective effects on existing resources). However, effects from other energy
development in oil shale and tar sands areas have been considered in the cumulative impacts
analysis sections of the PEIS, as depicted by the projected levels of major activities provided in
Final PEIS Table 6.1.6-4 for oil shale and Table 6.2.6-4 for tar sands. The cumulative effects
analysis summarizes the current and planned activities (e.g., oil and gas development, coal
mining, minerals development) for the study area and offers a preliminary qualitative assessment
of the impacts of those activities, combined with possible future oil shale and tar sands
development, including but not limited to air, water, wildlife, and communities in the study area.
13

The cumulative impact analysis, however, is limited by the broad nature of the planning level
allocation decisions under analysis as well as the level of uncertainty and speculation regarding
the locations and magnitude of future oil shale and tar sands development. Prior to leasing
(when site-specific and technology-specific data will be available) or approval of a plan of
development (when accurate information on water use, air emissions, employment, and the like
will be available), additional environmental analysis will be performed, including a cumulative
analysis, as appropriate.
Finally, the protestor claims that the Final PEIS failed to jointly address the impacts of both
reasonably foreseeable tar sands and reasonably foreseeable oil shale development in Utah.
While the discussion of impacts in Chapter 4 is split between the oil shale and tar sand
alternatives, the final decision will be based on the collective analysis of all of the impacts. The
BLM will ensure that any commercial oil shale and tar sand program meets the intent of
Congress, is consistent with the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
and FLPMA, takes advantage of the best available information and practices to minimize
impacts, and offers opportunities for states, tribes, local communities, and the public to be
involved at each decision point.
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NEPA ‐ New Technology
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-03-6
Organization: Duchesne County Commission
Issue Excerpt Text:
The proposed action is in violation of40 CFR
15.02.24, 40 CFR 1502.24. Methodology and
scientific accuracy. "Agencies shall insure the
professional integrity, including scientific
integrity, of the discussions and analyses in
environmental impact statements. They shall
identify any methodologies used and shall make
explicit reference by footnote to the scientific
and other sources relied upon for conclusions in
the statement. An agency may place discussion
of methodology in an appendix."
Findings: In this case, the BLM has failed to
ensure the professional integrity and scientific
integrity of the discussion and analysis in the
PEIS by repeatedly ignoring information on new
technologies associated with oil shale and tar
sands production. Duchesne County and Uintah
County, Utah have repeatedly in our earlier
comments asked the BLM to recognize such
technologies; however; the BLM, in an attempt
to justify its actions in the settlement agreement,
has failed to do so. Uintah County devoted
extensive time and effort in this respect (see
their letter and exhibits dated November 16,
2012 and a November 28, 2012 letter from the
Utah Association of Counties attached hereto
and incorporated herein).
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-04-28
Organization: Garfield County Board of
County Commissioners (Colorado)

Issue Excerpt Text:
1. OSTS PFEIS Fails to Resolve Significant
Scientific Controversies: Garfield County
commented on the OSTS PDEIS as to BLM's
failure to locate and consider information that
has been generated since the 2008 ROD and to
take the requisite "hard look" as required by
NEPA. It commented further on this failure in
its Request for IQA Review. See Ex. A Garfield
County's IQA Request (Dec. 4, 2012). BLM did
add data from companies RD&D projects to the
OSTS PFEIS in Appendices A and B, but failed
to incorporate this data into its analysis of the
available technologies and corresponding
environmental impacts throughout the rest of the
OSTS PFEIS. In response to comments on its
NEPA shortcomings, BLM stated that it has
done adequate review as required by NEPA and
more specific analysis of environmental impacts
from new technologies would be addressed in
project-specific NEPA analysis. See BLM
Comment Response Doc. at 39, 64-66, 129-130,
133, 137-138, 153, 160-161. NEPA requires
that an agency take a "hard look" at the
environmental effects of the proposed action,
even after a proposal has received its initial
approval. Marsh v. Oregon Natural Res.
Council, 490 U.S. 360, 374 (1989). BLM must
insure professional integrity, including scientific
integrity, of the discussions and analyses in the
EIS. 40 C.F.R. §§1500.1(b), 1502.24. It must
also address scientific controversies that have an
effect on the human environment and support its
position. 40 C.F.R. §1508.27(b)(4); Middle Rio
Grand Conservation Dist. v. Norton, 294 FJd
1220, 1229 (loth Cir. 2002) (setting aside critical
habitat designation EIS on the basis that "[t]he
15

wide disparity in the estimates of water required
for the designation, and the associated loss of
farmland acreage, indicates that a substantial
dispute exists as to the effect of the
designation.").

purposes of NEPA would be furthered by doing
so or when a new alternative is added that is
outside the spectrum of alternatives already
analyzed. Id. at §1502.9(c)(2); BLM NEPA
Handbook H-17901, at 29 (Jan. 30, 2008).

The OSTS PFEIS fails to address the scientific
controversies, as discussed in the attached IQA
letter, in regards to new technological advances
in oil shale and tar sands development and the
corresponding environmental impacts. See Ex.
A Garfield County IQA Request (Dec. 4, 2012).
This information changes the assumed
environmental impacts of Alternatives 1, the No
Action Alternatives, and also the premise upon
which the Preferred Alternatives rest. The new
scientific information and technology show that
oil shale development will have fewer
environmental impacts, including less water,
electrical power, and surface disturbance. Thus,
the oil shale development is economically
feasible contrary to the conclusions in the OSTS
PFEIS.

BLM did include a discussion of the new
technological advances made and current RD&D
projects in Appendices A and B of the OSTS
PFEIS. BLM, however, did not incorporate this
new and quality information into the analysis of
the direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts.

Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-04-29
Organization: Garfield County Board of
County Commissioners (Colorado)
Issue Excerpt Text:
The new, quality information on oil shale
technologies requires BLM to prepare a
supplement to the OSTS PFEIS. An agency
must prepare a supplement to a draft or final EIS
if "(I) [t]he agency makes substantial changes in
the proposed action that are relevant to
environmental concerns or (2) [t]here are
significant new circumstances or information
relevant to environmental concerns and bearing
on the proposed action or its impacts." 40 C.F.R.
§1502.9(c)(I). A supplement may also be
prepared if the agency determines that the

See BLM Comment Response Doc. at 39, 41,
45, 125, 128, 130, 139, 142-143, 147-148, 153,
156, 159-160, 162-163 (BLM refers to the new
technology and resulting impacts as nascent and
speculative). BLM's responses omit the fact that
the Colorado School of Mines has sponsored an
annual symposium on oil shale development and
documented this same information in a peer
reviewed context. This omission is a perfect
illustration of how BLM failed to address the
underlying controversy, perhaps because it could
not explain away the science. Past oil shale
development information and their
corresponding impacts are still carried
throughout the analysis of the direct and indirect
impacts in Chapter 2, and the cumulative effects
analysis in Chapters 46.
See 2012 OSTS PFEIS at 4-1 ("Some of the
information on the environmental consequences
of oil shale development in this chapter is based
on past oil shale development efforts . . .
information derived from other types of mineral
development (oil and gas, underground and
surface mining of coal) was used in preparing
this chapter."). Therefore, supplementation of
the OSTS PFEIS is appropriate to provide
further discussion and analysis of the new
technologies and corresponding environmental
16

impacts.
Supplementation is also appropriate because
portions of the OSTS PFEIS, such as Chapter 3
and the Appendices, are outdated. The
assumptions from these sections (Chapter 3 and
the Appendices) are carried throughout the
analysis of the direct and indirect impacts in
Chapter 2, and the cumulative effects analysis in
Chapters 4-6. This outdated information and
analysis dates from the 2008 OSTS PFEIS and
was probably developed more than five years
ago.

Mr. Black's position [and that of Sec. Salazar] is
nonsensical. On the one hand they assert that
the proposed withdrawal of BLM lands is to
protect the environment at the same time that
they include environmentally unfriendly
technologies as "state of the art" assumptions.
They continue to include most existing
aboveground retorts in the "same breath" on
page 4-5 of the 2012 PEIS, assuming that aboveground retorts would be patterned after: Paraho
Direct Bum Retort; TOSCO IT Indirect Mode
Retort; ATP; and Red Leaf In-Capsule
Technology.

BLM has a continuing duty to evaluate new
information especially when it is relying on
information from an EIS that is four to seven
years old. See Citizens Against Toxic Sprays,
Inc. v. Clark, 720 F.2d 1475, 1480 (9th Cir.
1983) ("In general, an EIS concerning an
ongoing action more than five years old should
be carefully examined to determine whether a
supplement is needed."). This is especially true
when the accuracy of the scientific assumptions
is contested.

For example, the Paraho Direct Bum Retort
emits more carbon dioxide in the Direct Bum
mode than does the Paraho Indirect Retort,
which has been in continuous operation in Brazil
since 1972. And the ATP as a rotary kiln is
approximately 40% less efficient in transferring
heat from gas to oil shale particles than the
vertical kiln configurations, which causes even
greater emissions of carbon dioxide than the
Paraho Direct Bum Retort.

While it is beneficial to look at the technology
used in the past for oil shale development, it is
just as important, if not more, to include analysis
of the new technologies. These new
technologies will help resolve some of the
environmental concerns raised by the use of past
technologies. Further, BLM's failure to analyze
the new oil shale technologies and their
corresponding impacts violates NEPA. See 40
C.F.R. §§1500.1(b), 1502.24, 1508.27(b)(4).
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-05-7
Organization: Excalibur Industries Inc.
Issue Excerpt Text:

Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-08-18
Organization: State of Utah
Issue Excerpt Text:
The BLM qualifies its analysis of oil shale and
tar sands technologies by stating that the
information on these technologies is presented
for the purposes of general understanding and
doesn't define the range of possible technologies
that might emerge in the coming years. This
reflects a lack of due diligence on the part of the
BLM. There is information available on newer,
cutting-edge technologies that have moved from
the RD&D phase into commercial scale
17

development. BLM's reliance on outdated or
general descriptions of the technology and its
environmental impacts when there is ample
information available on the newest
developments in the industry contravenes
NEPA's implementation requirements for EISs.
While past experience may be useful for the
analysis of the impacts of oil shale technologies,
it is also important to include analysis of the
innovative technologies currently in use that
seek to resolve some of the environmental
concerns raised by these earlier projects.
Relying on technological examples in any
industry (e.g. computing for example) from
years back, simply does not meet the
requirement of NEPA to consider the best
information available. This is true especially in
the oil and tar sands industries present in Utah
today.

and circulate a revised draft of the appropriate
portion." 40 CFR § 1502.9 (a) BLM's failure to
include any kind of meaningful consideration of
current oil shale and tar sand technologies and
their environmental impacts is a serious breach
of its responsibility to provide thorough,
unbiased in its EISs. CEQ regulations are very
clear that EISs shall serve as the means for
assessing the environmental impact of proposed
agency actions, rather than justifying decisions
already made.

The companies referenced in Utah's comments
report that their new technologies use less water
and result in fewer environmental impacts than
the process technologies of the 1980s. For
example, the EcoShale technology utilizes low
temperatures for heating and does not require
process water. The Enefit140 retort process,
currently in use in its Estonian facilities and the
predecessor to the Enefit280, uses no water, runs
on organic waste, and emits significantly lower
C02 emissions. While the BLM acknowledges
that these two companies are planning
commercial production in the Uintah Basin in
the near future, BLM fails to examine these
technologies in any detail or evaluate their
assertions of reduced environmental impacts.
The agency instead relies on assumptions based
on old data and tired ideas.

As discussed infra Section V.C, BLM also fails
to address the more recent technological
advances in oil shale and tar sands extraction
and the resulting decrease in environmental
impacts relating to development of oil shale and
tar sands. See Ex.7, Uintah County IQA
Request (Nov. 16, 2012). BLM also admits that
it is too early to analyze exact environmental
impacts from oil shale and tar sands
development, because such an analysis should
be completed at the project level. BLM
Comment Response Doc. at 57, 63-64, 66, 68,
73, 78, 80, 89-90, 94-5,105-106,107, 119,153.
BLM is, nevertheless, prematurely excluding
lands from oil shale and tar sands leasing
without first obtaining site-specific information
regarding the potential impacts of development.
See 2008 OSTS ROD at 22.

This omission is serious. According to
regulations for the implementation of NEPA: "If
a draft Statement is so inadequate as to preclude
meaningful analysis, the agency shall prepare

Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-09-38
Organizations: Uintah County, Utah
Association of Counties, and the Coalition of

Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-09-15
Organizations: Uintah County, Utah
Association of Counties, and the Coalition of
Local Governments
Issue Excerpt Text:
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Local Governments
Issue Excerpt Text:
Issue Excerpt Text:
OSTS PFEIS Fails to Resolve Significant
Scientific Controversies: Uintah County, UAC,
and the Coalition commented on the OSTS
PDEIS as to BLM's failure to locate and
consider information that has been generated
since the 2008 ROD, and to take the requisite
"hard look" as required by NEPA. BLM did add
data from companies RD&D projects to the
OSTS PFEIS in Appendices A and B, but failed
to incorporate this data into its analysis of the
available technologies and corresponding
environmental impacts throughout the rest of the
OSTS PFEIS. BLM continues to rely on the
out-of-date assumptions of the 2008 PFEIS
environmental impacts as to amount of surface
disturbance, water and power used. In response
to comments on its NEPA shortcomings, BLM
stated that it has done an adequate review as
required by NEPA and more specific analysis of
environmental impacts from new technologies
would be addressed in project specific NEPA
analysis. See BLM Comment Response Doc. at
39, 64-66,129-130,133,137-138, 153, 160-161.
Merely dismissing the new technology as
"nascent" or "speculative" is not a scientific o
dispassionate analysis of data required by
NEPA. By admitting there was new data, BLM
must analyze the changes to the assumptions of
environmental impacts of developing oil shale
and tar sands in the OSTS PFEIS. Its failure to
do so violates NEPA.
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-09-40
Organizations: Uintah County, Utah
Association of Counties, and the Coalition of
Local Governments

The OSTS PFEIS fails to address the scientific
controversies, as discussed in the attached
IQA letter, in regards to new technological
advances in oil shale and tar sands development
and the corresponding environmental impacts.
See Ex.7, Uintah County IQA Request (Nov. 16,
2012). This information changes the assumed
environmental impacts of Alternatives I, the No
Action Alternatives, and also the premise upon
which the Preferred Alternatives rest. The new
scientific information and technology show that
oil shale and tar sands development will have
fewer environmental impacts, including less
impacts on water, use of less electrical power,
and less surface disturbance. Thus, the oil shale
and tar sands development does not have the
significant environmental impacts assumed.
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-09-42
Organizations: Uintah County, Utah
Association of Counties, and the Coalition of
Local Governments
Issue Excerpt Text:
BLM discusses the new technological advances
made and current RD&D projects in Appendices
A and B of the OSTS PFEIS. BLM, however,
did not incorporate this new and quality
information into the analysis of the direct,
indirect, and cumulative impacts and did not
change either the assumptions or conclusions.
See BLM Comment Response Doc. at 39, 41,
45, 125, 128, 130, 139, 142-143, 147-148, 153,
156, 159-160,162-163 (BLM refers to the new
technology and resulting impacts as nascent and
speculative). BLM's responses omit the fact that
Enefit has been producing oil from oil shale for
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more than 30 years. The response also ignores
the peer-reviewed and scholarly documentation
of oil shale and tar sands development by the
Colorado School of Mines, which has sponsored
an annual symposium on oil shale development.
The following papers were presented in the last
decade. See e.g. Mark Looney, et al, Chevron
USA, Status Report & Direction of Chevron's
RD&D Pilot Oil Shale Project, Piceance Basin,
CO, 31st Oil Shale Symposium (Oct. 18, 2011);
Rikki Hrenko, Enefit American Oil, 31st Oil
Shale Symposium (Oct. 18, 2011); Roger L.
Day, et al, Pilot Test of AMSO's CCR In-Situ
Oil Shale Process, 31st Oil Shale Symposium
(Oct. 18, 2011); Justin Birdwel1 & Michael
Lewan, U.S. Geological Survey, Laboratory
Simulation of In Situ Oil Shale Retorting
Conditions to Assess Product Yield and
Composition, 30th Oil Shale Symposium (Oct.
19, 2010); Sepehr Arbahi, et al, Shell Oil
Company, Simulation Model for Ground
Freezing Process: Application to Shell's Freeze
Wall Containment System, 30t'h Oil Shale
Symposium (Oct. 19, 2010); Indrek Aama &
Andreas Orth, Easti Energia AS & Outotec
GmbH, A New Improved Solid Heat Carrier
Technology (Enefit 280) for Processing of Oil
Shale with Different Grades, 29th Oil Shale
Symposium (Oct. 19, 2009); James Patten, Red
Leaf Resources, Field Test Results: Ecoshale InCapsule Technology, 29th Oil Shale Symposium
(Oct. 19, 2009).
This omission is a perfect illustration of how
BLM failed to address the underlying
controversy, perhaps because it could not
explain away the facts or the science. Stale and
outdated oil shale development information and
their corresponding impacts are still carried
throughout the analysis of the direct and indirect
impacts in Chapter 2, and the cumulative effects
analysis in Chapters 4-6. See 2012 OSTS PFEIS
at 4-1, 5-1 ("Some of the information on the

environmental consequences of [oil shale and tar
sands] development in this chapter is based on
past [oil shale and tar sands] development
efforts.... information derived from other types
of mineral development (oil and gas,
underground and surface mining of coal) was
used in preparing this chapter."). Therefore,
supplementation of the OSTS PFEIS is
appropriate to provide further discussion and
analysis of the new technologies and
corresponding reduction in environmental
impacts.
Supplementation is also appropriate because
portions of the OSTS PFEIS, such as Chapter 3
and the Appendices (excluding Appendices A
and B), are outdated. The assumptions from
these sections (Chapter 3 and the Appendices)
are carried throughout the analysis of the direct
and indirect impacts in Chapter 2, and the
cumulative effects analysis in Chapters 4-6.
This outdated information and analysis dates
from the 2008 PFEIS and was probably
developed several years before that. BLM has a
continuing duty to evaluate new information
especially when it is relying on information from
an EIS that is four to seven years old. See
Citizens Against Toxic Sprays, Inc. v. Clark,
720 F.2d 1475,1480 (9th Cir. 1983) ("In general,
an EIS concerning an ongoing action more than
five years old should be carefully examined to
determine whether a supplement is needed.").
This is especially true when the accuracy of the
scientific assumptions is contested.
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-11-5
Organization: Environmentally Conscious
Consumers for Oil Shale (ECCOS)
Issue Excerpt Text:
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Though data from the 2008 OSTS PEIS was
considered the Final 2012 PEIS is lacking due to

the fact that it is void of new technologies, or the
consideration of their analyses and information
in the process of decision.

Summary
The Proposed RMPA is in violation of NEPA because:
1. The Final PEIS does not include information generated since the 2008 Record of
Decision (ROD) on new technologies associated with oil shale and tar sands production
into its analysis. New information is included in Appendices A and B, but not
incorporated into the analysis of the direct, indirect and cumulative impacts.
2. The Final PEIS does not address scientific controversy regarding the technological
advances in oil shale and tar sands development and the corresponding environmental
impacts.
3. The BLM ignores the peer-reviewed and scholarly documentation of oil shale and tar
sands development by the Colorado School of Mines.
4. New scientific information shows that oil shale and tar sands development will have
fewer environmental impacts, including less impacts on water, use of less electrical
power, and less surface disturbance; thus the conclusions in the Final PEIS on
environmental impacts are incorrect
5. The BLM needs to prepare a supplement to the Final PEIS to incorporate new
information on oil shale technologies and corresponding environmental impacts.
6. The BLM is prematurely excluding lands from oil shale and tar sands leasing without
first obtaining site-specific information regarding the potential impacts of development.
Response
While the Council on Environmental Quality’s (CEQ) regulations implementing NEPA require
that agencies use “high quality information” (40 CFR 1500.1(b)), under the BLM’s guidelines
for implementing the Information Quality Act, Section 515 of Public Law 106-554, (IQA), the
BLM applies the principle of using the “best available” data in making its decisions (BLM IQA
Guidelines, February 9, 2012, at 2 c.). In applying this principle, "best available" refers to the
availability of the information at the time an assessment was made weighed against the needed
resources and the potential delay associated with gathering additional information in comparison
to the value of the new information in terms of its potential to improve the substance of the
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assessment. The BLM will rely on older information where the conditions of the land and/or
resources have not substantially changed or where collection of more recent information would
not be cost-justified. Where appropriate, the BLM will seek input from appropriate stakeholders
and the scientific community.
Several counties have alleged, through either protests filed on the Final PEIS and/or IQA
Information Correction Requests, that the BLM has failed to consider and analyze new
information documenting 2012 technological advances for the extraction of oil from oil shale
and tar sands, and addressing the previously identified scientific controversies relating to the
claimed environmental impacts of oil shale and tar sands development. The Draft PEIS was
published February 3, 2012 and the 90-day comment period on the Draft PEIS closed on May 4,
2012. In light of the comments the BLM received from cooperating agencies regarding the
preliminary Draft PEIS, as well as other comments the BLM received on the Draft PEIS,
suggesting there was information showing new technologies that were ready to be applied now
that would result in commercially viable operations, the BLM followed up with several of the
companies and requested additional information; however, the companies declined to respond or
were unable to provide this information.
Many of the cooperating agency counties passed Resolutions opposing the BLM’s 2012 Oil
Shale and Tar Sands (OSTS) PEIS, stating, “Whereas, even prior to 2008, the development and
production from oil shale has been proven beyond a doubt to be technologically and
economically feasible; and Whereas, even prior to 2008, this same technology to extract oil from
the rock is not only economically feasible, but it requires no consumption of water, contrary to
myths which falsely claim that oil shale requires large consumption of water resources…”.
However, other than these conclusory representations, the BLM has not received further data
from these cooperating agencies, or any other source, that would change our analysis.
Demonstration that a technology is capable of extracting kerogen from oil shale is not the same
as demonstration that such extraction can be done commercially, using oil shale from the Uintah
Basin. Lab and field tests so far performed by many of these companies may demonstrate
capacity, but they do not demonstrate the commercial viability of such technology. Further, as
noted in the BLM’s response to comments received on the Draft PEIS, references to
development of these resources carried out in Estonia as demonstrating the current viability of a
commercial oil shale industry in the United States fail to acknowledge the distinct political and
economic structures operative in that country.
Several counties assert that some companies have completed testing which confirms the
economic feasibility of oil shale development. Many of these companies’ tests have been
reported on company websites, presented at the Colorado School of Mines Oil Shale
Symposiums, and/or were Exhibits attached to IQA Information Correction Requests. The BLM
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disagrees that this testing demonstrates that oil shale development in the Piceance, Green River,
Washakie and Uintah Basins is economic on a commercial scale using these technologies. The
information provided by the commenters for the various companies represents that tests have
been performed, but does not show specific test results or how these test results demonstrate the
ability to produce a profit at a commercial scale producing oil shale or tar sands resources in the
Green River Formation Basins. For the most part, the asserted information provided appears to
be representations intended for presentation to investors and not as evidence of a commercial
operation. The asserted information provides overviews of the technology and extraction
processes, but little more. Therefore, the BLM does not believe that the representations provided
constitute “significant new circumstances or information relevant to environmental concerns and
bearing on the proposed action or its impacts” so as to warrant supplementation under CEQ’s
regulations implementing NEPA at 40 CFR 1502.9.
While these technologies appear to hold promise, and many have been lab and/or field tested,
most of the technology descriptions fail to provide detail in their depiction of results and
technical data that would support our revision of the analytical assumptions underlying this
planning process. The information is included in Appendices A and B, which provide an
overview of the current oil shale and tar sands development technologies that may be employed
in future developments on BLM-administered lands. Assumptions regarding these technologies
were developed to support analyses in the PEIS and are also presented in these Appendices.
Where information was not available or provided, the “best available data” was used. As
explained in the Final PEIS, the “best available data” the BLM has relied on in developing its
analytical assumptions continue to be predicated on the assumed similarities of oil shale/tar
sands development technologies to development of conventional energy sources such as oil and
gas, and coal (Final PEIS, pp. 1-14 and 4-1).
The scope of the decision-making to be supported by the development of this PEIS is limited to
an allocation decision. The analysis of potential impacts associated with oil shale and tar sands
development in Chapters 4, 5, and 6 is programmatic in character and designed to disclose the
potential impacts from future leasing and development, in order to provide the decision maker
the available, essential information for making the allocation decision. This land use allocation
does not authorize any future lease or development proposal. The current experimental state of
the oil shale and tar sands industries does not allow this PEIS to include sufficient specific
information or cumulative impact analyses to support future leasing decisions within these lands.
The BLM is not prematurely excluding lands from oil shale and tar sands leasing without first
obtaining site-specific information regarding the potential impacts to development. Under
FLPMA, the Secretary has the authority and the discretion to engage in land use planning,
including the establishment, revision, or amendment of land use plans. While leasing oil shale
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and permitting development of this resource on the public lands is authorized under the 1920
Mineral Leasing Act, management of oil shale resources is also conducted pursuant to FLPMA.
Under Section 302 of FLPMA, the Secretary can establish the conditions under which uses of the
public land can take place. Because the technologies required to develop oil shale resources are
in their infancy, the Secretary is proposing to require research, development and demonstration
(RD&D) in order that the kinds of technologies and their impacts may be known before broadscale commercial development takes place. While there is no formal RD&D process of tar
sands, the technology required to develop this resource for energy use is in its infancy, as well.
Land use planning decisions may be amended, and nothing in the decision based on this PEIS
precludes the option to amend plans in the future.
The commenters appear to have mischaracterized the Colorado School of Mines annual Oil
Shale symposium. This is an academic conference that provides an opportunity for companies
and individuals to present research in progress (see http://csmspace.com/events/oilshale2012).
The BLM attends this conference and is fully aware of the information presented. Information
from these presentations has been incorporated into Appendices A and B, although again, the
BLM has not received data that would change the programmatic analysis of potential impacts
presented in Chapters 4, 5, and 6 of the PEIS.
The BLM disagrees that there is scientific controversy. There is a lack of detailed information
and data upon which to base decisions, but there is not disagreement about the science or the
technology and the corresponding environmental impacts.
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State and Local Government
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-04-36
Organization: Garfield County Board of
County Commissioners (Colorado)

Agreement. See BLM Comment Response Doc.
at 1119-20. BLM gave cooperating agencies
less than two weeks to review several thousand
pages of text in the OSTS PDEIS.

Issue Excerpt Text:
IM 2011-154 and later the manuals were
adopted without proper comment procedures and
without coordination with local governments.
Under Section 202(a), BLM has no choice but to
coordinate with local governments and to
resolve conflicts in land use plans. 43 U.S.C.
§1712(a). So far BLM has failed to do so on
this very important issue. Garfield County does
not support proposed or identified LWCs. BLM
has clearly violated Section 202 by not
coordinating both its inventory and LWC
determination with the state and local
governments.
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-04-39
Organization: Garfield County Board of
County Commissioners (Colorado)
Issue Excerpt Text:
BLM did publish the notice of intent within 120
days and appears intent on issuing the final
decision by December 31, 2012, assuming that
BLM treats this protest with the same disregard
as it did the cooperating agency comments.
BLM is rushing to issue a final decision without
regard to the facts or competing legal obligations
and constraints. Even when multiple
cooperating agencies requested more time to
comment on the OSTS PDEIS, BLM refused to
grant the additional time because it needed to
meet the deadline set in the Settlement

Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-08-6
Organization: State of Utah
Protestor: Kathleen Clark
Issue Excerpt Text:
B. The BLM Failed to Consult with Utah As
Required by the Energy Policy Act of 2005: Not
only does the PRMP/FEIS fail to adhere to the
commercial leasing directives of the EP 2005,
BLM failed to consult with Utah to determine
the level of Utah's support and interest in a
commercial leasing program. The EP 2005
requires that the Secretary, "consult with
Governors of the States with significant oil shale
and tar sands resources on public lands.... In an
effort to determine the level of support and
interest in the States in the development of tar
sands and oil shale resources." 42 USC 15927
(e). This directive goes on to State: "If the
Secretary finds sufficient support and interest
exists in a State, the Secretary may conduct a
lease sale in the State under the commercial
leasing program regulations." The "may
conduct" language goes not to the discretion of
the Secretary to refrain from commercial leasing
if the requisite level of interest is there, but
rather to the requirement that State support and
interest exist before commercial leasing
commences. The statute requires commercial
leasing if the State supports it.
As pointed out in Utah's comments, and in
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contradistinction to the extensive consultation
that occurred during the 2008 ROD process, "no
such meetings have taken place with the
Governor of Utah or his representative during
the current PEIS effort." Comments p. 6. It was
further pointed out that, "Utah advised BLM
[during the 2008 process] that the level of
interest in Utah was high, and that if necessary,
the BLM should proceed with a commercial
leasing program in Utah even if the other States
were not interested." Id The comments
concluded by requesting the required
consultations before issuance of the FEIS:
“The State of Utah urgently requests meeting
with the BLM which meet the letter and the
spirit of the requirement of EPACT 2005 to
consult with the Governors, and local
government, to determine the level of support
for a commercial program for the leasing of oil
shale and tar sands. Only then will the BLM be
able to fully analyze the social and economic
impacts to the State as well as work with the
State on decisions affecting a critical component
of the State's economy. These meetings must
include through discussion of all information
and issues pertaining to a commercial leasing
program, including royalty rates, the structure of
the leasing program, and the availability of lands
for leasing. " Id. (Emphasis on original).
BLM's failure to consult with the Governor of
Utah in violation of EPAct 2005 renders the
PRMP/FEIS insufficient to support any
subsequent ROD.
Since the issuance of the 2008 ROD, Utah has
taken significant steps to foster the commercial
development of its oil shale and tar sands
resources. In March 2011, Utah Governor
Herbert unveiled his "Energy Initiatives and
Imperatives: Utah's 10-Year Strategic Energy
Plan, "with the goal of facilitating the expansion

of responsible development of Utah's energy
resources, including oil shale and tar sands." In
2012, the Utah Legislature enacted the "State of
Utah Resource Management Plan for Federal
Lands," UCA 63J-8-101 et. seq. that created the
Uintah Basin Energy Zone in both Uintah and
Duchesne Counties. This legislation States that
the State supports, "efficient and responsible full
development of all existing energy and mineral
resources located within the Uintah Basin
Energy Zone, including oil, oil shale, natural
gas, etc." It calls upon the federal agencies who
administer lands within the Uintah Basin Energy
Zone to fully cooperate with the State in the
adoption of land and resource management plans
which employ the State's land, and to expedite
the processing, granting and streamlining of
mineral and energy leases. Yet, due to the
BLM's failure to consult with Utah, neither of
these State initiatives were considered or even
mentioned in the PRMP/FEIS.
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-09-46
Organization: Uintah County, Utah
Association of Counties, and the Coalition of
Local Governments
Issue Excerpt Text:
BLM did publish the notice of intent within 120
days and appears intent on issuing the final
decision by December 31, 2012, assuming that
BLM treats this protest with the same disregard
as it did the cooperating agency comments.
BLM is rushing to issue a final decision without
regard to the facts or competing legal obligations
and constraints. Even when multiple
cooperating agencies requested more time to
comment on the OSTS PDEIS, BLM refused to
grant the additional time because it needed to
meet the deadline set in the Settlement
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Agreement.
See BLM Comment Response Doc. at 1119-20.
BLM gave cooperating agencies less than two
weeks to review several thousand pages of text
and write comments on the preliminary OSTS
PDEIS.
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-09-49
Organization: Uintah County, Utah
Association of Counties, and the Coalition of
Local Governments
Issue Excerpt Text:
The OSTS PFEIS Preferred Alternatives
continue to be inconsistent with all three
Counties' local plans, policies, and resolutions.
These alternatives do not support the full
development of oil shale and tar sands but
instead greatly decrease the amount of lands
available for leasing and development.
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-09-53
Organization: Uintah County, Utah
Association of Counties, and the Coalition of
Local Governments
Issue Excerpt Text:
BLM made no attempt to reconcile the
differences with Uintah, Lincoln, and
Sweetwater Counties' plans and policies.
Instead, BLM asserts that a RD&D focus is
necessary in order to obtain more information
about the technologies and associated
environmental consequences before committing

to broad-scale development. id. BLM is not
only failing to consider quality, new information
on oil shale and tar sands development, but it is
also violating federal law by supporting
alternatives that are contrary to state and local
plans and policies, and failing to make any
attempt to reconcile these differences. No
federal law contradicts the County and
Conservation Districts local plans, so BLM’s
failure to reconcile does not conform to
FLPMA.
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-09-60
Organization: Uintah County, Utah
Association of Counties, and the Coalition of
Local Governments
Issue Excerpt Text:
IM 2011-154 and later the manuals, BLM
Manuals 6310 and 6320 (March 15, 2012), were
adopted without proper comment procedures and
without coordination with local governments.
Under Section 202(a), BLM has no choice but to
coordinate with local governments and to
resolve conflicts in land use plans. So far BLM
has failed to do so on this very important issue.
Uintah County does not support proposed or
identified LWCs. The State of Utah statutorily
opposes the management of public lands for
wilderness characteristics as it circumvents the
statutory wilderness process and is inconsistent
with the multiple use management standard.
BLM has clearly violated Section 202 by not
coordinating both its inventory and LWC
determination with the state and local
governments.
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Summary
The BLM has not fulfilled its obligations to state and local governments:
1. The BLM failed to consult with Utah to determine the level of Utah's support and interest
in a commercial leasing program, as required by the Energy Policy Act of 2005. As a
consequence, neither of Utah’s State initiatives regarding oil shale and tar resources were
considered or even mentioned in the Final PEIS.
2. The Final PEIS violates FLPMA because the preferred alternative is inconsistent with
Uintah, Lincoln, and Sweetwater counties local plans, policies, and resolutions.
3. Under Section 202(a) of FLPMA, the BLM is required to coordinate with local
governments and to resolve conflicts in land use plans. The BLM has violated Section
202 by not coordinating both its inventory and the decisions regarding lands with
wilderness characteristics with the state and local governments.
4. The BLM did not provide sufficient time for cooperating agencies to comment on the
Final PEIS.

Response
As previously stated in the Comment Response Document, Section 369 of the Energy Policy Act
of 2005 requires the Secretary, no later than 180 days after the publication of the oil shale
regulations whose development is required under this section, to consult with the governors of
states with significant oil shale and tar sands resources on public lands, as well as with
representatives of local governments, interested Indian tribes, and other interested persons, to
determine the level of support and interest in the states in the development of oil shale and tar
sands resources. The Secretary conducted this consultation in 2008, when the commercial oil
shale and tar sands leasing programs were established. It was anticipated that further
consultation would occur in the future, in preparation for any Secretarial decision to conduct a
lease sale in one or more of these states. At this time, however, no commercial lease sale is
under consideration or anticipated. Rather, the BLM is engaged in a land use planning action
pursuant to its authority under FLPMA. As part of the land use planning action, which involves
targeted plan amendments addressing land use allocation for future oil shale and tar sands leasing
and development, as well as the associated NEPA analysis, the BLM has invited the state and
local governments and interested tribes to participate in the NEPA process as cooperating
agencies, and has provided a governors’ consistency review regarding the Proposed RMPA, in
accordance with the BLM’s planning regulations at 43 CFR 1610.3-2 (Final PEIS, Comment
Response Document, p.147).
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Section 202 (c)(9) of FLPMA requires that “Land use plans of the Secretary under this section
shall be consistent with state and local plans to the maximum extent he finds consistent with
Federal law and the purposes of this Act.” In accordance with this requirement, the BLM has
given consideration to those state, local, and tribal plans that are germane in the development of
land use plans for public lands. To the extent the Final PEIS/Proposed RMPA is inconsistent
with state and county plans, policies, or programs, the BLM believes that because of the nascent
character of the oil shale and tar sands technologies, a measured approach should be taken to oil
shale and tar sands resources leasing and development. This approach ensures that any
commercial oil shale program meets the intent of Congress; is consistent with the requirements
of NEPA and FLPMA; takes advantage of the best available information and practices to
minimize impacts; and offers opportunities for states, tribes, local communities, and the public to
be involved at each decision point.
In regards to BLM’s wilderness characteristics inventory, Section 201 of FLPMA requires the
BLM to maintain on a continuing basis an inventory of all public lands and their resources and
other values, which includes wilderness characteristics. The BLM will consider whether to
update or conduct a wilderness characteristics inventory when: (1) The public or the BLM
identifies wilderness characteristics as an issue during the NEPA process; (2) the BLM is
undertaking a land use planning process; (3) the BLM has new information concerning resource
conditions; (4) a project that may impact wilderness characteristics is undergoing NEPA
analysis; or (5) the BLM acquires additional lands (BLM Manual 6310, p. 2). Although the
inventory process may occur in concurrence with a land use planning effort, it is a distinct and
separate process. The BLM is not required to coordinate with state or local governments in its
inventory process. As stated above, requirements for coordination with state and local
governments under Section 202(c)(9) apply to the “development and revision of land use plans.”
These requirements do not apply to BLM inventories.
In regards to the request for a cooperating agency review extension, the BLM has explained why
it was unable to grant this request (Final PEIS, pp. 1119 to 1120). “The preferences of
cooperating agencies regarding the pace … of collaborative efforts [including document reviews]
do not supersede the need to adhere to established schedules.” See BLM “Desk Guide to
Cooperating Agency Relationships and Coordination with Intergovernmental Partners” (2012),
p. 26.
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Alternatives
Range of Alternatives
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-03-3
Organization: Duchesne County Commission
(Utah)
Issue Excerpt Text:
Findings: In this case, the BLM, in violation of
40 CFR 1502.14 (a), failed to rigorously explore
and objectively evaluate all reasonable
alternatives, and for alternatives which were
eliminated from detailed study, briefly discuss
the reasons for their having been eliminated.
During review of the draft PEIS, several
cooperating agencies, as stated on Page 2-76 of
the DPEIS, suggested an alternative that would
allow for larger scale leasing in Utah and
Wyoming, where more support lies, while
limiting leasing in Colorado. The draft PEIS
stated that "The BLM seeks comments on this
approach as well as other approaches that
combine elements of the various alternatives."
Unfortunately, the final PEIS failed to explore
and evaluate this alternative and failed to discuss
the reasons for it having been eliminated.
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-10-16
Organizations: Center for Biological Diversity,
Grand Canyon Trust, Living Rivers, and Sierra
Club
Issue Excerpt Text:
In addition to each of the substantive violations
outlined above, the PRMP Amendments and
FEIS also violate the procedural requirements of

NEPA that all significant environmental impacts
be analyzed and alternatives that minimize such
impacts be considered. In each case, the
inadequate and inaccurate analysis leading to the
substantive violation of FLPMA, ESA, and/or
CAA described above also give rise to a
corresponding violation of NEPA. Moreover,
because BLM relied exclusively on oil shale and
tar sands development scenarios in all
alternatives and failed to analyze an alternative
that allocated no land to future oil shale and tar
sands development to mitigate climate change
impacts and other risks to the environment,
BLM failed to consider a reasonable range of
alternatives, rendering the FEIS woefully
deficient.
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-13-22
Organizations: Biodiversity Conservation
Alliance, Western Watershed Project,
Californians for Western Wilderness
Issue Excerpt Text:
BLM considered but eliminated from detailed
analysis an alternative that would have applied
the more permissive Wyoming standards for oil
shale leasing in Colorado and Utah, but the
BLM determined that it would not make
economic sense to open larger areas in Colorado
and Utah to potential oil shale leasing where the
resource is of low grade and unlikely to be
developed at this time, because interest in future
leasing would be directed at higher grade
deposits.
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FEIS at 2-83. This rationale makes perfect sense
and is in accord with EPAct directives to focus
attention on the most prospective deposits. BLM
added that if technology improved to allow lowgrade deposits to be feasibly developed,
“additional planning and NEPA analysis could
be conducted to open these areas to leasing and
development, where warranted.” Id. Not listed
as an alternative considered at any point during
the NEPA process is the alternative sought by
BCA et al. to apply the 25-foot-thickness and 25
gallon per ton threshold to Wyoming as well as
Colorado. See FEIS at 2-82 through 2-88. The
fact that this is a reasonable alternative in
Wyoming is demonstrated by the fact that it is a
reasonable alternative (indeed, proposed under
all alternative) in Colorado and Utah. The
BLM’s failure to consider this reasonable
alternative is a violation of NEPA’s ‘range of
reasonable alternatives’ requirement.

Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-13-23
Organizations: Biodiversity Conservation
Alliance, Western Watershed Project,
Californians for Western Wilderness
Issue Excerpt Text:
BLM considered by rejected an alternative that
would allow oil shale leasing at the 15 GPT/15foot threshold in all three states. FEIS at 2-83.
However, BLM never even considered an
alternative that only lands exceeding 25 GPT/
25-feet thickness (the “25-25 threshold”) would
be considered for leasing in all three states.
BCA specifically asked BLM to consider such
an alternative in our DEIS comments. Not only
did BLM fail to consider such and alternative,
but the agency also failed to provide a rationale
for why it considered such an alternative
unreasonable.

Summary
The BLM did not provide a rationale for eliminating the following proposed alternatives:
1. An alternative that would allow for larger scale leasing in Utah and Wyoming.
2. An alternative that allocated no land to future oil shale and tar sands development.
3. An alternative that applied the 25-foot-thickness and 25 gallon per ton threshold to
Wyoming.

Response
The purpose and need for the proposed action defines the range of alternatives to be considered.
The BLM must analyze a range of reasonable alternatives, but is not required to analyze in detail
every possible alternative or variation. An agency may eliminate alternatives from detailed study
with a brief discussion of the reasons for having been eliminated (40 CFR 1502.14(a)). For
example, an alternative may be eliminated from detailed study if it is determined not to meet the
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proposed action’s purpose and need; determined to be unreasonable given the BLM mandates,
policies, and programs; it is substantially similar in design to an alternative that is analyzed; its
implementation is speculative or remote; or it is technically or economically infeasible (BLM
NEPA Handbook, H-1790-1, 6.6.3).
The BLM did not consider an alternative that allocated no land to future oil shale and tar sands
development because it would be inconsistent with Section 369 of the Energy Policy Act, which
directed the Secretary to “complete a programmatic environmental impact statement for a
commercial leasing program for oil shale and tar sands resources on public lands, with an
emphasis on the most geologically prospective lands within each of the States of Colorado, Utah,
and Wyoming.” In response to internal scoping, however, the BLM developed and analyzed
Alternative 3 for both oil shale and tar sands, in order to present for public and policy-maker
consideration an allocation where very few lands would be available for leasing and
development of these resources.
The BLM did not consider an alternative that applied the 25-foot-thickness and 25 gallon per ton
threshold to Wyoming because this alternative would also be inconsistent with the Energy Policy
Act’s directive to focus on the most geologically prospective lands within each of the States of
Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming. In Wyoming, where the oil shale resource quality is not as high
as it is in Colorado and Utah, the most geologically prospective oil shale resources have been
determined to be those deposits that yield 15 gallon/ton or more of oil shale and are 15 feet thick
or greater.
The BLM did not consider an alternative that applied the 15-foot-thickness and 15 gallon per ton
threshold to all three states because this alternative would also be inconsistent with the Energy
Policy Act’s directive to focus on the most geologically prospective lands within each of the
States of Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming. In Colorado and Utah, where the oil shale resource
quality is excellent to good, the most geologically prospective resources have been determined to
be those deposits that yield 25 gallon/ton or more of oil shale and are 25 feet thick or greater.
This is not to say that at some time, in the future, the deposits that fall outside this boundary
would not be developed; in this circumstance, a land use plan amendment would determine
whether these additional lands should be opened.
Please see the response regarding leasing standards below (“Policy - Leasing Standards”), or
page 124 of the Comment Response Document in the Final PEIS, for a more detailed explanation
of leasing standards used in the Final PEIS.
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“The Prreferred Alternative
A
e Was Pred
determine
ed”

mber: PP-WO
O-OilTar-13-04-31
Issue Num
Organiza
ation: Garfield County Bo
oard of
County Commissioners (CO)
Issue Exccerpt Text:
BLM's setttlement agreement with en
nvironmentall
groups haas been the priimary reason for
reconsiderring the 2008
8 PFEIS and for
f choosing
the Preferrred Alternativ
ves. See Setttlement
Agreemen
nt in Colorado
o Environmen
ntal Coalition
n
et al. v. Saalazar, 09-000
085 (Feb. 15, 2011).
Through the
t agreement, BLM restriicted its
administraative discretio
on under the EIS
E process.
BLM com
mmitted itself to proposing amendmentss
to the RM
MPs for Coloraado, Utah, an
nd Wyoming
and to inittiate scoping under NEPA for such
revisions. Settlement Agreement
A
at ¶¶1-2. As
part of thee NEPA analy
ysis, BLM is required to
include an
n alternative that
t excludes from
commerciial oil shale or tar sands leaasing (1) all
areas iden
ntified as land
ds with wilderrness
characteriistics (LWCs)), (2) the who
ole Adobe
Town Verry Rare or Un
ncommon area, (3) core or
priority saagegrouse hab
bitat, (4) all areas
a
of
critical en
nvironmental concern (ACE
EC), and (5)
all areas identified as excluded
e
in Alternative
A
C
08 PFEIS. Id at
a '¶1.
of the 200
ment limits th
he alternativess
The Settleement Agreem
BLM can consider in th
he NEPA anaalysis to a no
action alteernative, an alternative thaat removes all
the lands just
j described
d, and an alterrnative that
removes some
s
of the laands just desccribed. Id at
¶2. BLM then limited the purpose and
a need
statement by agreeing to
t define it so
o that it can
be met by
y the two alterrnatives choseen by the
environmental groups in
i the settlem
ment

LM effectivelly precluded
agreeement. Id BL
otherrwise reasonaable alternativves from beinng
conssidered by agrreeing to this type of statem
ment.
See C
Colorado Envvtl. Coal. v. D
Dombeck, 1855 FJd
11622, 1174-76 (l00th Cir. 1999)) (an agency m
may
rejecct alternativess that do not ssatisfy a
reasoonable purposse and need.). The purposse and
needd in the OSTS
S PFEIS is to "reassess the
apprropriate mix oof allowable uuses with resppect
to oiil shale and taars sands leasiing and potenntial
deveelopment." 20012 OSTS PFEIS at 1-4. B
BLM
will consider ameending the appplicable RMP
Ps to
speccify whether aany areas currrently open foor
appliication for leaasing and devvelopment shoould
not bbe available ffor such application. Id.
BLM
M was commiitted to a preddetermined
outc ome in the OSTS PFEIS too reduce the
potenntial for oil shhale and tar ssands
deveelopment. Laarge sections aand whole
chappters of the OS
STS PFEIS aare largely thee
samee as the 2008 PFEIS. BLM
M only added
discuussions aboutt the new techhnology for oil
shalee and tar sandds developmeent to Appenddices
A annd B after receeiving extenssive commentts
from
m cooperating agencies andd others
conccerning this new and qualitty data. BLM
M,
how ever, still refu
fused to incorpporate and
conssider this infoormation in itss analysis of tthe
alterrnatives and eenvironmentall impacts.
Com
mmenters alsoo proposed an alternative thhat
woulld increase thhe amount of lands made
availlable for com
mmercial oil shhale and tar saands
leasiing as comparred to the othher proposed
alterrnatives, but B
BLM refused to consider itt.
BLM
M chose Alterrnatives 2 andd 2(b) as its
Prefe
ferred Alternaatives, which eeffectively
excluude all the lannds from com
mmercial oil shale
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and tar san
nds leasing ass set forth in the
t
settlementt agreement. 2012
2
OSTS PFEIS
P
at 2-36
6
- 2-37, 2-6
69; Settlemen
nt Agreement at ¶1.
The Prefeerred Alternatives also requ
uire RD&D
leasing requirements be met prior to
o any
commerciial lease appliications being
g accepted.
2012 OST
TS PFEIS at 2-37
2
- 2-38. This
T decision
was also predetermined
p
d as BLM agrreed to not
issue any commercial oil
o shale or taar sands
leases unttil the publicaation of the RM
MP
amendmeents, but was allowed
a
to no
ominate
parcels to be leased forr RD&D and in the
Asphalt Ridge
R
Special Tar Sands Arrea.
Settlemen
nt Agreement at ¶¶7-8. BL
LM had
already ag
greed to only issue RD&D leases and
discontinu
ued the issuan
nce of commeercial leases
before thee EIS process had even starrted. See
Metcalf, 214
2 F.3d at 11
143-44 (the court
invalidateed an agency'ss decision beccause it had
predeterm
mined the outccome when it made a
contractuaal commitmen
nt to support the Makah
whaling proposal
p
beforre preparing an
a
environmental assessm
ment.).
Lastly, thee set time fram
mes proposed
d in the
settlementt agreement provide
p
additiional
evidence of
o the predeteermined outco
ome for the
OSTS PFE
EIS. BLM ag
greed to publiish a notice
of intent for
f the RMP amendments
a
within
w
120
days of th
he settlement agreement.
a
Settlement
S
Agreemen
nt. at ¶1. Theen it agreed to
o issue a final
decision on
o the RMP amendments
a
by
b December
31, 2012. Id. at ¶5.
Issue Num
mber: PP-WO
O-OilTar-13--07-7
Organiza
ation: Americcan Petroleum
m Institute
Issue Exccerpt Text:
Importanttly, in stating that it would only
consider the
t removal of
o lands from application

for ppotential futurre leasing andd then choosinng
restrrictive optionss as its preferrred alternativves,
BLM
M's Draft PEIS
S reveals a biiased and
preddetermined ouutcome that allso runs countter to
the iintent of the N
National Enviironmental Poolicy
Act ((NEPA). Conngress's intennt in promulgaating
NEP
PA included thhe desire to "attain the widdest
rangge of beneficiaal uses of the environmentt
withhout degradatiion, risk to heealth or safetyy, or
otherr undesirable and unintendded
conssequences," annd to "achievve a balance
betw
ween populatioon and resourrce use whichh will
perm
mit high standdards of livingg and a wide
shariing of life's am
menities.'" B
By consideringg
onlyy the narrowinng of available lands for oiil
shalee developmennt, BLM faileed to considerr the
rangge of beneficiaal uses and thhe potential too
prom
mote human sstandards of liiving that couuld
resullt from more availability oof lands for oiil
shalee and oil sandds developmeent.

Issu e Number: P
PP-WO-OilTaar-13-08-16
Org anization: Sttate of Utah
Issu e Excerpt Teext:
43 C
CFR § 1502.2 provides thatt: "Environmental
impaact Statementts shall serve as the means of
assesssing the enviironmental im
mpact of a
propposed action, rrather than juustifying decissions
alreaady made." C
Certainly withh regard to thee
convversion from a commerciall leasing proggram
to ann RD&D proggram (as discuussed herein iin
subppart A), and pperhaps with rrespect to manny of
the oother proposeed changes froom the 2008 R
ROD,
the P
PRMP/FEIS iis a rather thinnly-veiled efffort
on B
BLM's part to justify decisiions already m
made
to m
more accuratelly reflect the ppolicies of thee new
admiinistration. N
NEPA review is not the vehhicle
for ssuch political shifts in po1iicy. Rather, N
NEPA
revieew must be obbjective and bbased upon
empiirical evidencce of environm
mental impaccts of
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proposed federal action
ns. To the ex
xtent that the
PRMP/FE
EIS is the justtification of decisions
already made,
m
it is in violation
v
of 43
3 CFR §
1502.2.

Issue Num
mber: PP-WO
O-OilTar-13-09-45
Organiza
ations: Uintah County, Utah
Associatio
on of Countiees, and the Co
oalition of
Local Gov
vernments
Issue Exccerpt Text:
BLM's setttlement agreement with en
nvironmentall
groups waas the only reason to recon
nsider the
2008 PFE
EIS and to seleect the Preferrred
Alternativ
ves. See CEC v. Salazar, 09
9-00085 Dkt..
No. 63-1 (D.C. Colo. 2011).
2
Through the
agreemen
nt, BLM restriicted its admin
nistrative
discretion
n under the EIIS process. BL
LM
committed
d itself to pro
oposing amend
dments to thee
RMPs forr Colorado, Utah,
U
and Wyo
oming and to
initiate scoping under NEPA
N
for succh revisions.
Id. at ¶¶I-2. As part off the NEPA an
nalysis, BLM
M
is required
d to include an
a alternative that excludess
from com
mmercial oil sh
hale or tar san
nds leasing
(1) all areeas identified as lands with
h wilderness
characteriistics (LWCs)), (2) the who
ole Adobe
Town Verry Rare or Un
ncommon area, (3) core or
priority saage-grouse haabitat, (4) all areas
a
of
critical en
nvironmental concern (ACE
EC), and (5)
all areas identified as excluded
e
in Alternative
A
C
of the 200
08 PFEIS. Id. at ¶1.
The Settleement Agreem
ment limits th
he alternativess
BLM can consider in th
he NEPA anaalysis to a no
action alteernative, an alternative thaat removes all
the lands just
j described
d, and an alterrnative that
removes some
s
of the laands just desccribed. Id. at
¶2. BLM then limited the purpose and
a need
statement by agreeing to
t define it so
o that it can
be met by
y the two alterrnatives choseen by the
environmental groups in
i the settlem
ment

LM effectively precluded
agreeement. id. BL
otherrwise reasonaable alternativves from beinng
conssidered by agrreeing to this type of statem
ment.
See C
Colorado Envvtl. Coal. v. D
Dombeck, 1855
F.3dd 1162, 1174-76 (l0th Cir. II999)(an agenncy
may reject alternaatives that do not satisfy a
reasoonable purposse and need.). The purposse and
needd in the OSTS
S PFEIS is to "reassess the
apprropriate mix oof allowable uuses with resppect
to oiil shale and taar sands leasinng and potenttial
deveelopment." 20012 OSTS PF
FEIS at 1-4. B
BLM
will consider ameending the appplicable RMP
Ps to
speccify whether aany areas currrently open foor
appliication for leaasing and devvelopment shoould
not bbe available ffor such application. id.
BLM
M committed to a predeterm
mined outcom
me in
the O
OSTS PFEIS to reduce thee potential forr oil
shalee and tar sandds developmeent. As noted
abovve, the OSTS PFEIS does nnot use new
inforrmation nor taake a fresh loook. Large
sectiions and wholle chapters off the OSTS PF
FEIS
are llargely the sam
me as the 20008 PFEIS. BL
LM
onlyy added discusssions about tthe new
technnology for oill shale and taar sands
deveelopment to A
Appendices A and B after
receiiving extensivve comments from cooperating
agenncies and the aaffected comppanies concerrning
this nnew and quallity data. BLM
M, however, still
refussed to incorpoorate and connsider this
inforrmation in itss analysis of thhe alternativees and
envirronmental im
mpacts. Uintaah County andd
otherr cooperatingg agencies prooposed an
alterrnative that w
would increasee the amount oof
land s made availaable for comm
mercial oil shaale
and ttar sands leassing as compaared to the othher
propposed alternattives, but BLM
M refused to
conssider it. See B
BLM Commeent Response Doc.
at 400-42. BLM chhose Alternatiives 2 and 2(bb) as
its P referred Alterrnatives, whicch effectivelyy
excluude all the lannds from com
mmercial oil shale
and ttar sands leassing as set forrth in the
settleement agreem
ment. 2012 OS
STS PFEIS att 2-36
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- 2-37, 2-6
69; CEC v. Salazar, 09-00085, Dkt.
No. 63-1, ¶1 (D.C. Collo. 2011).
The Prefeerred Alternatives also requ
uire RD&D
leasing requirements be met prior to
o any
commerciial lease appliications being
g accepted.
2012 OST
TS PFEIS at 2-37
2
- 2-38. This
T decision
was also predetermined
p
d as BLM agrreed to not
issue any commercial oil
o shale or taar sands
leases unttil the publicaation of the RM
MP
amendmeents, but was allowed
a
to no
ominate
parcels to be leased forr RD&D and in the
Asphalt Ridge
R
Special Tar Sands Arrea. CEC v.
Salazar, 09-00085,
0
Dktt. No. 63-1, ¶¶
¶ 7-8 (D.C.
Colo. 2011). BLM had
d already agreeed to only
issue RD&
&D leases and
d discontinueed the
issuance of
o commerciaal leases beforre the EIS
process haad even starteed. See Metcalf, 2I4 F.3d

at I 1143-44 (the coourt invalidatted an agencyy's
decission because it had predeteeffi1ined the
outc ome when it made a contractual
mitment to suupport the Maakah whaling
comm
propposal before ppreparing an eenvironmental
assesssment).
Lastlly, the set tim
me frames prooposed in the
settleement agreem
ment provide additional
evid ence of the prredetem1inedd outcome forr the
OST
TS PFEIS. BL
LM agreed too publish a notice
of inntent for the R
RMP amendm
ments within 1120
dayss of the settlem
ment agreemeent CEC v.
Colo.
Salazzar, 09-000855, Dkt No. 633-1, ¶1 (D.C. C
20111). Then it aggreed to issuee a final decisiion
on thhe RMP amenndments by D
December 31,
20122.

Summarry
The BLM
M is in violattion of NEPA
A because th
he purpose aand need stattement, rangge of alternattives,
and prefeerred alternaative were alll predetermined based onn the settlem
ment agreem
ment with
environm
mental group
ps. This is deemonstrated by the narroow purpose aand need staatement; the
exclusion
n of informaation on new technologiees from the aanalysis; the refusal to coonsider an
alternativ
ve that would
d increase th
he amount off land availaable; the seleection of a m
more restrictivve
option ass the preferreed alternative; the fact th
hat the BLM
M agreed to not issue any commerciall
leases un
ntil the publiccation of thee RMP amen
ndments but was allowedd to nominatte parcels to be
leased fo
or RD&D beffore the EIS process had
d started; andd the adherennce to a timee-frame
determin
ned in the setttlement agreeement.

Response
As previo
ously stated in the Comm
ment Respon
nse Documennt of the Finnal PEIS, althhough the B
BLM
agreed in
n settlement to consider certain
c
altern
natives in thhe NEPA andd planning processes, thee
Proposed
d Plan presen
nted with thiis Final PEIS
S was not "ppredetermineed." The measures agreeed to
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by the United States in settlement are not inconsistent with its NEPA obligations under BLM’s
planning regulations. In addition, the settlement of pending litigation challenging the 2008
OSTS ROD is an element of the background information for the purpose and need, not an
element of the purpose and need itself.
The Secretary has long expressed an interest in reassessment of the allocation decisions made in
2008 and a focus on a robust RD&D program; the terms of the settlement agreement are
consistent with this policy direction (Final PEIS, Comment Response Document, p.143). Under
the purpose and need—reassessing the appropriate mix of allowable uses, in light of the still
nascent character of the oil shale and tar sands industries—any of the four alternatives (or
combination of elements thereof) presented for analysis could be selected for implementation.
Nor did the settlement agreement limit the number or character of alternatives that the BLM
could consider; it only represented the minimum number and character of alternatives the BLM
agreed to consider. As required by NEPA, the BLM considered a range of alternatives and
explained its identification of Alternative 2(b) as the Proposed Plan in the Final PEIS.
The BLM did not develop an alternative that would increase the amount of land available for
leasing because such an alternative would consist of elements already analyzed and presented for
public comment, and therefore this approach is not necessary (see section 10.1 from this Protest
Resolution Report). Contrary to the allegation made by the protester, the BLM did not "exclude
information on new technologies from the analysis." The BLM used the best available
information in all analyses presented in the Final PEIS (please see section 8.8 of this Protest
Resolution for a detailed discussion on this topic). Under the terms of the settlement agreement,
the BLM agreed not to issue any call for expression of leasing interest for commercial oil shale
leases until the publication of the RMP amendments. The settlement agreement, however, did
not address or predetermine final leasing decisions under this Proposed RMPA. Further, nothing
in the settlement agreement prohibited the BLM from nomination of parcels to be leased for
RD&D, and the BLM has accordingly moved forward with RD&D leases in the interim. With
respect to leases of tar sands resources for development, the BLM agreed to a similar waiting
period, pending completion of the new planning effort. Finally, adherence to the timeframe
determined in the settlement agreement is not associated in any way with the BLM’s alternative
selection, nor did it prevent the BLM from adhering to required time periods for public
participation and review. For example, the BLM is required to provide: a 30-day scoping
comment period; a 90-day public comment period on the draft PEIS; a 30-day protest period; and
a 60-day Governor’s Consistency Review period (43 CFR Part 1610; Land Use Planning
Handbook, p. 17). The BLM has adhered to all of these time period requirements.
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Treatment of Alternatives
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-03-5
Organization: Duchesne County Commission (Utah)
Issue Excerpt Text:
In this case, the BLM, in violation of 40 CFR 1502.14 (b), failed to devote substantial treatment to each
alternative considered in detail including the proposed action so that reviewers may evaluate their
comparative merits. On Page 2-35, Line 37 of the DPEIS, the BLM admitted that the preferred
alternative, Alternative 2 (b), was "not noted elsewhere in the document but will be developed further in
preparation of the Final PEIS." Duchesne County requested that the DPEIS be re-written and provided to
us for at least a 30-day comment period after this alternative is more fully developed. We noted that it is
impossible for cooperators and the general public to adequately comment on an alternative until it is fully
developed in the draft PEIS. Unfortunately, the BLM ignored this request.

Response
The Draft PEIS clearly explained that the under alternative 2(b), “the lands open for future
leasing consideration would be the same as those in Alternative 2(a), but only for RD&D
leases…. The environmental impacts of Alternative 2(b) would be analytically indistinguishable
from those of Alternative 2(a). Only the method of obtaining a lease would be different.
Accordingly, the analysis in this PEIS of Alternative 2 applies fully and equally to both
alternatives. To the extent there may be differences in environmental consequences between
Alternative 2(a) and 2(b), these would be related to the timing of the commencement of impacts,
as well as, possibly, length of disturbance. However, these issues are best addressed in the lease
and/or project-specific analysis” (Draft PEIS, p. 2-35, lines 9 to 22). Thus, because alternative
2(a) and 2(b) are analytically indistinguishable, it is not necessary to revise the Draft PEIS or to
provide an additional comment period.
As explained below (“Policy – Energy Policy Act” response), however, the Final PEIS did
develop additional description of how the Secretary would exercise his discretion with respect to
the RD&D first Alternative, as it appears in the Proposed RMPA. This further description was
developed in response to comments and suggestions made by several commenters that the
RD&D work done on lands other than Federal lands in the formations at issue should not have to
be duplicated.
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Policy Considerations
Policy – Reconsideration of the 2008 PEIS Allocations
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-01-11
Organization: Center for Regulatory
Effectiveness
Issue Excerpt Text:
The 2008 PEIS was a measured approach taken
to balance environmental considerations with the
congressional mandate to devise a commercial
leasing program. BLM specifically chose the
2008 PEIS (no-action alternative) on the basis
that there would be two additional stages of
environmental analysis before any commercial
development of oil shale could occur.
Accordingly, the 2012 no-action alternative does
not commit BLM to "broad scale commercial
development" nor does it preclude BLM from
fully understanding all of the environmental
implications of oil shale development. As such,
the unjustified shift by BLM in the 2012 PEIS is
arbitrary and capricious.
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-01-22
Organization: Center for Regulatory
Effectiveness
Issue Excerpt Text:
Ironically, BLM need only look to its own
findings to conclude that the 2012 Alternative
"is not fully consistent with the mandate of the
Energy Policy Act of2005." In the 2008 ROD,
BLM argued against the alternative it selected in
the 2012 PEIS. Specifically, BLM argued:
“Alternative C [Alternative selected in the 2012

Final PEIS] was not selected as the Proposed
Plan Amendment because the alternative would
not make the -most geologically prospective
lands in Colorado, Utah and Wyoming as
available for application for leasing. Titus it is
not fully consistent with the mandate of the
Energy Policy Act of 2005. Much of the most
geologically prospective acreage would be
excluded under Alternative C.24”
Thus, BLM admittedly, is in agreement that the
2012 Final PEIS violates the Energy Policy Act
of 2005.
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-01-7
Organization: Center for Regulatory
Effectiveness
Issue Excerpt Text:
BLM found in 2008 that the Alternative selected
for the 2012 Final PEIS "unreasonably
fragments the area that would be available for
application, resulting in parcels that are unlikely
to be explored lease or developed. In addition,
"Alternative C [the Alternative selected in 2012]
was not selected as the Proposed Plan
Amendment because the alternative would not
make the -most geologically prospective lands in
Colorado, Utah and Wyoming as available for
application for leasing. Thus it is not fully
consistent with the mandate of the Energy Policy
Act of2005. Much of the most geologically
prospective acreage would be excluded under
Alternative C. In addition, this unreasonably
fragments the area that would be available for
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application, resulting in parcels that are unlikely
to be explored, leased, or developed.,,19
The 2008 land allocations for oil shale do
nothing more than lay the foundation for future
commercial oil shale development. It is not the
final policy statement, nor is it the final
statement of the environmental impacts of oil
shale development. Thus, it is disingenuous to
conclude that the 2008 PEIS "is deficient" where
BLM has prescribed subsequent NEPA analyses
to be conducted when reasonably foreseeable
issues become "ripe."
The analyses for the 2008 and 2012 PEIS are
notably consistent. The major difference
between NEPA documents are the outcomes,
which is a direct result of the lawsuit filed by the
Environmental NGO Coalition.
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-04-15
Organization: Garfield County Board of
County Commissioners (Colorado)
Issue Excerpt Text:
Thus, BLM cannot exploit the Settlement
Agreement to ignore the EP Act's mandate to
develop oil shale and tar sands resources. The
NEPA process itself is purely procedural and
does not require agencies to elevate
environmental concerns over other appropriate
considerations. Baltimore Gas & Elec. Co. v.
Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., 462
U.S. 87, 97 (1983); Stryckers' Bay
Neighborhood Council v. Karlen, 444 U.S. 223,
227 (1980).
This is precisely why the Settlement Agreement
only requires BLM to "consider" amending the
2008 OSTS ROD to protect the identified

resources. Settlement Agreement 'Ill. As
previously demonstrated, supra at Section V.B.2,
BLM has failed to provide any reasoned analysis
or explanation for revoking the administrative
findings made in the 2008 OSTS ROD. Indeed,
as already determined by BLM in 2008, the only
alternative that conforms to the EP Act is the No
Action Alternative.
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-04-24
Organization: Garfield County Board of
County Commissioners (Colorado)
Issue Excerpt Text:
In a complete about-face, BLM now proposes to
significantly scale back its commercial leasing
program. BLM's Preferred Alternative for oil
shale would only allocate about 677,000 acres
for oil shale leasing, with only 26,259 acres
(2012 OSTS PFEIS at ES-9 - ES-IO, 2-28, 247)
or 35,309 acres (BLM oral communication with
Garfield County) located in Colorado.
Remarkably, the Preferred Alternative reduces
the lands previously classified as suitable,
available and open for oil shale leasing in
Colorado by approximately 90%.
BLM now adopts the 2008 PFEIS conservation
alternative allocation: "All areas identified as
excluded from commercial oil shale and tar
sands leasing in Alternative C of the September
2008 OSTS PFEIS (Alternative C made 830,296
acres available for potential commercial oil
shale leasing and 229,038 acres available for
potential commercial tar sands leasing)." 2012
OSTS PFEIS at 2-37. Alternative C in the 2008
PFEIS had excluded from application for leasing
all lands where surface-disturbance restrictions
and/or seasonal limitations were in place to
protect known sensitive resources. 2008 OSTS
ROD at 17; 2012 OSTS PFEIS at 2-42, 6-79.
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Again, however, BLM expressly determined that
the selection of Alternative C would not be
consistent with the purposes of the EP Act. 2008
OSTS ROD at 8, 22. Thus, BLM chose
Alternative B in the 2008 PFEIS, which
allocated a vastly larger acreage for oil shale and
tar sands leasing. Id. at 13, 29, 38-39.
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-04-41
Organization: Garfield County Board of
County Commissioners (Colorado)
Issue Excerpt Text:
BLM's most egregious violation of the EP ACT
is the fact that the agency actually adopts the
2008 PFEIS conservation alternative allocation:
"All areas identified as excluded from
commercial oil shale and tar sands leasing in
Alternative C of the September 2008 OSTS
PFEIS (Alternative C made 830,296 acres
available for potential commercial oil shale
leasing and 229,038 acres available for potential
commercial tar sands leasing)." 2012 OSTS
PFEIS at 2-37.
Alternative C had excluded from application for
leasing all lands where surface disturbance
restrictions and/or seasonal limitations were in
place to protect known sensitive resources.
2008 OSTS ROD at 17; 2012 OSTS PFEIS at 242. Again, however, BLM expressly determined
that the selection of Alternative C would not be
consistent with the purposes of the EP Act. 2008
OSTS ROD at 8, 22. Thus, BLM chose
Alternative B, which allocated a vastly larger
acreage for oil shale and tar sands leasing. Id at
13, 29, 38-39.
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-04-45
Organization: Garfield County Board of

County Commissioners (Colorado)
Issue Excerpt Text:
Another compelling example of BLM's failure to
reasonably explain the proposed mineral leasing
exclusions is with respect to Areas of Critical
Environmental Concern (ACECs). The 2008
OSTS ROD logically excluded ACECs that
were closed to mineral leasing. 2008 OSTS
ROD at 17. BLM now identifies ACECs in the
study area not closed to mineral leasing that
would also be excluded from oil shale/tar sands
leasing under the Oil Shale Preferred
Alternative. 2012 OSTS PFEIS at 6-6. BLM
provides no explanation for doing so, and
ostensibly, this is because the agency can offer
none.
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-04-9
Organization: Garfield County Board of
County Commissioners (Colorado)
Issue Excerpt Text:
Without any explanation, BLM now
incorporates the rejected scaled back leasing
allocations into its Preferred Alternative. One of
the tenets of reasoned decision-making is that
"an agency changing its course ... is obligated to
supply a reasoned analysis for the change."
Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass'n v. State Farm Mut.
Auto. Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29, 42 (1983). Thus,
reasoned decision making necessarily requires
the agency to acknowledge and provide an
adequate explanation for its departure, and an
agency that neglects to do so acts arbitrarily and
capriciously under the APA, 5 U.S.C. §706.
Jicarilla Apache Nation v. U.S. Dept. of the
Interior, 613 FJd 1112, 1119 (D.C. Cir. 2010).2
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In this context, BLM completely fails to provide
a reasoned analysis for its 180-degree change in
position. BLM may not lawfully make a
statutory conformance determination where
more restrictive leasing alternatives identified in
the OSTS PFEI8 were rejected in 2008 as being
inconsistent with the EP Act?
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-06-16
Organization: Enefit American Oil
Issue Excerpt Text:
D. BLM fails to explain why it has selected an
08T8 management plan (Alternative 2) that the
agency has recently rejected as inconsistent with
BLM's multiple use obligations and
congressional directives.
In the 2008 PEIS, BLM rejected essentially the
same plan it has now selected as its preferred
alternative. Enefit Comment letter, at 15-17.
However, although the BLM is changing an
administrative decision made through notice and
comment rulemaking, it provides no explanation
about why BLM's 2008 decision rejecting what
is now termed Alternative 2 was incorrect. See,
e.g., BLM Response to Comments, at 41-48.
Because the BLM is making a resource
management decision that drastically alters a
recently-implemented resource management
decision, BLM must offer a reasonable
explanation for its change. See Motor Vehicle
Mfrs. Ass'n of U.S., Inc. v. State Farm Mut.
Auto. Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29, 30 (1983) ("An
agency changing its course by rescinding a rule
is obligated to supply a reasoned analysis for the
change beyond that which may be required when
an agency does not act in the first instance.")

Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-06-18
Organization: Enefit American Oil
Issue Excerpt Text:
BLM now suggests that the "nascent character
of the oil shale and tar sands industries" justifies
BLM's decision to drastically revise its 2008
RMPs by limiting the acreage available for
commercial oil shale leasing. See, e.g., BLM's
Response at 45, 143, 162. But the "nascent
character" of much of the oil shale technology
was one of the very reasons provided by the
BLM in 2008 for rejecting the overly restrictive
resource management alternative. As described
above, BLM recognized in its 2008 planning
effort that it would be "premature" to eliminate
areas at the planning stage, when much more
information about both the affected resources,
and the "timing and type of oil shale
technology," may show that sensitive resources
"could be adequately protected through
mitigation." 208 OSTS ROD, at22.
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-06-5
Organization: Enefit American Oil
Issue Excerpt Text:
BLM has failed to present stakeholders, or the
general public, with a credible justification for
altering its 2008 RMP Amendments, but instead
offered an unsupportable "purpose and need"
statement for restarting yet another
comprehensive NEPA analysis to revise land use
plans that have never been fully implemented.
Id., at 3-5.
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-06-8
Organization: Enefit American Oil
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Issue Excerpt Text:
What BLM fails to explain, however, is why it
would contractually commit itself to design a
purpose and need statement that was so broad as
to provide no guidance for the land use planning
effort the statement was supposed to direct. The
fact that BLM had committed itself to consider
an alternative that the BLM had just three years
before concluded was inconsistent with the
agency's directives under the Federal Land
Policy and Management Act ("FLPMA") and
the 2005 Energy Policy Act, undermines BLM's
claim that it was implementing planning
revisions that were consistent with "the
congressionally established policy of
encouraging the development of [oil shale and
tar sands) on public lands." BLM Response, at
41.
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-08-8
Organization: State of Utah
Issue Excerpt Text:
Notwithstanding the findings of the 2008 FEIS
and the substantiation of the 2008 ROD, BLM
now attempts to justify its complete about-face
by simply opining that it a "fresh look" is
required of the allocation of lands made
available for commercial leasing, and makes
reference to a Settlement Agreement that was
entered into outside of the NEPA process. As
noted in Utah's comments on the Draft PEIS:
"Despite the adequacy and sufficiency of the
previous Record of Decision and supporting
documentation proposed under the provisions of
the National Environmental Policy Act, the
BLM has reversed the sound decision it made in
the 2008 ROD." Comments at p. 2. BLM makes

no attempt to explain the reversal of its 2008
conclusions that the 2008 ROD was consistent
with the EP 2005, and that the more restrictive
Alternative C was not. The law requires that "an
agency changing its course is obligated to supply
a reasoned analysis for the change." Sec Motor
Vehicle Manufacturers Association v. State
Farm Mutual Auto Ins. Co. supra. BLM's
failure to adequately explain this change in
course constitutes an arbitrary and capricious
action in violation of the APA.
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-09-12
Organization: Uintah County, Utah
Association of Counties, and the Coalition of
Local Governments
Issue Excerpt Text:
In this regard, BLM's most egregious violation
of the EP ACT is the fact that the agency
actually adopts the previously-rejected 2008
PFEIS conservation alternative: "All areas
identified as excluded from commercial oil shale
and tar sands leasing in Alternative C of the
September 2008 OSTS PFEIS (Alternative C
made 830,296 acres available for potential
commercial oil shale leasing and 229,038 acres
available for potential commercial tar sands
leasing)." 20 12 OSTS PFEIS at 2-37.
Alternative C had excluded from application for
leasing all lands where surface-disturbance
restrictions and/or seasonal limitations were in
place to protect known sensitive resources. 2008
OSTS ROD at 17; 2012 OSTS PFEIS at 2-42.
Again, however, BLM expressly determined that
the selection of Alternative C would not be
consistent with the purposes of the EP Act. 2008
OSTS ROD at 8, 22. Thus, BLM chose
Alternative B, which allocated a vastly larger
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PP-WO-OilTaar-13-09-17
Issu e Number: P
Uintah Countyy, Utah
Org anization: U
Assoociation of Coounties, and thhe Coalition oof
Locaal Governmennts
Issu e Excerpt Teext:
Treaatment of the ACECs proviides another
comppelling examp
mple of BLM'ss failure to
reasoonably explaiin the proposeed mineral leaasing
excluusions. The 22008 ROD loogically precluuded
oil shhale and tar ssands leasing in ACECs that
weree also closed tto mineral leaasing. 2008 O
OSTS
ROD
D at 17. BLM
M now identifies ACECs in the
studyy area not cloosed to mineraal leasing thaat will
also be excluded from oil shalee/tar sands leaasing
undeer the Preferreed Alternativees. 2012 OST
TS
PFEIIS at 6-6. Aggain, BLM prrovides no
expl anation for thhis significantt change other than
decidding to take a "fresh look"" at leasing
alloccations. BLM
M Comment R
Response Doc.. at
59.
PP-WO-OilTaar-13-09-30
Issu e Number: P
Uintah Countyy, Utah
Org anization: U
Assoociation of Coounties, and thhe Coalition oof
Locaal Governmennts
Issu e Excerpt Teext:
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Donovan, 722 F.2d 795, 828 (D.C. Cir. 1983).
See also Atchinson, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry. Co.
v. Wichita Bd. Of Trade, 412 U.S. 800,806
(1973) (agency's course must be "consistent with
its mandate from Congress").
Thus, BLM cannot exploit the Settlement
Agreement to ignore the EP Act's mandate to
develop oil shale and tar sands resources. The
NEPA process itself is purely procedural and
does not require agencies to elevate
environmental concerns over other appropriate
considerations. Baltimore Gas & Elec. Co. v.
Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., 462
U.S. 87,97 (1983); Stryckers' Bay Neighborhood
Council v. Karlen, 444 U.S. 223, 227 (1980).

This is precisely why the Settlement Agreement
only requires BLM to "consider" amending the
2008 OSTS ROD to protect the identified
resources. CEC v. Salazar, 09-00085, Dkt. No.
63-1, 1 (D.C. Colo. 20 II). As previously
demonstrated, supra Section E.2.b, BLM has
failed to provide any reasoned analysis or
explanation for revoking the administrative
findings made in the 2008 OSTS ROD. Indeed,
as already determined by BLM in 2008, the only
alternative that conforms to the EP Act are the
No Action Alternatives. To find otherwise
would unlawfully elevate the Obama
Administration's anti-oil shale/tar sands policies
over statutory dictates.

Summary
The BLM has failed to provide any reasoned analysis or explanation for superseding the
administrative findings made in the 2008 OSTS ROD, and has failed to explain why the
Proposed RMPA is essentially the same as an alternative the agency rejected in 2008
(Alternative C) for being inconsistent with the BLM's multiple-use obligations and congressional
directives under the Energy Policy Act. The BLM's failure to adequately explain these changes
constitutes an arbitrary and capricious action in violation of the APA.
In 2008, the BLM stated that it would be premature to eliminate areas at the planning stage,
when more information may show that sensitive resources could be adequately protected through
mitigation. The BLM now contradicts itself by using this same rationale (i.e., the nascent
character of the OSTS industries) to justify reducing the acreage available to commercial oil
shale leasing.
The 2008 OSTS ROD only excluded Areas of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC) from
OSTS leasing that were closed to mineral leasing. The Proposed RMPA now excludes ACECs
in the study area not closed to mineral leasing, but the BLM provides no explanation for this
change.
The major difference between the 2008 and 2012 Final PEIS documents is the outcome, not the
analyses. This is a direct result of the lawsuit filed by the environmental groups. The BLM may
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not rely on the settlement agreement to violate its congressional mandate under the Energy
Policy Act to develop oil shale and tar sands resources.

Response
As explained in the Comment Response Document of the Final PEIS, pages 162 to 164, the
Secretary may engage in land use planning on the basis of changed circumstances, new policy
considerations, or any combination of the two, as long as the correct procedures are followed. In
this instance, a combination of factors contributed to the Secretary’s decision to initiate this land
use planning process, including the nascent character of the oil shale and tar sands industries,
new U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) information relating to resource potential, the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (FWS) determination regarding sage-grouse, the identification of additional
lands with wilderness characteristics in the study area, and other policy considerations. The
interest in engaging in this land use planning initiative also served to assist the United States in
resolving pending litigation brought by a coalition of environmental interests in January 2009
contesting the land allocation decisions analyzed in 2008 OSTS PEIS (Draft PEIS, p. 2-7 and
Final PEIS, p. 2-8).
Although these considerations, including the new information, prompted the initiation of this
planning effort, in fact, as described in Section 1.1.1 of the Draft PEIS, upon consideration of the
USGS studies, which focused on the potential resource, and after analysis of the issue, the BLM
determined that the USGS studies did not provide a basis for revising the boundaries of the study
area or the definition of the most geologically prospective area for oil shale. Still, through the
planning process itself, including the analysis of alternative allocations under NEPA, and
consideration of other resource issues, the BLM developed the Proposed RMPA presented in the
Final PEIS.
During this planning initiative, the BLM has been able to refine its inventories of resources it
manages in the study area. Some lands previously identified as having wilderness characteristics
were and are no longer considered to have these characteristics. In other instances, areas were
reviewed and identified as having wilderness characteristics.
Similarly, other information new since 2008, as noted in the BLM’s Notice of Intent (NOI), was
the FWS determination regarding the status of the sage-grouse. The FWS determination that
listing the species was warranted but precluded, nevertheless demonstrates that there is a vital
need and an important opportunity to manage the habitat of the species on public lands to prevent
the listing of the species as threatened or endangered. If the species were to be listed, there could
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be significant adverse impacts on several types of land uses, including oil shale and tar sands
development. The BLM has considered this information, and although the BLM agrees with the
protester that there are several methods, including but not limited to land use allocation
decisions, to address reducing impacts on this species’ habitat, the BLM elected to consider the
use of exclusions in order to address the anticipated resource conflicts. As in many similar
public land use and development decisions, even where lands remain open for leasing and
development, the BLM may impose mitigation measures in lease stipulations or in conditions of
approval in plans of development that would be consistent with law, regulation, and BLM policy,
and that would be indicated by environmental review conducted at the time of the decision.
In addition, as stated in the Final PEIS’ Comment Response Document, nothing in the Energy
Policy Act specified how the Secretary must establish a commercial oil shale leasing program,
apart from requiring the Secretary to consider the most geologically prospective areas in
Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming. The Energy Policy Act did not specify the acreage that must be
available for such programs or how the requirements of such program should be balanced with
other resource uses. Under FLPMA, the Secretary must manage the public lands in accordance
with land use plans and retains the discretion to establish, revise, and amend those land use
plans, as appropriate, to address resource management issues. This means that no leasing or
development of oil shale and tar sands resources may occur on the public lands unless such
activity is consistent with the applicable land use plan. In view of the nascent character of the oil
shale and tar sands industries, as well as in light of other resource management concerns, the
Secretary, acting though the BLM, has reconsidered the appropriate Federal lands to be available
for leasing and development of these resources, as well as whether commercial leasing should be
preceded by additional, vigorous RD&D. There may be different views on whether the nascent
character of the technologies argues for more land to be open, so that more lands may be
available for RD&D, or whether fewer lands should be open, in order that such RD&D and
eventual commercial development as does occur may be targeted in areas with few resource use
conflicts, while leaving open some areas where the oil shale and tar sands resources have been
identified as particularly rich. While the Energy Policy Act encourages commercial
development of oil shale and tar sands resources, these kinds of land management policy
questions (how much land, where, with what restrictions, and so on) are left, under FLPMA, to
the Secretary, acting through the BLM. (Final PEIS, Comment Response Document, pp. 39, 45,
142, 160, and 163).
Further, the Energy Policy Act does not prevent the Secretary from proposing an amendment or
amending land use plans. In 2008, the BLM made a land use allocation decision based on the
available information, emphasizing the potential of oil shale to provide a domestic source of
liquid fuels. Although that consideration remains important, the BLM revisited that allocation
decision more squarely in the context of other resource management and policy considerations.
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Each of the alternatives considered keeps lands available for RD&D and commercial
development of oil shale. Under any of the alternatives analyzed, a viable commercial program
would be possible. None of the alternatives is inconsistent with the policies expressed in Section
369 of the Energy Policy Act, including the alternative with the least amount of land allocated,
which would provide for more than 30,000 acres of the richest oil shale resource being open for
consideration for future leasing.
Each of the alternatives presented provides for lands to be available for development of these
important resources. Under the purpose and need, any of the four alternatives (or combination of
elements thereof) presented for analysis could be selected for implementation. Although the
BLM agreed in settlement to consider certain alternatives in the NEPA and planning processes,
the Proposed RMPA presented with in the Final PEIS was not “predetermined.” (See Final
PEIS, Comment Response Document, pp. 146-148 and 156-157).
The measures agreed to by the United States in settlement are not inconsistent with its NEPA
obligations under BLM’s planning regulations. In addition, the settlement of pending litigation
challenging the 2008 OSTS ROD is an element of the background information for the purpose
and need, not an element of the purpose and need itself. The Secretary has long expressed an
interest in reassessment of the allocation decisions made in 2008 and a focus on a robust RD&D
program; the terms of the settlement agreement are consistent with this policy direction.
The analysis between the 2008 PEIS and the 2012 PEIS is comparable because the scope of the
proposal is limited to an allocation decision. As discussed in Section 1.2.2 of the Final PEIS, the
analysis of environmental effects in the PEIS is made up of two main components. The first is
an analysis of general, hypothetical, commercial facilities for each of the major types of oil shale
and tar sand technologies resulting in the development of impacting factors for affected
environmental resources. In cases in which information on impacting factors was not available
for commercial oil shale or tar sands technologies, such factors were developed from analogous
experience in the oil and gas industry.
The second main component of the environmental impacts analysis draws on the expected
environmental effects of oil shale RD&D projects, as analyzed in the Environmental
Assessments prepared for those projects. The analysis does not vary greatly, because the
available information has not significantly changed since 2008. In the absence of more specific
information on the oil shale and tar sands technologies to be implemented in the future and the
environmental consequences of implementing those technologies, information on the effects of
oil shale and tar sands technologies was derived from other types of mineral development. The
BLM has taken this approach because it anticipates, to the best of its knowledge, that the surface
disturbing activities involved with these other types of mineral development are comparable to
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those that may result from oil shale and tar sands development.
Under the land use plan, oil shale and tar sands leasing is precluded in all ACECs and in areas
that are currently under consideration for designation as ACECs. The protester correctly points
out that this is different than the 2008 ROD, which only excluded ACECs from oil shale and tar
sands potential leasing that were closed to mineral leasing. As stated in the Executive Summary
of the Draft PEIS, the BLM determined there was reason to take a fresh look at the allocation of
lands made in the 2008 ROD, including consideration of an increase in the amount of land
excluded from application for development in one or more alternatives. The ACECs that were
not withdrawn from mineral development were a reasonable choice for exclusion from potential
development as were lands with wilderness characteristics, and lands identified in RMPs as
having surface disturbance restrictions or seasonal limitations to protect known sensitive
resources. Public lands determined to be not suitable for application for oil shale or tar sands
leasing will not receive any additional designation in this PEIS; the land use decisions for these
public lands in existing RMPs will remain in effect.
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Policy – “New Information"
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-01-3
Organization: Center for Regulatory
Effectiveness
Issue Excerpt Text:
i. USGS In-Place Assessment Or Oil Shale
Resources In Colorado. Utah, And Wyoming
Although USGS has completed its in-place
assessment of oil shale since the 2008 PEIS, the
findings in the report do not justify amending
the 2008 land use plans. In fact, the USGS
report does just the opposite and actually
justifies devoting additional resources to
developing oil shale resources. Specifically, in
the report, USGS concluded that there are 1.525
trillion barrels of oil alone in just the Piceance
Basin of western Colorado--an upward increase
of nearly 50% from the 1989 USGS assessment
of 1 trillion barrels of oil. Interestingly, despite
this substantial increase of in-place oil shale,
BLM specifically chose not to incorporate the
USGS findings into the 2012 PEIS by failing to
update and expand the study area based on
USGS' report.
ii. 2010 U.S. Fish and Wildlife and Plants, 12
month Findings to List the Greater-Sage Grouse
as Threatened or Endangered
The USFWS did release a finding in 2010 on the
Greater-Sage Grouse, but importantly USFWS
decided not to list the Greater Sage-Grouse as a
threatened or endangered species, because there
were "higher priority listings, and "because the
threats have a moderate to low magnitude."
Moreover, the 2008 EIS thoroughly analyzed the
impact of oil shale development on the Greater

Sage-Grouse, for which the analysis is nearly
identical as that listed in the 2012 Draft PEIS. 12
Thus, absent any new findings or analyses
concerning the impact of oil shale development
on the Greater Sage-Grouse, BLM is not
justified in amending the 2008 land use plans
based on the Greater Sage-Grouse nor using it as
a reason to "take a hard look" at the RMPs. As
was the case with the 2008 PEIS, the additional
levels of NEPA analysis at the leasing and site
development stage are more than sufficient to
avoid unnecessary harm to the habitat of the
Greater Sage-Grouse.
iii. BLM's updated inventory of lands having
wilderness characteristics (LWC) and Areas of
Critical Environmental Concern (ACECs).
ACECs only account for a small proportion of
land coincident with land that is designated for
oil shale development. Specifically, ACECs
comprised only 76,666 acres of the 2,017,714
acres of land available for oil shale leasing. Just
as the ACECs and LWCs were accounted for in
the 2008 PEIS, the environmental integrity of
the ACECs can be preserved with the additional
required NEPA analysis for the leasing and
project development phases.
Accordingly, not one of the pieces of "new
information" justify the decision to revisit the
2008 PEIS nor justify amending the RMPs.
Especially, because all of the "new information"
can be accommodated during the environmental
analyses required during leasing and site
development stages. What is driving BLM's
decision to modify the RMPs is the lawsuit and
settlement agreement with the Environmental
NGO Coalition. A lawsuit representing a
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special interest group's narrow perspective is
clearly not a legal justification for an abrupt
change in a policy, which was developed
lawfully through the regulatory process and
required by Congress.
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-04-11
Organization: Garfield County Board of
County Commissioners (Colorado)
Issue Excerpt Text:
Despite such a prohibition under FLPMA and
the 2011 congressional moratorium, BLM
proposes to close approximately 66,000 alleged
LWC acres to oil shale and tar sands leasing.
2012 OSTS PFEIS at 6-5. Id. at 6-7 (excluded
LWC acreage may be much as 88,000 acres).
The only rational offered by BLM is that it
recently "completed updating its inventory of
lands having wilderness characteristics." Id at 15.
BLM, however, already conducted similar LWC
inventories prior to its 2008 PFEIS allocation
decisions. BLM did not explicitly exclude
leasing within lands it believed may have one or
more characteristics of wilderness under any of
the alternatives. Instead, it acknowledged that
processes were underway in the respective field
offices where such lands have been identified to
determine appropriate management requirements
for these areas. The 2008 PFEIS identified the
location of such lands in Chapter 3 and, in
general terms, assessed the impacts of
development on these lands in Chapters 4 and 5.
2008 OSTS PFEIS at 2-57. In Garfield County,
the Glenwood Springs RMP, the Grand Junction
RMP, and White Rive RMP reviewed all lands
proposed for wilderness in citizen proposals and
made decisions on how they should be managed.
The PFEIS contradicts those planning decisions

without regard to the facts and
findings made by the respective Field Offices.
BLM concluded: "When future site-specific
NEPA analyses are conducted on the issuance of
commercial leases, the presence of any lands
with wilderness characteristics will be
considered at that time. The presence of
wilderness characteristics on lands otherwise
available for multiple use, however, does not
necessarily preclude mineral development." Id.
Nothing has changed since 2008, and BLM
cannot rely on LWC inventories as "new
information" warranting a reduction in leasing
allocations. As correctly explained by BLM in
2008, any consideration of LWC should occur
during future site-specific NEPA analyses
conducted on the issuance of commercial leases.
BLM's abrupt change in course, therefore, was
not accompanied by the reasoned analysis
required by law.
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-04-23
Organization: Garfield County Board of
County Commissioners (Colorado)
Issue Excerpt Text:
BLM purportedly decided to "reconsider" and
take a "fresh look" at the 2008 leasing
allocations in light of "new information" that has
emerged since issuance of the 2008 PFEIS, and
as a result of a 2011 Settlement Agreement
entered into by the United States with
environmental groups. Id. at ES-I, 1-4. The
PFEIS does not provide any new information
that would support the changes.
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-06-14
Organization: Enefit American Oil
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Issue Excerpt Text:
There is no new information that Justifies
BLM's proposal to dramatically revise its 2008
RMPs and unnecessarily restrict allowable
acreage for OSTS leasing.
As Enefit noted in its Comment letter, there is
no new information that justifies BLM's
proposal to dramatically revise its 2008 RMPs
and unnecessarily restrict allowable acreage for
commercial oil shale leasing. Enefit Comment
Letter, at 8-13. BLM asserts that the nascent
character of the industry, new USGS
information regarding resource potential, the
USFWS sage grouse determination (addressed
above in Section II-B), BLM's LWC
determinations, and "other [unidentified] policy
considerations" justify revising the 2008 RMP
Amendments so soon after those land use plans
went into effect. BLM Response, at 162.
However, the 2008 RMP Amendments were
designed to accommodate the very concerns
now cited by the BLM for revising those RMPs.
As such, none of these "justifications" can form
the basis for revising the existing 2008 RMPs as
useful guides for resource management.
In fact, BLM's 2012 RMP revision efforts thwart
BLM's own guidelines that describe the
circumstances under which it is appropriate to
revise or amend an existing RMP: “RMP
revisions are necessary if monitoring and
evaluation findings, new data, new or revised
policy, or changes in circumstances indicate that
decisions for an entire plan or a major portion of
the plan no longer serve as a useful guide for
resource management.” BLM, Land Use
Planning Handbook, H-1601-1, VII(C), p. 46.

Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-08-12
Organization: State of Utah
Issue Excerpt Text:
The PRMP/FEIS does not contain any such
analysis of its authority to manage for
wilderness characteristics. In addition, the
PRMP/FEIS does not contain any new
information on inventories for lands contained
within inventories for wilderness characteristics.
All inventories in the areas of concern in the
PRMP/FEIS were completed prior to 2008.
Because the BLM presents no new information
regarding new inventories that would indicate
the reasons for an increase, decrease or
adjustment, related to the management of lands
with wilderness characteristics, the BLM must
carry forward the decisions made in the 2008 oil
shale EIS and the 2008 RMP's for lands
managed for wilderness characteristics. A
decision containing new management
prescriptions for lands with wilderness
characteristics would be contrary to the
decisions in the 2008 ROD and would, therefore,
be arbitrary and capricious, as it would not be
supported by any significant new information.
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-09-6
Organizations: Uintah County, Utah
Association of Counties, and the Coalition of
Local Governments
Issue Excerpt Text:
BLM purportedly decided to "take a fresh look"
and to "reassess" the 2008 leasing allocations "in
light of new information that has emerged since
the 2008 PEIS was prepared." 2012 OSTS
PFEIS at 1-4; Notice of Intent, 76 Fed. Reg. 21
003 (2011). Instead of promoting oil shale and
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tar sands development in light of recent
technological advances and consistent with the
EP Act and the 2008 OSTS ROD, BLM
reversed its position and now proposes to
substantially reduce the lands available for
leasing to a point where it may no longer be
economical to develop the resources pursuant to
the EP Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ I5927(c), (d). BLM is
not basing this decision on a "fresh look" or
"reassessment" of new information, but on a
recent Settlement Agreement in 2011 and a
change in administration since the original
evaluation was conducted. See Colorado
Environmental Coalition (CEC) v. Salazar, 0900085, Dkt. No. 63- I (D.C. Colo. 2011).

development." id.

Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-09-68
Organizations: Uintah County, Utah
Association of Counties, and the Coalition of
Local Governments

Issue Excerpt Text:

Issue Excerpt Text:
BLM concluded in the 2008 OSTS PFEIS:
"When future site-specific NEPA analyses are
conducted on the issuance of commercial leases,
the presence of any lands with wilderness
characteristics will be considered at that time.
The presence of wilderness characteristics on
lands otherwise available for multiple use,
however, does not necessarily preclude mineral

Nothing has changed since 2008 and BLM
cannot rely on LWC inventories as "new
information" warranting a reduction in leasing
allocations. As correctly explained by BLM in
2008, any consideration of LWC should occur
during future site-specific NEPA analyses
conducted on the issuance of commercial leases.
BLM's abrupt change in course, therefore, was
not accompanied by the reasoned analysis
required by law.
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-12-6
Organization: American Shale Oil LLC

Since 2008, the BLM has received no new data
about possible impacts of oil shale development
because no such development has occurred. The
PEIS incorporates and relies upon outdated
scientific and technical information and
conclusions that have no credible support. The
BLM's decision to dramatically reduce the
amount of acreage available for commercial oil
shale leasing without any reliable factual, legal,
or policy justifications, is not reasoned decision
making and violates the BLM's statutory
mandate.

Summary
The BLM is not justified in amending the 2008 land use plan decisions based on new
information for the following reasons:
1. The BLM decided to take a "fresh look" at the 2008 leasing allocations in light of "new
information" that has emerged since issuance of the 2008 PEIS, but the 2012 Final PEIS
does not provide any new information that would support the changes.
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2. The decision to reduce lands available for leasing is not based on a fresh look or
reassessment of new information, as the BLM claims, but on a recent Settlement
Agreement in 2011 and a change in administration since the original evaluation was
conducted.
3. The BLM has violated its guidelines that describe the circumstances under which it is
appropriate to revise or amend an existing RMP (BLM Land Use Planning Handbook, p.
46).
4. The USGS in-place assessment of oil shale concluded that there is significantly more oil
in the Piceance Basin of western Colorado than previously believed. The BLM did not,
however, incorporate these new findings into the 2012 PEIS by updating and expanding
the study area.
5. The sage-grouse analysis in the 2008 PEIS is nearly identical to the 2012 Draft PEIS,
indicating that there are no new findings or analyses concerning the impact of oil shale
development on the Greater Sage-Grouse.
6. The ACECs and lands with wilderness characteristics were already accounted for in the
2008 PEIS, and any new information can be addressed in the additional required NEPA
analysis for the leasing and project development phases. The BLM cannot rely on
wilderness characteristics inventories as "new information" warranting a reduction in
leasing allocations.
Response
As explained in the previous response, the Secretary may engage in land use planning on the
basis of changed circumstances, new policy considerations, or a combination of the two, as long
as the correct procedures are followed. In this instance, a combination of factors contributed to
the decision to initiate this planning effort, including the need to examine new information. As
suggested by protesting parties, and as disclosed in the Draft and Final PEIS, the interest in
engaging this land use planning initiative also served to assist the United States in resolving
pending litigation brought by a coalition of environmental interests in January 2009 contesting
the land allocation decisions analyzed in the 2008 OSTS PEIS (Draft PEIS, p. 2-7 and Final
PEIS, p. 2-8).
The decision to engage in this planning process is entirely consistent with the BLM’s planning
regulations as well as with guidance found in BLM Land Use Planning Handbook (H-1601-1).
Under BLM planning regulations at 43 CFR 1610.5-5 and 1610.5-6, a plan may be revised or
amended in order to consider monitoring and evaluation findings, new data, new or revised
policy, a change in circumstances. In the Handbook, the BLM provides guidance on determining
if new decisions are needed and lists numerous examples of the types of new data or information
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that may initiate a planning process (BLM Land Use Planning Handbook, pp. 37-38). The
description of new data or information in the Handbook includes the type of information initially
identified by the BLM to be important reasons for initiating this planning process: new USGS
information regarding resource potential; the determination by FWS that listing of the sagegrouse as threatened or endangered under the ESA was warranted but precluded by the need to
focus on other species; and the BLM’s identification of additional lands with wilderness
characteristics in the study area (Final PEIS, Comment Response Document, pp. 1-5 and 162).
New data or information may include policy considerations (BLM Land Use Planning
Handbook, p. 38) and the Handbook makes clear that the consideration of new or revised
policies may by itself be an appropriate reason for initiating a planning process (p. 45). Note that
the initiation of this planning effort does not conflict with the guidance in the Handbook cited by
a protesting party, which relates to determining when it is appropriate to comprehensively revise
an RMP; this planning effort is limited in scope to amending RMPs rather than the replacement
of one or more RMPs.
As previously noted, this planning process has allowed the BLM to consider the new information
initially identified by the BLM in its April 2011 Notice of Intent. Protesting parties question the
BLM’s treatment of a USGS assessment of oil shale resources in the Piceance Basin of western
Colorado. Upon consideration of the USGS studies, and after analysis of the issue, the BLM
determined that the USGS studies did not provide a basis for revising the boundaries of the study
area or the definition of the most geologically prospective area for oil shale. While the USGS
comprehensive assessment of in-place oil estimated about 50 percent more total in-place oil than
the previous assessment USGS presented for the Piceance Basin in Colorado, USGS stated,
“Almost all of this increase is due to (1) new areas being assessed that had too little data to
assess in the previous assessment, and (2) new intervals being assessed that were not assessed
previously. Much of this previously un-assessed resource is of low grade and is unlikely to be
developed” (Final PEIS, page 1-8, footnote 4). In the PEIS, the “most geologically prospective”
boundaries were determined using grade and thickness of the deposits under the premise that
these were the most likely areas to be developed.
In addition, as a result of this planning initiative, the BLM refined its inventories of resources it
manages in the study area. For instance, some lands previously identified as having wilderness
characteristics were determined not to have these characteristics. In other instances, areas were
reviewed and identified as having wilderness characteristics (note, the identification of lands
with wilderness characteristics is addressed below).
The BLM’s consideration of sage grouse information and the potential listing of the species by
FWS are further discussed in the responses regarding “Policy – Sage-Grouse” below. As
explained on page 162 of the Comment Response Document, the BLM has considered this new
information, and although the BLM agrees that there are several ways to address reducing
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impacts on this species’ habitat, the BLM elected to consider changes to land allocations of oil
shale or tar sand resources in order to address the anticipated resource conflicts.
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Policy – Water Resources and Quantity
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-01-18
Organization: Center for Regulatory Effectiveness
Issue Excerpt Text:
Of great importance, in the 2012 Draft PEIS, BLM has not identified the water usage required for the
development of oil shale as a justification to revisit the 2008 land use plans. Moreover, there has been no
developments or research between the 2008 and 2012 PEIS that justify altering the 2008 land allocations
based on water availability. Both the 2008 Final PEIS and the 2012 Final PEIS use the same assumptions
and analyses regarding water usage for oil shale development. For example, both the 2008 PEIS and
2012 Final PEIS assume (based on a 2005 study by the Rand Corporation) that the in-situ process would
require 1-3 bbl of water per barrel of oil shale produced; and that 2.6-4.0 bbl of water per barrel of oil
shale produced would be required for a surface mine and surface retort. Likewise, both the 2008 PEIS
and 2012 Final PEIS find that production levels of 50,000 bbl of oil per day would require 7,050 acreft/year of water. 31
Nevertheless, none of these assumptions factor in current and future technological advancements. For
instance, Red Leaf Resources has recently stated that the company uses less than half barrel of water to
produce a barrel of oil. Red Leaf further explains that the amount of water required for oil shale
production is unrelated to the technology used to produce the oil shale, but is instead required for dust
control and to meet on-site worker demand. While the water requirements for oil shale production should
not be overlooked it is also necessary to have some perspective, especially with the competing uses for
water. In particular, a 23,800 bbl oil/day production facility would require the same amount of water
daily as a golf course in a desert region, such as Palm Springs Palms Springs has fifty seven (57) golf
courses. Fifty-seven (57) oil shale production facilities could produce 1,356,600 bbl oil/day. Thus, the
same amount of water consumed for Palm Springs golf courses could produce 1.35 million barrels of oil
per day.
Accordingly, BLM's statement that it "looks forward to gaining a clearer understanding of the
implications of development oil shale for water quality and quantity," does not serve as a justification for
the Amended RMPs in the 2012 PEIS where neither the data or analysis has changed since 2008.

Summary
The 2008 OSTS Final PEIS and the 2012 OSTS Final PEIS use the same assumptions and
analyses regarding water usage for oil shale development. None of these assumptions factor in
current and future technological advancements. Accordingly, the BLM's statement that it "looks
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forward to gaining a clearer understanding of the implications of development oil shale for water
quality and quantity," does not serve as a justification for the Proposed RMPA presented in the
2012 Final PEIS where neither the data nor analysis has changed since 2008.

Response
As noted by the protesting party, water use estimates within the 2008 Final PEIS are the same as
those presented in the 2012 Final PEIS. These estimates are based on RAND, AMEC Earth and
Environmental, and U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) reviews (see the 2012 Final
PEIS, Sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3) and incorporate all estimated water requirements for scaled-up
operations. As stated in Section 4.5.1.2 of the 2012 PEIS, there is still lingering uncertainty
surrounding process water requirements, which is why the BLM utilized the same assumptions.
At the time the PEIS was being prepared, this was the best available science available. Aside
from the programmatic level analysis that exists within the PEIS, any future potential project
would still need to undergo additional NEPA analyses (lease stage and project design phase).
The BLM will have the opportunity at such a future point in the NEPA process to review project
specific water use.
The BLM’s statement that it “looks forward to gaining a clearer understanding of the
implications of development oil shale for water quality and quantity” was removed from the EIS
between draft and final. The protestor points out that certain environmental groups view water
availability for oil shale development as the primary basis for not pursuing oil shale development
in the United States and that this was the primary justification for the lawsuit against the BLM’s
2008 OSTS ROD. While this may be a primary reason for the environmental groups’ lawsuit
against the 2008 Oil Shale Tar Sands ROD, it is not a primary reason for the BLM’s
reconsideration of the 2008 PEIS. As stated in Section ES.1 of the Final PEIS, “the purpose and
need for this proposed planning action is to reassess the appropriate mix of allowable uses with
respect to oil shale and tar sands leasing and potential development in light of Congress’s policy
emphasis on these resources.”
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Policy – Lands with Wilderness Characteristics and Secretarial Order 3310
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-03-8
Organization: Duchesne County Commission
(Utah)
Issue Excerpt Text:
The proposed action is in violation of the
Congressional Spending Moratorium
(Continuing Resolution) that prohibits the use of
federal funds to implement, administer or
enforce DOI Secretarial Order No. 3310 issued
on December 22, 2010.
Findings: On April 14, 2011, the BLM caused to
be published in the Federal Register, Volume 76,
Thursday, April 14, 2011, pages 21003-21005, a
Notice of Intent to prepare the 2012 OSTS
DPEIS.
The preliminary purpose and need statement in
the Notice of Intent, states the PEIS will analyze
removing from oil shale and tar sands leasing
"All areas that the BLM has identified or may
identify as a result of inventories conducted
during this planning process, as lands containing
wilderness characteristics.)" The notice of intent
further states at page 21004:
"Lands that the BLM identifies as having
wilderness characteristics will be considered
during this planning initiative, as described
above, and consistent with Secretarial Order No.
3310, dated Dec. 22, 2010, and BLM Manuals
6301 and 6302. Future leasing of lands
determined by the BLM to have wilderness
characteristics, if compatible with the allocation
decisions stemming from this initiative, will
subsequently be assessed in accordance with
BLM Manual 6303, as appropriate (i.e., where

the BLM has not determined, consistent with
BLM Manual 6302, whether the lands with
wilderness characteristics at issue should receive
a wild lands designation, BLM Manual 6303
will apply)."
This language above documents the BLM's
intent to implement, administer and/or enforce
Secretarial Order 3310 and one or more of the
BLM guidance manuals promulgated under
Order 3310. Any attempt by the BLM to
implement, administer and/or enforce Secretarial
Order 3310, including any effort by the BLM to
proceed further on the above-referenced
Programmatic EIS violates the spending
moratorium of Section 1769 of the April 21,
2011 Congressional Continuing Resolution to
Fund Fiscal Year 2011 through September 30,
2011, which states:
"For the fiscal year ending September 30, 2011,
none of the funds made available by this
division or any other Act may be used to
implement, administer, or enforce Secretarial
Order No. 3310 issued by the Secretary of the
Interior on December 22, 2010." This spending
moratorium has been carried forward in all
subsequent Congressional spending resolutions
up to and including the current spending
resolution.
Thus, the 2012 OSTS DPEIS, is an admitted
attempt by the BLM to implement, administer
and/or enforce Secretarial Order 3310 and its
policies and objectives, all in violation of the
Spending Moratorium of the 2011 Continuing
Resolution and subsequent resolutions.
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Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-04-10
Organization: Garfield County Board of
County Commissioners (Colorado)
Issue Excerpt Text:
Notably, the same lack of reasoned analysis is
true with respect to the Preferred Alternative's
exclusion of lands identified by BLM as having
wilderness characteristics (LWC). 2012 OSTS
PFEIS at 1-5, 2-26. As argued infra at Section
E, and in Garfield County's comments, BLM
may not lawfully close these lands to oil shale
development based on alleged wilderness
characteristics. BLM's action in developing the
PFEIS based on lands with wilderness character
violates Congress' prohibition. Just changing
the label does not relieve BLM of honoring the
funding restriction, and BLM has admitted the
funds allocated to implement Secretarial Order
3310 (S.0. 3310) were applied to the PFEIS.
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-04-34
Organization: Garfield County Board of
County Commissioners (Colorado)
Issue Excerpt Text:
BLM has long contended that a mere inventory
of wilderness character falls within its authority,
citing 43 U.S.C. §1711(a). But FLPMA is
equally clear that BLM cannot change land
management based on an inventory unless and
until the land use plan is amended. Id. The
OSTS PFEIS uses an undisclosed wilderness
inventory and then proposes to change the
management of these areas to protect the alleged
wilderness character without disclosure of the
basis for BLM's 'The Wild Lands Policy, 1M
2011-154 and the LWC and wildlands manuals
(MS 6310 and 6320) contradict the

commitments made to the State of Utah, the U.S.
Congress and the public when the Secretary
stated that he would honor the Settlement
Agreement between Utah and DOI (Answering
yes to the question from Senator Bennett "Do
you agree that currently the Department has no
authority to establish new WSAs (Post-603
WSAs) under any provision of law, such as the
Wilderness Act of [sic] Section 202 of
FLPMA?") The Secretary also stated BLM had
no authority to impose nonimpairment
management on non-WSA lands determination.
This is exactly what S.0. 3310 directed BLM to
do and what Congress prohibited.
When Congress froze all funding for S.O 3310,
two months after the Colorado Environmental
Coalition v. Salazar (09-0085, 09-0091)
settlement, BLM's hands were tied. The
apparent decision to proceed regardless of the
funding freeze is in contempt of Congress and
unlawful. U.S.C. §1341.10 DOI and BLM
officials who authorized the expenditure of these
funds face employment actions and even
criminal penalties. Id. at §§1341, 1350.
Calling these areas LWCs or claiming that BLM
is only using its separate inventory authority
does not change the result. BLM proposes to
manage the areas in the same manner as it would
have had Congress not shut down all funding
related to S.O. 3310. Changing the name from
"Wildlands" to "LWCs" does not make the
action any more lawful.
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-06-20
Organization: Enefit American Oil
Issue Excerpt Text:
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E. BLM's use of LWCs to designate lands as
unsuitable for OSTS leasing violates the
congressional prohibition on the implementation
of the Department of Interior's "Wild Lands"
policy.
By effectively implementing Secretarial Order
No. 3310 to exclude LWCs from prospective oil
shale development, BLM is violating federal
law. Enefit Comments, at 7-8, BLM does not
deny using LWCs to make determinations,
although it purports to arrive at LWC
determinations using alternative regulations and
guidance. See, e.g., BLM Response. at 145,
163. As Enefit previously explained, Public law
112-10 became law on April 15, 2011. This law
prohibited the use of any funds to "implement,
administer, or enforce" LWCs, However,
notwithstanding this clear congressional
moratorium, the Final 2012 PEIS recommends a
preferred alternative that excludes from future
commercial oil shale leasing "[a]ll areas that the
BLM has identified or may identify as a result of
inventories conducted during this planning
process as LWC: PEIS, at ES-6 (Vol. 2). The
resulting resource management proposal is
unmistakable: BLM is attempting to preclude
from future commercial oil shale leasing a broad
category of lands based on a management
directive (Secretarial Order No. 3310) that BLM
is legally barred from implementing,
administering, or enforcing.
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-08-14
Organization: State of Utah
Issue Excerpt Text:
In addition, because the BLM does not possess
any new information about lands with
wilderness characteristics from that available in

2008, a change in any type of management for
the lands, from that finalized in the 2008 RMP's
and the 2008 Oil Shale EIS as is proposed in the
PRMP/FEIS, would constitute an improper use
of Secretarial Order 3310, issued December 23,
2012. Secretarial Order 3310 was defunded by
Congressional action, which required that no
funds may be used to implement or enforce the
Order. In this case, the BLM is proposing to
restrict the availability of these lands for the
commercial leasing of oil shale and tar sands
based solely upon the existing, older inventory
for the presence of wilderness characteristics.
This clear expression of intent to manage for
wilderness is the functional equivalent of the
creation of wild lands as proposed within the
Secretarial Order, Because the Congressional
action clearly stated that the BLM may not
implement or enforce Secretarial Order 3310,
the PRMP/FEIS is contrary to law.
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-09-16
Organizations: Uintah County, Utah
Association of Counties, and the Coalition of
Local Governments
Issue Excerpt Text:
Notably, the same lack of reasoned analysis is
true with respect to the Preferred Alternatives'
exclusion of lands identified by BLM as having
wilderness characteristics (LWC). 2012 OSTS
PFEIS at 1-5, 2-26. As argued infra Section V.E
- G, and in Uintah County, UAC, and the
Coalition's comments, BLM may not lawfully
close these lands to oil shale and tar sands
development based on alleged wilderness
characteristics. BLM's actions in developing the
OSTS PFEIS based on lands with wilderness
character violates Congress's prohibition. Just
changing the label from S.O. 3310 to LWCs
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does not relieve BLM of honoring the funding
restriction, and BLM has admitted the funds
allocated to implement S.O. 3310 were applied
to the OSTS PFEIS.

Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-09-55
Organizations: Uintah County, Utah
Association of Counties, and the Coalition of
Local Governments

Despite such a prohibition under FLPMA and
the 2011 congressional moratorium, which has
been extended, BLM proposes to close at least
66,000 acres to oil shale and tar sands leasing
based on their alleged LWCs. 2012 OSTS
PFEIS at 6-5; cf id. at 6-7 (excluded LWC
acreage may be as much as 88,000 acres). The
only rationale offered by BLM is that it recently
"completed updating its inventory of lands
having wilderness characteristics." Id. at 1-5.

Issue Excerpt Text:

The LWC inventory is not new information,
because BLM already conducted similar LWC
inventories prior to its 2008 PFEIS allocation
decisions. See e.g. Alternative E, Vernal
Resource Management Plan (RMP) and Final
Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS). BLM
did not explicitly exclude leasing within lands it
believed may have one or more characteristics of
wilderness under any of the alternatives. Instead,
it acknowledged that processes were underway
in the respective field offices where such lands
have been identified to determine appropriate
management requirements for these areas. The
2008 PFEIS identified the location of such lands
in Chapter 3 and, in general terms, assessed the
impacts of development on these lands in
Chapters 4 and 5. 2008 OSTS PFEIS at 2-57. In
Uintah County, the 2008 Vernal RMP reviewed
all lands proposed for wilderness in citizen
proposals and made decisions on how they
should be managed. The PFEIS contradicts
those planning decisions without regard to the
facts and findings made by the Vernal Field
Office in a concurrent and still valid land use
planning process.

On April 14, 2011, the BLM caused to be
published in the Federal Register, Volume 76,
No 72/Thursday, April 14, 2011, pages 21 00321 005, a notice of intent to prepare the 2012
OSTS PEIS. The preliminary purpose and need
statement in the Notice of Intent states the PEIS
will analyze removing from oil shale and tar
sands leasing "All areas that the BLM has
identified or may identify as a result of
inventories conducted during this planning
process, as lands containing wilderness
characteristics[.]" id. at 21004. The Notice of
Intent further states:
“Lands that the BLM identifies as having
wilderness characteristics will be considered
during this planning initiative, as described
above, and consistent with Secretarial Order No.
3310, dated Dec. 22, 2010, and BLM Manuals
6301 and 6302. Future leasing of lands
determined by the BLM to have wilderness
characteristics, if compatible with the allocation
decisions stemming from this initiative, will
subsequently be assessed in accordance with
BLM Manual 6303, as appropriate (i.e., where
the BLM has not determined, consistent with
BLM Manual 6302, whether the lands with
wilderness characteristics at issue should be
receive a wild lands designation, BLM Manual
6303 will apply)[.]” Id. at 21004 (emphasis
added).
The Notice of Intent reveals BLM's true intent to
use the OSTS PFEIS as a vehicle to implement,
administer, and/or enforce S.O. 3310 and one or
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more of the BLM guidance manuals
promulgated under S.O. 3310. That Notice of
Intent still controls the 2012 OSTS/PEIS effort.
This constitutes a continuing violation of the
Congressional Moratoria against the
enforcement of S.O. 3310, which has been
extended until March 27, 2013, supra. On April
21, 2011, for example, seven days after issuance
of the Notice of Intent, Congress enacted the
Congressional Resolution to Fund Fiscal Year
2011 through September 30, 2011. Section 1769
of that measure states:
“For the fiscal year ending September 30, 2011,
none of the funds made available by this
division or any other Act may be used to
implement, administer, or enforce Secretarial
Order No. 3310 issued by the Secretary of the
Interior on December 22, 2010[.]”
Continuing Appropriations Act, 2011 (Pub. Law
112-10. Sec. 1769). The BLM has never
rescinded the April 14th Notice of Intent for the
subject OSTS PFEIS The OSTS PFEIS stands as
a continuing effort by the BLM to implement
S.O. 3310, something that was barred and
continues to be barred by the previouslyreferenced Congressional Moratoria. The
undersigned protest the OSTS PFEIS as a
continuing direct violation of the April 21, 2012
Congressional Moratorium.
BLM has long contended that a mere inventory
of wilderness character falls within its authority,
citing 43 U.S.C. §1711(a). But FLPMA is
equally clear that BLM cannot change land
management based on an inventory unless and
until the land use plan is amended. id. The
funding ban prohibits management changes in
the name of wilderness. The OSTS PFEIS uses
an undisclosed wilderness inventory and then
proposes to change the management of these

areas to protect the alleged wilderness character
without disclosure of the basis for BLM's
determination. This is exactly what S.O. 3310
directed BLM to do and what Congress
prohibited. When Congress froze all funding for
S.O. 3310, two months after the CEC v. Salazar
(09-00085, 09-00091) settlement, BLM's hands
were tied. The apparent decision to proceed
regardless of the funding freeze is in contempt
of Congress and unlawful. 31 U.S.C. § 1341."
DOI and BLM officials who authorized the
expenditure of these funds face employment
actions and even criminal penalties. id. at §§
1341, 1350.
Calling these areas LWCs or claiming that BLM
is only using its separate inventory authority
does not change the result. BLM proposes to
manage the areas in the same manner as it would
have had Congress not shut down all funding
related to S.O. 3310. Changing the name from
"Wildlands" to "LWCs" does not make the
action any more lawful.
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-09-70
Organizations: Uintah County, Utah
Association of Counties, and the Coalition of
Local Governments
Issue Excerpt Text:
The OSTS PFEIS contradicts Congress' clear
direction that BLM cease and desist from
implementing the provisions of S.O. 3310. The
fact that BLM put the implementing manuals in
abeyance but issued Instruction Memorandum
(IM) 2011-154 and more recent manuals, BLM
Manuals 6310, 6320 (March 15,2012), that
implement the S.O. 3310, does not excuse BLM
from the clear violation of Congress' edict. 31
U.S.C. §§ 1349, 1340.
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Summary
The BLM's consideration of lands with wilderness characteristics in allocating lands as
unsuitable for OSTS leasing violates the congressional prohibition on the implementation of
Secretarial Order (SO) 3310. In section 1769 of Public Law 112-10, and subsequent enactments,
Congress has prohibited the use of any funds to "implement, administer, or enforce" SO 3310.
The 2011 Federal Register Notice of Intent documents the BLM's intent to implement,
administer and/or enforce SO 3310 and one or more of the BLM guidance manuals promulgated
under SO 3310. Further, the BLM has admitted that the funds allocated to implement SO 3310
were applied to the Final PEIS.

Response
As stated on page 145 of the Comment Response Document of the Final PEIS, the BLM has not
violated the April 21, 2011, Continuing Resolution and other congressional prohibitions on
“implementing, administering, or enforcing SO 3310” (the “Wild Lands” order).
Lands that the BLM identifies as having wilderness characteristics have been considered during
this planning initiative as part of the planning process consistent with FLPMA and BLM
Manuals 6310 (Conducting Wilderness Characteristics Inventory on BLM Lands) and 6320
(Considering Lands with Wilderness Characteristics in the BLM Land Use Planning Process). In
accordance with congressional direction, this planning initiative will not consider designating
“Wild Lands.” This current planning initiative does not rely upon the SO as legal authority and
does not implement, administer, or enforce it.
Nothing in any of the congressional actions addressing SO 3310, however, prohibits the
Secretary from considering the wilderness value of lands in establishing, revising, or amending
land use plans, pursuant to FLPMA. The Secretary has the authority and obligation, under
Section 201 of FLPMA to “prepare and maintain on a continuing basis an inventory of all public
lands and their resources and other values (including, but not limited to, outdoor recreation and
scenic values), giving priority to areas of critical environmental concern” (Title 43, Section
1711[a] of the United States Code [43 USC 1711[a]]).
As required under Section 202 of FLPMA, the BLM relies on its resource inventory information,
such as the inventories of lands with wilderness characteristics compiled for this OSTS planning
initiative, in developing land use plans. There is ample authority in FLPMA for the BLM to
identify wilderness characteristics as a resource and, if it chooses, to manage lands to protect
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such characteristics as part of its multiple use mandate in developing, revising, and amending
land use plans. In this instance, the BLM is proposing and has analyzed the potential effects of
protecting lands it identifies as having wilderness characteristics from the possible impacts of a
technology still in its infancy. The IM-2011-154 simply provides direction for land use planning
for identified lands with wilderness characteristics.
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Policy – Wilderness Characteristics Inventory and Analysis

Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-04-37
Organization: Garfield County Board of
County Commissioners (Colorado)
Issue Excerpt Text:
The OSTS PFEIS also fails to identify which, if
any, inventory it has used to identify the LWCs.
The single map in the OSTS PFEIS identifies
these areas but does not disclose the factual
basis for the LWC classification. 2012 OSTS
PFEIS Fig. 2.3.3-2. Thus, it is impossible to
divine the resource values that prompted the
classification being used in the OSTS PFEIS. If
Garfield County had access to this information,
it could provide site specific documentation of
the errors in the premise that these are LWCs.

Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-04-43
Organization: Garfield County Board of
County Commissioners (Colorado)
Issue Excerpt Text:
Chapter 6 of the OSTS PFEIS lists the areas and
acreage without providing maps or a description.

Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-04-44
Organization: Garfield County Board of
County Commissioners (Colorado)
Issue Excerpt Text:
The OSTS PFEIS uses a limited and incorrect
definition of wilderness. Footnotes to Tables
6.1.1-2 and 6.2.1-3 state: "The key

characteristics of wilderness that may be
considered in land use planning include an area's
appearance of naturalness and the existence of
outstanding opportunities for solitude or
primitive and unconfined types of recreation."
This statement is materially incorrect, because
the definition of wilderness requires that an area
be road less and that it be greater than 5,000
acres. 16 U.S.C. §1131(a). The OSTS PFEIS
conveniently drops the first two criteria. It
appears that the OSTS PFEIS adopts this
unofficial and inaccurate information and
excluded significantly high potential public
lands from oil shale and tar sands leasing.

Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-09-61
Organizations: Uintah County, Utah
Association of Counties, and the Coalition of
Local Governments
Issue Excerpt Text:
The OSTS PFEIS also fails to identify which, if
any, inventory it has used to identify the LWCs.
The single map in the OSTS PFEIS identifies
these areas but does not disclose the factual
basis for the LWC classification. See 2012
OSTS PFEIS Fig. 2.3.3-2. Thus, it is impossible
to divine the resource values that prompted the
classification being used in the OSTS PFEIS. If
Uintah County had access to this information, it
could provide site specific documentation of the
errors in the premise that these are LWCs.

Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-09-63
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Organizations: Uintah County, Utah
Association of Counties, and the Coalition of
Local Governments
Issue Excerpt Text:
Chapter 6 of the OSTS PFEIS lists the areas and
acreage without providing maps or a description.
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-09-64
Organizations: Uintah County, Utah
Association of Counties, and the Coalition of
Local Governments
Issue Excerpt Text:
The OSTS PFEIS uses a limited and incorrect
definition of wilderness. Footnotes to Tables
6.1.1-2 and 6.2.1-3 state: 'The key characteristics
of wilderness that may be considered in land use
planning include an area's appearance of
naturalness and the existence of outstanding
opportunities for solitude or primitive and
unconfined types of recreation." This statement
is materially incorrect, because the definition of
wilderness requires that an area be roadless and
that it be greater than 5,000 acres. 16 U.S.C.
§1131(a). The OSTS PFEIS conveniently drops
the first two criteria. It appears that the OSTS
PFEIS adopts this unofficial and inaccurate
information and excluded significantly high
potential public lands from oil shale and tar
sands leasing.
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-13-35
Organizations: Biodiversity Conservation
Alliance, Western Watershed Project,
Californians for Western Wilderness
Issue Excerpt Text:
BLM should remove from leasing potential
wilderness in the Kinney Rim and Devils

Playground units. In the Proposed Plan
Amendment, the BLM removes all lands that the
agency has identified or may identify as Lands
with Wilderness Characteristics (“LWCs”) from
oil shale leasing. FEIS at 2-79. BLM has
recently undertaken a new round of inventories
for Lands with Wilderness Characteristics. FEIS
at 1-5. The agency notes that acreage
adjustments have been made between Draft and
Final OSTS EISs to account for “errors” in the
original document. Id. BLM further explains,
“The Kinney Rim South Unit west of the WSA
was mistakenly identified in the Draft PEIS as
an area with wilderness characteristics.” FEIS at
3-36. However, BLM provides no evidence to
support the contention that lands identified
definitively as LWCs in the Kinney Rim units in
the Draft EIS (as well as the previously released
2008 OSTS EIS) actually lack wilderness
characteristics. Nor does BLM explain the
changed circumstances that led the agency to
change its official determination. These failures
are symptomatic of a broader failure to disclose
baseline information regarding the presence
and/or degree of wilderness characteristics in the
Kinney Rim units and the concomitant failure to
take the legally required ‘hard look’ at impacts
to these resources pursuant to NEPA.
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-13-38
Organizations: Biodiversity Conservation
Alliance, Western Watershed Project,
Californians for Western Wilderness
Issue Excerpt Text:
The Manual specifically states, “Human impacts
outside the area will not normally be considered
in assessing naturalness of an area.” BLM
Manual MS-6310.06.C.2.b.iii. Furthermore,
“Developed rights-of-way (ROW) are treated
like other impacts, and the boundary should be
drawn to exclude those ROWs.” BLM Manual
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MS-6310.06.C.3.c. Yet BLM has used the
presence of County Road 19, which is outside
(and serves as a boundary of) both the Kinney
Rim North and South units, as a factor detracting
from naturalness inside the units. BLM has
consistently mentioned the presence of wellsites,
and even a dead-end County Road, as being
within these units and detracting from
naturalness. But BLM guidance states that these
intrusions should be excluded from candidate
units, and serve instead as boundaries, because
every active wellpad is accessed by a
‘wilderness inventory road:’ “The boundary is
generally based on the presence of wilderness
inventory roads….” BLM Manual MS6310.06.C.1. Further, “Dead-end roads (i.e.,
“cherry stem roads”) may extend into the unit
and are excluded from the unit, which will
modify the unit boundary.” BLM Manual MS6310.07, “Boundaries,” emphasis added.
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-13-42
Organizations: Biodiversity Conservation
Alliance, Western Watershed Project,
Californians for Western Wilderness
Issue Excerpt Text:
The issue of protecting the Devils Playground
citizens’ proposed wilderness from oil shale
leasing was also raised at the Draft EIS stage.
See FEIS Response to Comment document at
315, 1178, 1205, and Attachment F. We are
unable to find any evidence that BLM has done
an Inventory Area Evaluation for these lands,
made a determination that they do or do not
possess wilderness characteristics, any
assessment of the size, naturalness, solitude, or
primitive and unconfined recreation
opportunities for these lands, or analysis of
impacts. BCA began an intensive on-the-ground
wilderness inventory of this area in fall of 2012,
and have identified areas exceeding 5,000 acres

which possess both solitude and naturalness. See
Attachments F, G. Under the Preferred
Alternative, BLM intends to offer a significant
portion of these lands for commercial oil shale
leasing. See FEIS at Figure 2.3.3-6. BLM’s
failure to respond to comments seeking
withdrawal of these lands from oil shale leasing
as Lands with Wilderness Character appears to
violate NEPA’s baseline information and ‘hard
look’ requirements.
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-13-46
Organizations: Biodiversity Conservation
Alliance, Western Watershed Project,
Californians for Western Wilderness
Issue Excerpt Text:
It is also notable that Adobe Town Area H,
North Cow Creek, has been designated by BLM
to possess Lands with Wilderness
Characteristics. See FEIS at 6-115; Attachments
H, I, J. This area is denoted in the FEIS as
possessing lands available for oil shale leasing.
In addition, portions of Adobe Town Area F
determined to be Lands with Wilderness
Characteristics by BLM also are offered for oil
shale leasing. See FEIS at 6-115, Attachment J.
As BLM has already determined these areas to
possess wilderness characteristics, they should
be withdrawn from oil shale leasing under the
PEIS.
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-14-43
Organization: Wyoming Outdoor Council
Issue Excerpt Text:
a. BLM’s Decision Eliminating LWC in the
Adobe Town Area is Arbitrary and Capricious.
In the draft EIS the BLM recognized a large area
of LWC in the Adobe Town area. DEIS at Fig.
2.3.3-3. Therefore, those lands were not
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available for leasing application because LWC
were excluded from leasing. But in the final EIS
the BLM has completely eliminated many of
these LWC and no longer recognizes them. FEIS
at Fig. 2.3.3-3. Therefore, a much larger area is
now available for application for oil shale
leasing. Compare DEIS Fig. 2.3.3-6 with FEIS
Fig. 2.3.3-6.
In the final EIS BLM states the following areas
are excluded from availability from applications
for oil shale leasing, All areas that the BLM has
identified or may identify as a result of
inventories conducted during this planning
process, as containing wilderness characteristics
(acreage figures for LWC have been corrected
from the erroneous figures included in the Draft
RMP Amendments/Draft PEIS; no
supplementation is required, as these lands were
analyzed as open under Alternative 1). FEIS at
ES-9. As can be seen, the reason so much less
acreage is now recognized as LWC in the Adobe
Town area is that BLM claims to have corrected
“erroneous figures” that were presented in the
draft EIS. BLM also had this to say: “BLM has
recently completed updating its inventory of
lands having wilderness characteristics (LWC)
(please note that acreage errors in the Draft PEIS
have been corrected in this document) in each of
the three states for the planning area.” FEIS at 15.
So we are left with this picture: BLM claims to
have made mistakes in the draft EIS relative to
its portrayal of LWC and now claims to have
corrected those mistakes in the final EIS, the
result of which is to eliminate vast acreages
from being excluded from oil shale leasing, most
particularly in the Adobe Town area. This
modification is wrong because there is no
rational basis to support it, making it an arbitrary
and capricious decision.

Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-14-45
Organization: Wyoming Outdoor Council
Issue Excerpt Text:
The only reasons BLM has put forth to justify its
dramatic turnabout on the acreage of LWC in
Adobe Town is that the acreage figures in the
draft EIS were deemed to be “erroneous” and
that “errors” had been made in the draft EIS.
There is no explanation for these dramatic
changes, no rationale, no justification—BLM
just invokes supposed mistakes that it made and
that is the end of the matter. Yet there are farreaching changes being made as a result of this
decision. The implications of it are not trivial or
de minimis. Therefore this decision is arbitrary
and capricious because it has no support. BLM
has entirely failed to consider important aspects
of the problem—it has provided no real
consideration of the problem at all—and its
decision runs counter to the evidence that was
before the agency, which, as recognized in the
draft EIS, was that these areas are LWC.
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-14-47
Organization: Wyoming Outdoor Council
Issue Excerpt Text:
To support this decision to eliminate LWC BLM
was required to consider and analyze the factors
it must evaluate in determining if lands have
wilderness characteristics—sufficient size (5000
acres or more), naturalness, outstanding
opportunities for solitude, outstanding
opportunities for primitive and unconfined
recreation, and supplemental values (such as
ecological, geological, or other features that
have scientific, scenic, or historical value). Yet
so far as we can determine nowhere in the final
EIS is there any analysis of these factors. BLM
just states that errors were made in the draft EIS
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and then proceeds
p
to make
m
wholesalle changes in
the acreag
ges available for oil shale leasing.
l
BLM
M
does statee that, “[t]he BLM
B
had prev
viously
reviewed this Area [thee Kinney Rim
m South area]
and had determined
d
thaat wilderness
characteriistics were no
ot present.” FE
EIS at 2-36.
But this sttill does not represent
r
an analysis,
a
it is
a concluso
ory end to thee argument.
Issue Num
mber: PP-WO
O-OilTar-13--14-51
Organiza
ation: Wyomiing Outdoor Council
C
Issue Exccerpt Text:
But even if at the Field
d Office level there have
been inventories findin
ng these areass are not
LWC, thaat does not change the fact that the

M (and the Deepartment of tthe Interior)
BLM
natioonal offices innitially reacheed a differentt
findiing and recoggnized wildernness qualitiess in
the A
Adobe Town area.
So e ven if BLM nnow wants to rely on the F
Field
Officce level invenntories, it musst provide an
expl anation for w
why the nationnal level
assesssment was w
wrong, and it ccannot do thaat in a
summ
mary fashionn as is currentlly the case. A
At a
miniimum BLM m
must explain w
why its naturaalness
findiing for Adobee Town landss at the nationnal
levell was wrong aand the naturaalness findingg at
the llocal level is rright, and proovide a rationaal
expl anation for thhis different innterpretation..

Summarry
n disclose the
t inventory
y used to ideentify lands w
with wildernness
The Finaal PEIS did not
characterristics, and Chapter
C
6 of the Final PE
EIS lists the areas and accreages of thhese lands buut
does not provide map
ps or a descrription.
The Finaal PEIS uses an incorrectt definition of
o wildernesss. The definnition of wildderness requuires
that an arrea be road less
l and that it be greaterr than 5,000 acres (16 U
U.S.C. §1131) but these
criteria are not used in
i the Final PEIS.
P
The Finaal PEIS states that the Kiinney Rim South Unit w
west of the W
Wilderness Sttudy Area (W
WSA)
was mistakenly identtified in the Draft
D
PEIS as
a an area w
with wilderneess characterristics, but
provides no evidencee to support this
t change, and the BLM
M did not diisclose baselline informaation
regarding
g the presencce and/or degree of wild
derness charaacteristics inn the Kinney Rim units.
Further, the
t BLM useed the presen
nce of Coun
nty Road 19, which is ouutside both thhe Kinney R
Rim
North and South unitts, as a factor detracting from naturaalness inside the units. T
The BLM alsso
mentioneed the presen
nce of wellsiites and a dead-end Counnty Road as being withinn these unitss and
detracting from naturralness. Thee BLM guidaance, howevver, states thaat these intruusions should be
excluded
d from candid
date units, an
nd serve insttead as bounndaries.
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There is no
n evidence that the BLM completed an Inventoory Area Evaaluation for the Devil’s
Playgrou
und citizens' proposed wiilderness. Further, the B
BLM failed tto respond too comments
seeking withdrawal
w
of
o these land
ds from oil sh
hale leasing based on wiilderness chaaracter.
Adobe Town Area H and portion
ns of Adobe Town Area F have beenn determinedd by the BLM
M to
possess lands with wilderness
w
ch
haracteristicss and are stilll available fo
for oil shale lleasing in the
PEIS. Th
he BLM did not providee analysis reg
garding its ddecision to elliminate landds with
wilderness characteriistics in the Adobe
A
Town
n Area in thee Final PEIS
S. The BLM
M claims this was
because it
i corrected “erroneous
“
figures”
f
that were presennted in the D
Draft EIS, buut the BLM sstill
needs to present anallysis to support this. It iss unclear if tthe BLM is nnow relying on the Fieldd
Office level wilderneess characterristics inventtories; if so, the BLM m
must provide an explanatiion
for why the
t national level assessm
ment of Ado
obe Town arrea used in thhe Draft PEIIS was incorrrect.

Response
- The Fin
nal PEIS did
d not disclosee the invento
ory used to iddentify landss with wilderrness
characteristics. Chap
apter 6 of thee PEIS lists the
t areas andd acreages oof lands withh wildernesss
characteristics but do
oes not provvide maps orr a descriptioon.
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osed in the Final
F
PEIS, laands with wiilderness chaaracteristics were identiffied by the
affected Field
F
Offices in field surrveys that were
w updated as recently aas 2011 folloowing progrram
guidelinees for identiffying such laands and hav
ve been comppiled for thiss PEIS revieew (Final PE
EIS,
Commen
nt Response Document, p.
p 123; see also
a p. 2-12).. These inveentories werre conductedd as
part of th
he BLM’s ob
bligation to maintain
m
reso
ource inventtories and were updated,, as necessarry
specificaally for this planning
p
effo
ort. These in
nventories annd documenntation are geenerally avaiilable
at each affected Field
d Office. Sin
nce the OST
TS PEIS is a targeted plaan amendmennt addressingg
m
nt of oil shalee and tar san
nds resourcess, it is not making any deecisions
only the managemen
regarding
g the manageement of lan
nds with wild
derness charracteristics w
with respect tto resources
other than oil shale and
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d
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value, inccluding but not
n limited to
t lands with
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in an EIS
S, but is keptt in the admiinistrative filles for a partticular project. As notedd below, som
me
Field Offfices also po
ost their inventory inform
mation on theeir website. The BLM’ss proposed
planning decision is that
t lands with
w wilderneess characteri
ristics are not available ffor oil shale oor tar
sands leaasing.
ng areas with
hin Uintah County,
C
Utah
h, the lands w
with wilderneess characteristics identiified
Regardin
in the 2012 OSTS PE
EIS are thosee areas that were
w consideered in the B
BLM Vernal Field Officee
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RMP process and were identified in the 2005 Draft Vernal RMP/EIS (available on the Field
Office webpage). Uintah County and the State of Utah provided input and comments on these
inventories during that planning effort. The Lands With Wilderness Characteristics Inventory
process for the White River FO in Colorado is also documented on the FO website at:
http://www.blm.gov/pgdata/etc/medialib/blm/co/field_offices/white_river_field/LWC.Par.48278.
File.dat/Lands%20with%20Wilderness%20Characteristics%20Inventory%20update%20for%20
web%202012_08_29.pdf. The five polygons identified as having wilderness characteristics in
the White River FO that overlap the oil shale area are described under the section “Current
Conditions, Inventoried Units” on page 4 of the document online. The methodology and the
findings of the inventory for each of the five polygons are included.
It is correct that no map of the lands with wilderness characteristics for Colorado is provided in
Chapter 6 of the Final PEIS. It was intended that the map published in Chapter 2 of the Final
PEIS (Figs. 2.3.3-1) would show the location of the lands with wilderness characteristics along
with other sensitive lands. There was an error in publishing this map and the Colorado lands
were inadvertently excluded. The BLM regrets the error. No area-specific descriptions were
included in the document; rather, the areas proposed for closure for a variety of reasons should
have been identified on that map. A revised Figure 2.3.3-1 was published at the Oil Shale and
Tar Sands Programmatic EIS website (http://ostseis.anl.gov/index.cfm), on December 20, 2012,
as an addition to the Errata Sheet for the Final PEIS. An email was sent to stakeholders at the
time to notify parties of the correction.
- The OSTS PEIS uses a limited and incorrect definition of wilderness, which requires that an
area be road less and greater than 5,000 acres in size. 16 U.S.C. §I 131(a). The OSTS PFEIS
conveniently drops these two criteria.
Tables 6.1.1-2 and 6.2.1-3 list areas that BLM Field Offices had previously determined possess
wilderness characteristics using the BLM's established wilderness inventory process. Footnotes
A of these tables (pages 6-7 and 6-332) were intended to summarize the criteria the BLM
considers when inventorying lands for wilderness characteristics. The protester is correct in
pointing out that the footnotes did not include the size and roadless criteria. The complete list of
criteria, though, is listed elsewhere in the Final PEIS (p. 2-12, e.g.). The BLM regrets the
oversight. In compliance with BLM policy and Manual 6310, all criteria and standards were
considered by the BLM when conducting field inventories.
-The PEIS states that the Kinney Rim South Unit west of the WSA was mistakenly identified in
the Draft PEIS as an area with wilderness characteristics, but provides no evidence to support
this change. Further, BLM didn't disclose baseline information regarding the presence and/or
degree of wilderness characteristics in the Kinney Rim units.
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-BLM’s Decision Eliminating Lands with Wilderness Characteristics in the Adobe Town Area in
the final PEIS is Arbitrary and Capricious because there is no rational basis to support it. In the
final EIS the BLM has eliminated many lands with wilderness characteristics that were
recognized in the draft PEIS. BLM claims this was because it corrected “erroneous figures”
that were presented in the draft EIS.
-BLM does not present any analysis, explanation, rationale or justification regarding its decision
to change the status of lands for the Adobe Town area.
-Even if BLM now wants to rely on the Field Office level inventories, it must provide an
explanation for why the national level assessment was wrong, and it cannot do that in a
summary fashion as is currently the case.
-Adobe Town Area H, North Cow Creek, and portions of Adobe Town Area F have been
designated by BLM to possess Lands with Wilderness Characteristics and are also available for
oil shale leasing. As BLM has already determined these areas to possess wilderness
characteristics, they should be withdrawn from oil shale leasing under the PEIS.
Under the Proposed RMPA, all areas that the BLM has identified as a result of inventories
conducted during this planning process or previous to the process as lands with wilderness
characteristics are excluded from commercial oil shale and tar sands leasing and development.
Portions of the Adobe Town/Kinney Rim area were determined by the BLM to contain
wilderness characteristics. These areas are located on the western and eastern borders of the
Adobe Town WSA. All but one of the areas is also located within the Wyoming Environmental
Quality Council-designated Adobe Town “Very Rare or Uncommon Area,” another exclusion
area for oil shale leasing and development in the PEIS. Based on the presence of oil and gas
leases within the areas with wilderness characteristics outside the WSA, it was determined in the
Rawlins RMP that all of these areas within the Rawlins Field Office would be managed as
multiple-use lands and not for protection of wilderness. In the Final PEIS, the BLM stated that
these lands would not be exclusion areas for oil shale leasing and development since they were
not being managed that way for other resources (Final PEIS, p. 3-36).
Upon review of this protest issue, the BLM has determined that it is appropriate to grant this
protest because under the Proposed RMPA, all lands determined to possess wilderness
characteristics will be closed to oil shale leasing and development. This includes, then, the
Adobe Town/Kinney Rim areas of the Rawlins and Rock Springs Field Offices. The ROD for
the PEIS will make clear that oil shale leasing and development will be excluded from these
areas. For all other resources, these areas will be managed in accordance with the decisions in
the Rawlins and Rock Springs Field Office RMPs.
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-BLM has used the presence of County Road 19, which is outside both the Kinney Rim North and
South units, as a factor detracting from naturalness inside the units. BLM has also mentioned
the presence of wellsites, and even a dead-end County Road, as being within these units and
detracting from naturalness. But BLM guidance states that these intrusions should be excluded
from candidate units, and serve instead as boundaries.
-BLM has not provided evidence that it has done an Inventory Area Evaluation for the Devil’s
Playground citizens' proposed wilderness. BLM’s failure to respond to comments seeking
withdrawal of these lands from oil shale leasing as Lands with Wilderness Character violates
NEPA’s baseline information and ‘hard look’ requirements.
The BLM’s inventory of the Kinney Rim North and South units and the manner in which
boundaries of the areas comply with BLM policy in Manual 6310. The BLM made a reasonable
determination that the units either do not meet the size criteria or are impacted by the presence of
noticeable human-made features. In determining the naturalness of an area, BLM guidance
states that “any work of human beings must be substantially unnoticeable” (Manual 1610.c.2.b).
While the BLM guidance further states that, in certain cases, human-made features may be
determined to be substantially unnoticeable, the BLM determined that the presence of these
features in the Kinney Rim South units detract from naturalness.
The inventories for areas within the Rawlins Field Office were conducted as part of the Rawlins
RMP revision; those determinations were reviewed by the public before being finalized as part of
the Rawlins RMP ROD in 2008. In mid-2011, as part of OSTS PEIS process, the Rock Springs
Field Office conducted an inventory of lands with potential wilderness characteristics within the
proposed oil shale lease area (which includes the Devil’s Playground area) to determine if
wilderness characteristics exist or not. The Field Office determined that lands in the Devil’s
Playground area identified by the protesting party did not meet the wilderness characteristics
criteria. The BLM is currently undergoing an RMP revision in the Rock Springs Field Office
which is subject to public review and input.
Because the BLM has an ongoing requirement to maintain an accurate inventory of the public
lands and to periodically update its land use plan decisions, changes to the BLM’s inventories
could be made in the future. As previously stated, additional NEPA analysis will be required
prior to any leasing of oil shale in any particular area, and prior to approval of any projectspecific development proposals. Identification of areas with wilderness characteristics and the
consideration of the potential impacts to lands with wilderness characteristics that could arise
during consideration of any leasing/development decision will be analyzed, as required by NEPA
and BLM Manuals 6310 and 6320. During the course of these subsequent NEPA reviews, as is
the case with any NEPA review, should there be additional information or a change in
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circumstances or inventories, the BLM may consider an amendment to its planning decisions to
address that information or change in circumstances (BLM Land Use Planning Handbook, pp.
45-46).
The Comment Response Document of the Final PEIS documents how the BLM considered the
comments raised at the Draft EIS stage regarding the citizens’ proposed wilderness in the Devil’s
Playground area. As explained on page 1 of the Comment Response Document all comments
submitted during the review period were categorized by the BLM. Comments submitted
regarding the citizens’ proposed wilderness in the Devil’s Playground area displayed on pages
315 and 1178 of the document were categorized under issue 3.1.1 “Support of Additional
Resource Protection” (the comment cited by the protesting party on page 1205 relates to visual
resource management, not to wilderness characteristics inventory). As noted on pages 2 and 3 of
the response document, the BLM received voluminous comments on the Draft PEIS and thus, a
summary of comments expressing support of additional resource protection was appropriate (40
CFR 1503.4(b)). The summary and response to issue 3.1.1 is found on pages 54-56 of the
Comment Response Document.
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Policy – Energy Policy
P
Act
Issue Num
mber: PP-WO
O-OilTar-13--01-13
Organiza
ation: Center for Regulatorry
Effectiven
ness

leasee sales, becauuse there is noo commercial
leasiing program ccreated by thee 2012 PEIS.
Thuss, this is also a violation off the Energy
Policcy Act of 20005.

Issue Exccerpt Text:
The propo
osed land use plan amendm
ments violate
the 2005 Energy
E
Policy
y Act: In the 2012 Final
PEIS, BLM states that it "would likee to maintain
focus on RD&D
R
projeccts, so as to ob
btain more
informatio
on about the technological
t
l
requiremeents for development of oill shale, as
well as the environmen
ntal implicatio
ons, before
committin
ng to broad-sccale commerccial
developm
ment. Howeveer, the Energy
y Policy Act
of 2005 reequires that "tthe Secretary shall
complete a programmaatic environm
mental impact
statement for a commeercial leasing program
p
for
oil shale and
a tar sands resources on public lands,
with an em
mphasis on th
he most geolo
ogically
prospectiv
ve lands withiin each of thee States of
Colorado,, Utah, and Wyoming.
W
The 2012 Final
PEIS is no
ot a PEIS for commercial oil
o shale
developm
ment as requireed by the Eneergy Policy
Act of 200
05. It is insteaad a PEIS to develop
d
a
RD&D leasing program
m. This is a clear
c
violation of a mandatorry obligation set forth by
Congress..
Moreoverr, the Energy Policy Act off 2005
requires th
he Secretary to
t consult witth state and
local goveernments to determine
d
if th
here is
sufficient support for a lease sale un
nder the
commerciial leasing pro
ogram. If theere is
sufficient support, then
n the Secretary
y may then
U
the
conduct a commercial lease sale. Under
2012 PEIS
S, state and lo
ocal governm
ments will
never be afforded
a
the opportunity
o
to
o consult with
h
the Deparrtment of Interior regarding
g commerciall

Furthhermore, the Energy Policcy Act of 20055
manddates the Deppartment of thhe Interior to
deveelop a commeercial leasing program "witth an
emphhasis on the m
most geologiccally prospecttive
land s." Even if thhe RD&D firsst requiremennt
doess marginally cconstitute devveloping a
comm
mercial leasinng program, B
BLM still ignnores
the sstatutory requuirement that tthe commerciial
leasiing program iis based uponn the "most
geol ogically prosppective landss." The 75%
reduuction in land available undder the 2012 P
PEIS
is a cclear disregarrd for statutorry requiremennt that
a leaasing program
m be focused oon the most
geol ogically prosppective landss."
Issu e Number: P
PP-WO-OilTaar-13-03-10
Org anization: D
Duchesne Couunty Commisssion
(Utaah)
Issu e Excerpt Teext:
Proggrammatic Ennvironmental Impact Statem
ment
and ccommercial lleasing prograam for oil shaale
and ttar sands: Noot later than 118 months afteer the
date of enactmentt of this Act, in accordancee with
C) of the Natioonal
sectiion 102(2) (C
Enviironmental Poolicy Act of 11969 (42 USC
C.
43322(2) (C)), the Secretary shaall complete a
proggrammatic envvironmental iimpact statem
ment
for a commercial leasing progrram for oil shhale
and ttar sands resoources on pubblic lands, witth an
emphhasis on the m
most geologiccally prospecttive
land s within eachh of the Statess of Colorado,
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Utah, and
d Wyoming.
Findings: This required
d PEIS was co
ompleted in
2008 in acccordance witth the Act. However,
H
the
so-called "fresh look" undertaken
u
by
y the current
Secretary guts the requ
uired commerrcial leasing
program called
c
for in th
he section abo
ove. The
associated
d plan amendm
ments abando
on the
commerciial leasing pro
ogram in favo
or of RD&D
leases, in violation of the
t Act.

20055 was to havee the BLM prooceed to grannting
comm
mercial leasees not later thaan January 155,
20088! Oil shale ccompanies, inncluding ours,, have
beenn denied Proceedural Due Process every day
sincee January 15, 2008....
Issu e Number: P
PP-WO-OilTaar-13-07-5
Org anization: A
American Petrooleum Instituute
Issu e Excerpt Teext:

mber: PP-WO
O-OilTar-13--04-7
Issue Num
Organiza
ation: Garfield County Boaard of
County Commissioners (Colorado)
Issue Exccerpt Text:
In a comp
plete about-face from 2008
8, BLM now
proposes to
t drastically scale back itss commerciall
leasing prrogram. BLM
M's Preferred Alternative
A
for oil shaale would only allocate abo
out 677,000
acres for oil
o shale leasiing. 2012 OST
TS PFEIS at
ES-9-10. Remarkably,, the Preferred
d Alternative
only leavees about 33% 'of the lands previously
classified as suitable an
nd available open
o
for oil
shale and tar sands leassing.
In doing so,
s BLM violaates the EP Act
A by cutting
off the "m
most geologicaally prospectiive" public
lands thatt are otherwise suitable and
d available
for mineraal leasing und
der the 2008 PFEIS
P
program.

In reemoving 66%
% of the acreagge made availlable
for ooil shale leasinng applicationn and nearly 770%
of thhe acreage maade available for oil sands
leasiing applicatioon in the land use allocationns
that resulted from
m the 2008 Oil Shale and T
Tar
Sandds PEIS and R
Record of Deccision, BLM's
actioon is misguideed and runs ccounter to EPA
Act
OS'ss directive to ppromote com
mmercial oil shhale
deveelopment in C
Colorado, Utaah, and Wyom
ming,
incluuding by issuiing regulationns to establishh a
comm
mercial oil shhale leasing pprogram. Rathher
than being guidedd by the Act'ss intent and exxpress
requuirements, BL
LM has forecloosed even thee
posssibility of oil sshale and oil sands leasingg and
deveelopment on m
more than 1.66 million acress of
land by prematureely and inapppropriately
decidding not to alllow site-speccific issues to be
resollved later at tthe lease sale and developm
ment
stagees.
Issu e Number: P
PP-WO-OilTaar-13-08-5
Org anization: Sttate of Utah

Issue Num
mber: PP-WO
O-OilTar-13--05-18
Organiza
ation: Excalib
bur Industriess Inc.
Issue Exccerpt Text:
While Congress' intentt under Sectio
on 369 of the
Energy Po
olicy Act of 2005
2
enacted on August 8,

Issu e Excerpt Teext:
Citinng a Settlemeent Agreemennt in a 2009 laawsuit
and ssome allegedd "new inform
mation," BLM
M
deterrmined that itt needed to taake a new "haard
lookk" at the leasinng program crreated by the 2008
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ROD. Th
his review hass resulted in th
he pending
PRMP/FE
EIS. The Prefferred Alternaatives
Proposed Plan Amendm
ments of the PRMP/FEIS
P
he conclusionss of the 2008
dramaticaally modify th
ROD. Mo
ost significan
ntly, the PRMP/FEIS
drastically
y reduces the total acreage available forr
leasing, an
nd converts th
he commerciaal programs
for both oil
o shale and tar sands to reesearch,
developm
ment and demo
onstration (RD
D&D)
programs.. These changes directly violate
v
the
aforementtioned provisions of the EP
P 2005.

M now proposses to drasticaally scale backk its
BLM
comm
mercial leasinng program too what is basiically
the R
RD&D prograam. BLM's P
Preferred
Alterrnatives (for Oil Shale andd Tar Sands)
woulld only allocaate about 677,000 acres forr oil
shalee leasing and about 130,0000 acres for taar
sandds leasing. 2012 OSTS PFE
EIS at ES-9 - ES10. Remarkably, the Preferredd Alternativess only
leavee about 33% of the lands ppreviously
classsified as suitaable and available open forr oil
shalee and tar sandds leasing.

In its DPE
EIS comments at p. 4, Utah
h made this
very pointt stating that, "Congress diid not ask
BLM to determine
d
if co
ommercial leasing was
appropriate or not, or to wait on a co
ommercial
leasing prrocess in favo
or of some oth
her proposal.
..The receent proposal does
d
not meet those
requiremeents and direcctly ignores bo
oth the
mandate and
a timeline given
g
to it by Congress
under [EP
P 2005]." In response
r
to th
hese and
similar co
omments, the BLM cynicallly States
that: "Notthing in the Energy Policy Act of 2005
specified how the Secrretary must esstablish a
commerciial oil shale leeasing policy,," but
recognizees that commeercial leases under
u
the
preferred alternatives could
c
occur, "only
"
through
h
conversion of an RD&D lease." Co
omment
Response Document (""CRD") p. 45. Such
n of directivess does not curre the fact
conflation
that the PR
RMP/FEIS diirectly violatees the
commerciial leasing pro
ovisions of th
he EP 2005.

In dooing so, BLM
M violates the EP Act by cuutting
off thhe "most geologically prosspective" pubblic
land s that are otheerwise suitable and availabble
for m
mineral leasinng under the 22008 PFEIS
proggram.

Issue Num
mber: PP-WO
O-OilTar-13--09-10
Organiza
ations: Uintaah County, Uttah
Associatio
on of Countiees, and the Co
oalition of
Local Gov
vernments
Issue Exccerpt Text:
plete about-face from its 20
008 decision,
In a comp

Issu e Number: P
PP-WO-OilTaar-13-09-14
Org anizations: U
Uintah Countty, Utah
Assoociation of Coounties, and thhe Coalition oof
Locaal Governmennts
Issu e Excerpt Teext:
BLM
M states that tthe EP Act dooes not state hhow a
mercial leasinng program m
comm
must be establlished
or am
mount of acreeage that musst be availablee for
leasiing. BLM Coomment Respponse Doc. at 3839, 441, 45, 124, 142-143, 146--148, 160-1611,
163. BLM then cconcludes thaat the EP Act oonly
requuires it to conssider the mostt geological
prosppective areas for leasing, aand under FPL
LMA
BLM
M has the disccretion to ameend land use pplans
baseed on the poteential impacts on the
envirronment. id. BLM's rationnale omits thee fact
that mineral deveelopment is onne of five prinncipal
uses , 43 U.S.C. §1702(1), and that FLPMA
A
adoppts the policiees in the Miniing and Materrials
Policcy Act. id. at §1701 (a)(122). These minneral
deveelopment poliicies must also guide BLM
M's
decissionmaking, aaffects BLM's response
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ignores. BLM's
B
reliancce on FLPMA
A is
misplaced
d because the EP Act impo
oses mandatess
that superrsede the geneeric policies upon
u
which
BLM reliees.
Issue Num
mber: PP-WO
O-OilTar-13--09-51
Organiza
ations: Uintaah County, Uttah
Associatio
on of Countiees, and the Co
oalition of
Local Gov
vernments
Issue Exccerpt Text:
By limitin
ng the size of parcels and th
he acres
available, DOI is impo
osing unnecessary
restraints for potential commercial development
d
in violatio
on of the EP Act
A and FLPM
MA. BLM
responds that
t this is neecessary to pro
otect
resources,, which are allready protectted by other
federal staatutes and reg
gulations, such
h as lands
with wilderness characcteristics, the Adobe
A
Town
n
VRUA, co
ore sage-grou
use habitat, ACECs, and
other areaas excluded by
y Alternatives C in 2008.
76 Fed. Reg.
R at 21004; see also 2008 OSTS
ROD at 22, 35-36. Succh restrictions on
available land "unnecessarily specullates upon
the naturee and degree of
o impacts" prrior to sitespecific an
nalyses which
h will includee factors not
now know
wn. 2008 OST
TS ROD at 22
2, 35-36. Thee
OSTS PFE
EIS treatment of the Adob
be Town Raree
and Uncommon Area illustrates
i
the error of
BLM's an
nalysis. The Wyoming
W
dessignation that
BLM reliees on allows leasing
l
develo
opment and
only proh
hibits mining.
Companiees have purch
hased RD&D leases from
BLM for parcels
p
of 160
0 acres, know
wing that
commerciial developmeent would allo
ow the
companiees to expand operations
o
to 640
6 acres.
BLM, BL
LM Advances Oil Shale Reesearch
Process (D
Dec. 7, 2012), available at
http://www.BLM.gov/u
ut/st/en/info/n
newsroom/20
0

10/ooctober_/BLM
M_advances_ooil_shale.htm
ml.
Manny of the parceels available for potential
comm
mercial leasinng under the P
Preferred
Alterrnatives are 6640 acres or ssmaller, manyy of
whicch are much ssmaller, and isolated from other
parceels available for potential commercial
deveelopment. 20112 OSTS PFE
EIS at 2-44 - 22-46,
2-71 . In 2008, whhen analyzingg a similar
propposal, the 2008 OSTS ROD
D concluded tthat
the pproposal "unrreasonably fraagments the aarea
that would be avaailable for appplication, resuulting
in paarcels that aree unlikely to bbe explored, lleased
or deeveloped," pootentially imppeding "soundd and
ratioonal developm
ment of the ressource" contrrary
to thhe EP Act andd FLPMA. 20008 OSTS RO
OD at
22, 335-36.
Issu e Number: P
PP-WO-OilTaar-13-10-13
Org anizations: C
Center for Bioological Diveersity,
Grannd Canyon Trrust, Living R
Rivers, and Sierra
Clubb
Issu e Excerpt Teext:
The PRMP amenddments and F
FPEIS are nott
conssistent with thhe EPAct, which requires tthat
oil shhale or tar sannds developm
ment on publicc
land s may proceeed only in an ““environmenttally
sounnd manner.” N
NEPA standinng alone doess not
neceessarily manddate an environnmentally souund
outc ome as a subsstantive matteer, such result is
requuired here. Seee, e.g., Wyo. Outdoor Couuncil
v. U .S. Army Corrps of Eng’rs,, 351 F. Suppp. 2d
Wyo. 2005) (“N
NEPA mandaates
12322, 1240 (D. W
that federal agenccies take into considerationn the
impaacts of their aactions on the environmentt in
the hhopes that succh consideratiion will lead tto
envirronmentally ssound decisioons that balannce
the nneeds of humaans and the ennvironment inn
whicch they live”). The FPEIS and other stuudies
demoonstrate, how
wever, that oill shale and tarr
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sands dev
velopment, as would be allo
owed by the
proposed PRMP Amen
ndments, wou
uld not
proceed in
n an “environ
nmentally sou
und” way, but
would desstroy habitat; alter topograaphy; displacee
and kill biirds and anim
mals; destroy plants
p
including oil shale end
demic species;; require vast
energy inp
puts that may
y emit up to fo
our times
more greeenhouse gas pollution
p
than
n
conventio
onal oil production; exacerb
bate to globall
warming and
a regional drying; and deplete
d
and
pollute waater. The dev
velopment wo
ould literally
transform
m hundreds of thousands off acres of
public lan
nds into an ind
dustrial zone. Because thee
PRMP am
mendments alllocate land to
o oil shale and
d
tar sands development
d
that would no
ot and cannott
proceed in
n an “environ
nmentally sou
und manner,”
BLM cann
not proceed with
w the propo
osed action.
Issue Num
mber: PP-WO
O-OilTar-13--11-4
Organiza
ation: Environ
nmentally Co
onscious
Consumerrs for Oil Shaale (ECCOS)
Issue Exccerpt Text:
Further reemoval of the over 90% off potential
acres in CO
C is in oppossition of the EP
E Act of
2005 emp
phasis on “…m
most geologiccally
prospectiv
ve lands…” CO
C has the ricchest depositss
and is the most commeercially attracttive as is
proof wheen considering
g that 5 of thee 6 1st Round
d
RD&D leases and ALL
L 3 of the 2nd
d Round
O.
RD&D leases are in CO
Issue Num
mber: PP-WO
O-OilTar-13--13-51
Organiza
ations: Biodiv
versity Conservation
Alliance, Western Wattershed Projecct,
Californiaans for Westeern Wilderness
Issue Exccerpt Text:

Haviing a differennt set of standdards for leasing oil
shalee deposits acrross state linees violates thee
intennt of the Enerrgy Policy Acct in a mannerr that
is arbbitrary and caapricious andd an abuse of
discrretion.
Issu e Number: P
PP-WO-OilTaar-13-16-11
Org anizations: W
Western Resoource Advocaates,
Natuural Resourcees Defense Coouncil, and
Soutthern Utah W
Wilderness Alliance
Issu e Excerpt Teext:
The Final PEIS faails to explainn why an
addittional 475,518 acres of puublic land are
needded for researcch and potenttial developm
ment
of thhe "experimenntal" oil shalee and tar sands
induustries.
Issu e Number: P
PP-WO-OilTaar-13-16-9
Org anizations: W
Western Resoource Advocaates,
Natuural Resourcees Defense Coouncil, and
Soutthern Utah W
Wilderness Alliance
Issu e Excerpt Teext:
Speccifically, the pplan to allow leasing and
deveelopment on aalmost one haalf million acrres of
federral lands in U
Utah is not in kkeeping with the
Enerrgy Policy Acct of 2005. Thhis statute setts as
its gooal to developp the Nation'ss energy suppply,
whille protecting tthe environment and ensurring
sustaainability. Inn adopting thiis aim, BLM
recoggnized the "eexperimental sstate" of the ooil
shalee and tar sandds industries, acknowledgeed
that research and developmentt on smaller
parceels should preecede commeercial developpment
and ddetermined thhat the more aappropriate
respoonse to the Ennergy Policy Act was to offfer
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significantly fewer public lands for leasing. To
now increase that number, without the adequate
analysis to make a well-informed decision and in
light of the almost certain significant adverse

impacts, is contrary to the Act and BLM's
obligation to analyze the impacts of its actions
on the environment.

Summary
The Final PEIS violates the Energy Policy Act of 2005 directive to develop “a commercial
leasing program for oil shale and tar sands resources on public lands, with an emphasis on the
most geologically prospective lands” because the Final PEIS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Reduces the total acreage available for leasing.
Excludes geologically prospective public lands from potential leasing.
Converts the commercial programs for both oil shale and tar sands to RD&D programs.
Limits the size of parcels available for leasing, resulting in parcels that are unlikely to be
explored, leased or developed.
5. Does not allow site-specific issues to be resolved at the lease sale and development
stages.
The Final PEIS is not consistent with the Energy Policy Act’s directive to protect the
environment and ensure sustainability because oil shale and tar sands development will have
substantial environmental impacts and cannot be accomplished in an environmentally sound
manner.
Congress' intent under Section 369 of the Energy Policy Act was to have the BLM proceed to
granting commercial leases not later than January 15, 2008. Oil shale companies have been
denied Procedural Due Process every day since January 15, 2008.
The BLM's rationale for reconsidering the allocation decisions of the 2008 PEIS omits the fact
that mineral development is one of five principal uses outlined in FLPMA, and that FLPMA
adopts the policies in the Mining and Materials Policy Act. The BLM's reliance on FLPMA is
misplaced because the Energy Policy Act imposes mandates that supersede the generic policies
upon which BLM relies.
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Response
As stated above (response to “Reconsideration of the 2008 PEIS Allocation Decision”), the BLM
has complied with the Energy Policy Act (Act). Section 369 of the Act included three provisions
relevant here. First, the Energy Policy Act required the Secretary of the Interior to complete a
PEIS for a commercial leasing program for oil shale and tar sands resources on the public lands,
with an emphasis on the most geologically prospective lands in Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming.
The BLM published such a PEIS in November, 2008. Second, the Energy Policy Act required
the Secretary of the Interior to publish a final regulation establishing such a program. The
BLM’s final tar sands regulations were published May 18, 2006, and the final oil shale
regulation was published in November 2008. Third, the Secretary of the Interior is to consult
with the governors of those respective states, as well as representatives of local governments,
interested Indian tribes, and other interested persons, to determine the level of support and
interest in the States in the development of tar sands and oil shale, and, if the level of interest is
sufficient, the Secretary may conduct a lease sale in that State under the applicable commercial
program regulations. The BLM anticipates consultation will occur at such time as the Secretary
considers conducting a lease sale.
Separately, the Secretary, acting through the BLM, manages the public lands under FLPMA. As
noted above (response to “Reconsideration of 2008 PEIS Allocations”), under FLPMA, the
Secretary must manage the public lands in accordance with land use plans, and retains the
discretion to establish, revise, and amend those land use plans, as appropriate, to address
resource management issues. This means that no leasing or development of oil shale or tar sands
resources may occur on the public lands unless such activity is consistent with the applicable
land use plan. Although FLPMA requires the BLM to manage public lands for multiple use and
sustained yield FLPMA does not require all uses to take place on all lands and does not specify
particular acreages that must be allocated to particular uses. Rather, the Secretary has wide
latitude to allocate the public lands to particular uses, and to employ the mechanism of land use
allocation to protect for certain resource values, or, conversely, develop some resource values to
the detriment of others, short of unnecessary and undue degradation.
It is important to recognize that the Energy Policy Act does not speak to allocations of public
lands for commercial oil shale or tar sands leasing, nor does the Act provide any standard by
which the reasonableness of any particular acreage figure might be determined. The Act does
not prevent the Secretary from proposing an amendment or amending land use plans. In fact,
nothing in the Act specified how the Secretary must establish a commercial oil shale leasing
program, apart from requiring the Secretary to consider the most geologically prospective areas
in Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming. The Act did not specify the acreage that must be available for
such program, or how the requirements of such program should be balanced with other resource
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uses. Rather, while the Act encourages commercial development of oil shale and tar sands
resources, the question of where such development is most appropriate and under what
restrictions it may be conducted is left, under FLPMA, to the Secretary, acting through the BLM.
In 2008, the BLM’s land use allocation decision was based on the available information and
emphasized the potential of oil shale to provide a domestic source of liquid fuels. Although that
consideration remains important, the BLM has in this planning process revisited that allocation
decision, more squarely in the context of other resource management considerations. The BLM
believes the purpose and need statement to be appropriate to this land use allocation planning
action and consistent with the fostering of a robust RD&D oil shale program, and tar sands
industry, leading to viable commercial development of both of these resources. Each of the
alternatives analyzed would keep lands available for RD&D and commercial development of oil
shale, and none of the alternatives is inconsistent with the policies expressed in Section 369 of
the Energy Policy Act. None of the alternatives presented in the Draft PEIS or in the Proposed
RMPA precludes the Secretary’s or the BLM’s exercise of discretion in managing the public
lands for multiple use or the appropriate use of an adaptive management approach. In the
Proposed RMPA, the Secretary, acting through the BLM, has proposed a policy decision that in
view of the nascent character of the oil shale and tar sands industries, less land than allocated in
2008 should remain open for development of these resources.
Section 369 of the Act expresses congressional policy that the development of these resources
should be conducted in an environmentally sound manner, using practices that minimize impacts.
One practice available to the BLM under FLPMA for minimizing impacts is making land use
allocations that reduce conflicts among resource uses in the first place. As noted in the response
above, each of the alternatives presented provides for lands to be available for development of
these important resources. While several of the alternatives do result in small or irregular tracts
being available for consideration for oil shale/tar sands leasing, even the alternative with the least
amount of land allocated would provide for more than 30,000 acres of the richest oil shale
resource being open for consideration for future leasing. Further, nothing in the Act precludes
the BLM from offering leases of less than 5,760 acres for oil shale, and the BLM has not been
presented with a basis for estimating the optimal size of an oil shale operation. Under the oil
shale regulations, potential lessees may obtain exploration licenses to investigate potential lease
tracts, in order to anticipate how such tracts might be developed most efficiently, prior to leasing
them. In fact, in the last round of RD&D, the BLM offered 640 acres and received 3
nominations. Further, as the experience of at least one of the current RD&D lessees
demonstrates, in many locations there are opportunities for potential developers to plan
operations across federal and nonfederal lands. In its allocation alternatives, the BLM did not
want to preclude these opportunities by closing off smaller tracts. In employing its FLPMAbased land allocations with discretion, taking into account multiple uses, the BLM believes it has
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fulfilled its mandate under the Act, to develop a leasing program for unconventional fuels, while
accomplishing its mission to sustain the health, diversity, and productivity of America’s public
lands for the use and enjoyment of present and future generations.
Besides taking into account multiple uses in its land use allocation decisions under FLPMA, the
BLM needs to ensure that technological and environmental impacts are well understood prior to
commercial development. Another practice available to the BLM under FLPMA is to require
that potential commercial developers pursue RD&D first, in order that more is known about the
technologies for development, and their impacts, before broader scale development is undertaken
(Final PEIS, Comment Response Document, pp. 156-157). It would be irresponsible for the
BLM to encourage speculative commercial leasing. The BLM is not proposing to eliminate
commercial leasing but to require that the commercial viability of a technology is proven and the
environmental impacts are evaluated prior to issuing such leases. Any entity that believes it has
a commercially viable technology could seek an RD&D lease at the next call for nominations,
consistent with the Proposed PRMPA, if adopted.
As explained in the Final PEIS, the Proposed RMPA (Alternative 2(b), the “RD&D-First”
alternative) adds only the procedural requirement that companies must first obtain an RD&D
lease prior to obtaining a commercial lease. From the standpoint of environmental
consequences, then, there is no difference between Alternative 2 and the Proposed RMPA
(Alternative 2(b)). The BLM does not disagree that from a business management standpoint,
there may be differences for potential lessees contained within this procedural distinction, and
the Final PEIS addresses the several questions about this plan element raised by commenters.
With respect to the RD&D-First provision of the Preferred Alternative, as presented in the Draft
PEIS, Alternative 2(b) has been revised in the Proposed RMPA, Section 2.5 of the Final PEIS, as
follows: “In the areas open for oil shale leasing and development under Alternative 2(b), the
Secretary may issue a commercial lease to an entity that has succeeded in converting an RD&D
lease to commercial lease (or who holds the license to a technology that has converted from
RD&D to commercial lease) for a tract on other lands open under Alternative 2(b). In these
circumstances, such commercial lessee would not have to begin with another RD&D lease on the
new leasehold.”
Similarly, for those instances where a potential lessee intends to employ a technology that has
proved commercially viable either on non-federal lands within the study area, or outside the
study area, Alternative 2(b) has also been revised in the Proposed RMPA, Section 2.5 as follows:
“The Secretary may issue a commercial oil shale lease on the lands open under the Proposed
RMPA, where the potential commercial lessee intends to employ technology which has proved
commercially viable on non-federal lands in the study area[, or outside the study area,] and
which the Secretary determines to be environmentally acceptable.” Finally, in response to
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comments received on the Draft PEIS, Alternative 2(b) has been revised in the Proposed RMPA,
Section 2.5 of the Final PEIS, to incorporate that element of Alternative 3 whereby the lands
subject to the three potential RD&D leases currently undergoing NEPA analysis (two in
Colorado and one in Utah) would be available for potential oil shale leasing. However, like the
other areas that are available for potential oil shale leasing under this alternative, these areas are
also open to RD&D first only. See also page 158 of the Comment Response Document.
As was the case with the 2008 OSTS PEIS, the scope of the decision making to be supported by
the development of this PEIS is limited to an allocation decision. This land use allocation does
not authorize any future lease or development proposal. The BLM has conducted sufficient
analysis pursuant to NEPA to support this land use allocation decision making. The BLM will
similarly determine the appropriate NEPA analysis required to support decision making
regarding any future proposed actions, including, but not limited to, additional planning, leasing,
or development. The BLM managers retain authority to approve, modify or deny future lease
and development proposals based on consideration of factors, including, but not limited to,
impacts on natural and cultural resources, economic viability, community concerns, and any
other pertinent factors. Site-specific issues must be resolved at the lease sale and development
stages of the process as the current experimental state of the oil shale and tar sands industries
does not allow this PEIS to include sufficient specific information or cumulative impact analyses
to support future leasing decisions within these allocated lands. The scope of any future
environmental analysis would depend upon the specific technology proposed for use, as well as
the resources specific to the area proposed for leasing and/or development. The regulations
governing oil shale and tar sands development provide specifics on the information that would be
required from applicants to inform this analysis.
As noted above, in Section 369 of the Energy Policy Act, Congress required the Secretary of the
Interior to establish a commercial oil shale leasing program that focused on the most geologically
prospective regions. This mandate included requiring the Secretary to determine the meaning of
“most geologically prospective” for the purpose of identifying the oil shale resources on the
public lands in Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming.
The Secretary, through the BLM, determined the meaning of this phrase in 2008, and has carried
it forward into this planning initiative for the reasons explained in Section 1.2 of the Final PEIS.
As stated above, the standards developed by the USGS Conservation Division, and subsequently
adopted by the BLM, use 15 gallon/ton and 15 feet thick as the prospectively valuable
classification standard for oil shale resources. The USGS further defined oil shale leasing area
criteria on a regional basis as 25 gallon/ton and 25 feet thick.
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For this PEIS, as previously discussed, the most geologically prospective resources in Colorado
and Utah are defined as those deposits that yield 25 gallon/ton or more and are 25 feet thick or
greater. In Wyoming, where the oil shale resource is not of as high a quality as it is in Colorado
and Utah, the most geologically prospective resources are defined as those deposits that yield 15
gallon/ton or more and are 15 feet thick or greater. The intent of using these definitions in the
PEIS is to establish an area inside of which applications for leases can be accepted. Industry can
make its own determinations on what target it may want to pursue within that area. An
alternative that would apply the Wyoming criteria to Colorado and Utah was considered but
eliminated from detailed analysis in the PEIS, as discussed in Section 2.5.2 of the Final PEIS. In
that discussion, it is reasoned that it would not make economic sense to open larger areas in
Colorado and Utah to potential oil shale leasing where the resource is of low grade and unlikely
to be developed at this time, because interest in future leasing would be directed at higher grade
deposits. It is further noted that, in the future, additional planning and NEPA analysis could be
conducted to open areas with lower grade deposits if economically warranted.
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Policy – Leasing Standards
S
s
Issue Num
mber: PP-WO
O-OilTar-13--13-21
Organiza
ations: Biodiv
versity Conservation
Alliance, Western Wattershed Projecct,
Californiaans for Westeern Wilderness
Issue Exccerpt Text:
The Energ
gy Policy Actt (“EPAct”) directs
d
the
BLM to “Complete
“
an environmenttal impact
statement for a commeercial leasing program
p
for
oil shale and
a tar sands resources on public lands,
with an em
mphasis on th
he most geolo
ogically
prospectiv
ve lands in Co
olorado, Utah
h and
Wyoming
g.” FEIS at 1-3, emphasis added,
a
and
see Sectio
on 369(d)(1) of
o the Energy
y Policy Act.
The BLM
M states:
“As discu
ussed in Sectio
on 1.2, the an
nalyses in this
PEIS focu
us on the mosst geologically
y prospective
oil shale resources
r
in th
hese basins (ii.e., the oil
shale stud
dy area) show
wn in Figure 2.3-1. In
Colorado and Utah, theese are defineed as those
deposits th
hat are expected to yield 25
2 gal/ton or
more of sh
hale oil and th
hat are 25 ft thick
t
or
greater. In
n Wyoming, where
w
the oil shale
resource quality
q
is not as high as it is
i in
Colorado and Utah, thee most geolog
gically
prospectiv
ve oil shale reesources are th
hose that
yield 15 gal/ton
g
and thaat are 15 ft th
hick or
greater.” FEIS at 2-14.
But oil sh
hale deposits of
o 15 feet thicckness and 15
5
gallons peer ton are not “most geolog
gically
prospectiv
ve,” and theree is strong eviidence that
they are not
n even econo
omically viab
ble at this
time for oil
o shale produ
uction. BLM should
therefore apply the sam
me 25-foot-thiickness and
25 gallon per ton thresh
hold in Wyom
ming as has

beenn done in otheer states.

Issu e Number: P
PP-WO-OilTaar-13-13-25
Orgaanizations: Biiodiversity Coonservation
Alliaance, Westernn Watershed P
Project,
Califfornians for W
Western Wildderness
Issu e Excerpt Teext:
In thhe original Oil Shale/Tar Sands PEIS, thhe
BLM
M approved m
minimum criteeria for leasinng oil
shalee in Coloradoo and Utah at 25 feet in
thickkness and 25 gallons per toon, in order too
ensuure economic feasibility. H
However, the
agenncy approved a different sttandard for
Wyooming, 15 feeet of thicknesss and 15 galloons
per tton, and repeaated this diffeerence in
thressholds in the 22012 FEIS. Inn its original Final
EIS on oil shale, B
BLM stated, “Of course, thhe
mostt geologicallyy prospective deposits in
Wyooming are thoose exceedingg 25 gallons per ton
and 225 feet in thicckness.” 20088 FPEIS at 4-281.
We aagree. These deposits are bby definition more
geol ogically prosppective than ddeposits averaging
15 feeet thick and 15 gallons peer ton. It is
illoggical for the B
BLM to assignn a different
standdard for Wyooming oil shalles as the geologic
propperties or the ttechniques avvailable to exttract
them
m do not channge when one crosses the sttate
line. Wyoming shhows a much greater
“geoologically proospective” oil shale area thaan
eitheer Utah or Coolorado precissely because tthe
standdards have beeen lowered ffor Wyoming..
Issu e Number: P
PP-WO-OilTaar-13-13-27
Orgaanizations: Biiodiversity Coonservation
Alliaance, Westernn Watershed P
Project,
Califfornians for W
Western Wildderness
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Issue Exccerpt Text:
BLM has failed to prov
vide a rationaal connection
between the
t facts found and the deccisions made
supporting
g the use of th
he 15 gpt/15-ft threshold
in Wyomiing while a diifferent standard was
applied in
n Colorado an
nd Utah. BLM
M’s response
to this issu
ue from the original
o
2008 FEIS is as
follows:
“In Sectio
on 369 of the Energy Policy Act of
2005, Con
ngress directeed the Secretaary of the
Interior to
o complete a PEIS
P
for com
mmercial
leasing on
n public landss with an emp
phasis on the
most geollogically prosspective landss in the States
of Colorado, Utah, and
d Wyoming. There
T
are
differencees in the qualiity of the oil shale
s
resource between
b
the th
hree States, so
o to meet
Congress’’ direction to look at all thrree States, a
different standard
s
was used for Wyo
oming.”
FPEIS at 4-480. But reequiring a 25--25 threshold
in Wyomiing would alsso meet this Congressional
C
l
mandate; in fact, it wou
uld meet the mandate
m
more exacctly by constrraining leasing
g to those
lands thatt are “most geeologically prospective.”
In the insttant case, the 2012 FEIS does not
appear even to address this differencce. BLM’s
past respo
onse implies that
t the different standard
for Wyom
ming was neceessary to perm
mit oil shale
leasing in
n Wyoming du
ue to the abseence of oil
shale depo
osits of 25 feeet in thickness averaging
25 gallonss per ton. Thiis, however, iss not the
case, as ev
videnced by a Wyoming State
S
Geologicaal Survey Anaalysis while delineates
d
oil
shale depo
osits in Wyom
ming which ex
xceed 25 feett
in thickneess and 25 galllons per ton, and which
are quite extensive
e
acro
oss the prospeective oil
shale region in the statee. See Attach
hment C.

mber: PP-WO
O-OilTar-13--13-30
Issue Num
Organiza
ations: Biodiv
versity Conservation

Project,
Alliaance, Westernn Watershed P
Califfornians for W
Western Wildderness
Issu e Excerpt Teext:
The WSGS analyysis shows a ssubstantial acrreage
of W
Wyoming landds which meett the threshold of
25 ggallons per tonn over 25 feett of thickness, the
thresshold set for ooil shale leasiing in Utah annd
Coloorado under thhe OSTS PEIIS. Thus, it is
arbittrary and caprricious to low
wer the threshoold
for ooil shale leasinng in Wyomiing below 25
galloons per ton ovver a 25-foot stratigraphic
interrval. In order to prevent unnnecessary
degrradation of sennsitive publicc resources inn a
quesst for technicaally and econoomically infeasible
oil shhale deposits, BLM needs to apply the same
standdard for Wyooming as in U
Utah and Colorrado
to m
meet the directtives of the Ennergy Policy Act.

PP-WO-OilTaar-13-13-32
Issu e Number: P
Biodiversity C
Conservation
Org anizations: B
Project,
Alliaance, Westernn Watershed P
Califfornians for W
Western Wildderness
Issu e Excerpt Teext:
FEIS
S at 2-83, empphasis added.. BLM does nnot
(indeeed, cannot) eexplain why ooil shale
comppanies wouldd be any likeliier to direct
interrest in oil shalle developmeent at “resourcces of
low grade” in Wyyoming than tthey would inn
Coloorado or Utahh. Tables A-1 and A-2 anallyze
the ccomparative aacreages availlable for leasiing in
the U
Uinta Basin uunder 25-foot thickness andd 15foot thickness thrresholds. FEIS
S at A-9, A-10.
The FEIS only discloses yieldss under the 155-15
thresshold for the W
Washakie andd Green Riveer
Basiins of Wyomiing. FEIS at A
A-12, A-13. T
The
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lack of this analysis for Wyoming points to a
failure to gather necessary baseline information
in Wyoming, and a concomitant failure to take
the legally necessary ‘hard look’ at oil shale
leasing under a 25-25 threshold scenario in

Wyoming. It also indicates a failure to respond
to public comments submitted on this topic
pursuant to NEPA. See FEIS Comment
Document at 1205.

Summary
The decision to apply a lower threshold for oil shale leasing in Wyoming is arbitrary and
capricious and an abuse of agency discretion.
The BLM has defined the "most geologically prospective lands" in Wyoming as oil shale
deposits of 15 feet thickness and 15 gallon/ton. These are not the “most geologically
prospective,” and there is strong evidence that they are not even economically viable at this time
for oil shale production.
The BLM could have met the Energy Policy Act mandate using the same definition in Wyoming
as in Colorado and Utah. This is evidenced by a Wyoming State Geological Survey Analysis
which delineates oil shale deposits in Wyoming exceeding 25 feet in thickness and 25 gallon/ton
and which are extensive across the prospective oil shale region in the state.
The Final PEIS provided inadequate baseline information and analysis in Wyoming in regards to
the 15 feet oil leasing standard and failed to take a hard look at oil shale leasing under a 25 feet
thickness and 25 gallon/ton threshold scenario. The BLM failed to respond to public comments
submitted on this topic.
It is illogical for the BLM to assign a different standard for Wyoming oil shale as the geologic
properties or the techniques available to extract them do not change when one crosses the state
line.

Response
The BLM did not consider an alternative that would apply the 25-foot-thickness and 25 gallon
per ton threshold to Wyoming because it would be inconsistent with the Energy Policy Act’s
directive to focus on the most geologically prospective lands within each of the States of
Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming (see response to “Range of Alternatives”). As previously stated
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in the Comment Response Document, in Section 369 of the Energy Policy Act, Congress
required the Secretary of the Interior to establish a commercial oil shale leasing program that
focused on the most geologically prospective regions. Ingredient in this mandate is the necessity
for the Secretary to determine the meaning of “most geologically prospective” for the purpose of
identifying the oil shale resources on the public lands in Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming. The
Secretary, through the BLM, determined the meaning of this phrase in 2008, and has carried it
forward into this planning initiative, for the reasons explained in Section 1.2. Further, the BLM
has interpreted Congress’ mandate to focus on the “most geologically prospective lands within
each state,” to mean that the standard should be determined independently in each state so that
the most geologically prospective lands within each state be identified.
As explained in the previous response, the standards developed by the USGS Conservation
Division, and subsequently adopted by the BLM, use 15 gallon/ton and 15 feet thickness as the
prospectively valuable classification standard for oil shale resources. The USGS further defined
oil shale leasing area criteria regionally for the Southeastern Uinta Basin Oil Shale Leasing Area
as 25 gallon/ton and 25 feet thick. For this PEIS planning process, the most geologically
prospective resources in Colorado and Utah are defined as those deposits that yield 25 gallon/ton
or more and are 25 feet thick or greater. The oil shale resource in Wyoming is widely
recognized to be of lower quality than in Colorado and Utah. For this reason, the BLM defined
the most geologically prospective resources in Wyoming as those deposits that yield 15
gallon/ton or more and are 15 feet thick or greater. The intent of using these definitions in the
Final PEIS is to establish an area inside of which applications for leases can be accepted.
Industry can make its own determinations on what target it may want to pursue within that area
(Final PEIS, Comment Response Document, p. 124).
As noted by the protester, Wyoming does contain areas that would meet the 25 gallon/ton and 25
feet thick standard, as applied in Colorado and Wyoming. The BLM is aware of the Wyoming
Geological Survey oil shale map, dated October 16, 2008. While not available during our
determination of most geologically prospective areas, the BLM conducted its own study of oil
shale resources in southwest Wyoming and made a similar finding to that of Wyoming
Geological Survey. Although this data was considered, it does not add to the information the
BLM already had in identifying the most geologically prospective resources. Most of these
areas, however, underlie the mechanically mineable trona area, and are currently being mined for
trona. These areas are excluded from oil shale leasing because it is unsafe to allow both trona
mining and oil shale mining at the same location. Some of the remaining areas are small enough
in size that it would be difficult to develop an economically viable project. Both the 1960 and
the updated 1983 USGS Classification standards for the Green River and Washakie Basins used
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a 15 gallon/ton, 15 feet thick criteria for determining whether the oil shale was a “valuable”
deposit. Based on these limitations, and the directive provided in the Energy Policy Act to focus
on the most geologically prospective lands within each state, the BLM decided in 2008 to apply a
different leasing standard in Wyoming than in Colorado and Utah, and this decision was carried
forward into this planning process.
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Policy – Sage Grouse Policy
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-07-9
Organization: American Petroleum Institute
Issue Excerpt Text:
Furthermore, the preferred alternative excludes from commercial oil shale leasing lands identified as
having "wilderness characteristics" and/or "core or priority sage-grouse habitat." API believes that
withdrawing lands due to potential wilderness characteristics and sage-grouse habitat protection is
premature given that no concrete regulatory action has yet occurred with respect to wilderness or sagegrouse habitat protections. BLM should not foreclose commercial oil shale leasing based on resource
protection assumptions that may change.

Response
Although the Greater Sage-Grouse (GSG) is not federally-listed as a threatened or endangered
species under the Endangered Species act (ESA), the FWS determined that listing of the species
was warranted but precluded by higher priority listing actions (75 Federal Register 13910).
Considering the potential for future listing under the ESA, the BLM proposes a conservation
alternative (Alternative 2) to exclude all currently defined sage-grouse core and priority habitats
from consideration for oil shale and tar sands lease applications in Colorado and Utah and to
make oil shale and tar sands development activities consistent with the Wyoming Greater SageGrouse Core Area Protection Strategy in Wyoming (WY Executive Order 2011-5) (Final PEIS,
Comment Response Document, p. 90). The BLM does not believe that protection of sage-grouse
habitat is premature given the possibility of future listing. Further, the Secretary retains
discretion to manage the public lands for protection of resource values, including wildlife
habitat, whether or not listed.
With respect to lands with wilderness characteristics, the Secretary has the authority and
obligation, under Section 201 of FLPMA to “prepare and maintain on a continuing basis an
inventory of all public lands and their resources and other values (including, but not limited to,
outdoor recreation and scenic values), giving priority to areas of critical environmental concern”
(Title 43, Section 1711[a] of the United States Code [43 USC 1711[a]]). As required under
Section 202 of FLPMA, the BLM relies on its inventory information, such as the inventory of
wilderness characteristics assembled for this OSTS planning initiative, in developing land use
plans. There is ample authority in FLPMA for the BLM to identify wilderness characteristics
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and, if it chooses, to manage lands to protect such characteristics, when found (Final PEIS,
Comment Response Document, p. 145).
Finally, the Secretary retains the discretion, under FLPMA, to revise and/or amend land use
plans, as information regarding resource values and/or policy direction regarding management of
those resources warrants.
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Sage Gro
ouse Policy – Utah

Issue Num
mber: PP-WO
O-OilTar-13--06-10
Organiza
ation: Enefit American
A
Oill
Issue Exccerpt Text:
BLM's 20
012 RMP Am
mendments related to sage
grouse haabitat are prem
mature, overly
y restrictive,
and fail to
o incorporate the best availlable
scientific evidence.
BLM's atttempt to manaage sage grou
use in the
2012 RMP
P Amendmen
nts is not supp
portable. As
Enefit exp
plained in greeat detail in itss comment
letter, BLM's RMP rev
visions represeent a "rush to
o
judgment"" in which larrge swaths off federal land
are exclud
ded from futu
ure commerciaal oil shale
leasing beefore the undeerlying sage grouse
g
conservation efforts haave even been
n completed.
Enefit Comment letter,, at 914. The most glaring
g
deficiency
y in BLM's laand managem
ment approach
is the adop
ption of proteected sage gro
ouse habitat
before thee State of Utah has even co
ompleted its
state sage grouse conseervation plann
ning effort.
Enefit Comment Letterr, at 10-12. Itt is simply
impossiblle at this time to designate sage grouse
"core areaas," or similarr types of prottected habitatt
in Utah, before
b
the Statte of Utah, in
n coordination
n
with all th
he affected staakeholders, co
ompletes its
own state planning effo
ort.

In reesponse to thee charge that tthe 2012 RMP
Ameendments shoort-circuit Utaah's planning
efforrt, BLM simpply states: “U
Unfortunately,, the
Statee of Utah's prrocess for designation of coore or
priorrity sagegrousse habitat hass not been
comppleted as of thhe date this F
Final PEIS.
Therrefore, the BL
LM is relying upon the existing
map s showing thee location of ooccupied habbitat to
repreesent core or priority sage--grouse habitaat in
Utahh in order to m
make its alloccation decisionns.”
BLM
M's Response,, at 149.
BLM
M is effectivelly admitting tthat it is makiing a
longg-term land usse planning deecision basedd on
incom
mplete scienttific and manaagement
inforrmation. Andd yet, BLM iss willing to byypass
the S
State of Utah,, and the manny state and loocal
stakeeholders invoolved in Utah''s sage grousee
plannning effort, inn order to satiisfy an arbitraary
Deceember 31, 2012, deadline tthat BLM
mitted to in itts 2012 RMP
comm
P settlement
agreeement with ooil shale devellopment
oppoonents. See R
RMP Settlemeent at 115,
attacched as Exhibbit A to Enefitt's Comment letter.
Indeeed, BLM offe
fers no tenablee justificationn for
why it is rushing to complete iits RMP
amenndments (esppecially for the Utah RMPss)
befoore the Utah saage grouse m
management plan
has bbeen finalizedd.

Issue Num
mber: PP-WO
O-OilTar-13--06-11
Organiza
ation: Enefit American
A
Oill

Issu e Number: P
PP-WO-OilTaar-13-06-12
Org anization: Ennefit Americaan Oil

Issue Exccerpt Text:

Issu e Excerpt Teext:
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The revisiions to the Uttah RMPs aree also
prematuree in light of th
he fact that the BLM has
not even completed
c
its own nationw
wide
programm
matic environm
mental impacct statement
for sage grouse
g
("Sage Grouse PEIS
S"). Enefit
Commentt letter, at 11. BLM's natio
onwide sage
grouse plaanning effort is not schedu
uled to be
completed
d until 2014. Id.
I By design
nating sage
grouse haabitat areas in Utah before either
e
the
Utah Statee program, orr BLM's own
compreheensive sage grrouse land usee planning
effort, hass been compleeted, the 2012
2 RMP
Amendmeents arbitrarily and prematturely
exclude laands from com
mmercial oil shale
s
leasing
that may otherwise
o
be available oncce these
planning efforts
e
are com
mpleted.

Issue Num
mber: PP-WO
O-OilTar-13--08-10
Organiza
ation: State off Utah
Issue Exccerpt Text:
Governor Herbert has created
c
a Sag
ge-Grouse
Working Group "to pro
ovide recomm
mendations
for the pro
otection of saage-grouse, while
continuing
g to provide for
f a healthy economy
e
and
d
protecting
g private prop
perty rights. This
T Working
g
Group inccludes represeentatives of BLM,
B
USFS,
FWS and the National Resource Conservation
a
with rep
presentatives of State and
Service, along
local goveernment, indu
ustry and enviironmental
organizatiions. This Working
W
Group
p has been
meeting reegularly sincee January 201
12, and has
issued its final recomm
mendations to the
Governor. These recom
mmendationss are now
being tran
nslated into a Conservation
n Plan for
Sagegrousse in Utah. BLM
B
is fully aware
a
of the
provisionss of this Plan,, and is movin
ng to
incorporate its provisio
ons into the RMP
R
w underway in
n all the
amendmeent effort now
western sttates with sag
gegrouse habitat. The Plan
n

sets forth conservvation goal annd objectives,
identtifies Sage-grrouse Manageement Areas,
portrrays pertinentt scientific infformation andd
studiies, provides maps of existting habitat annd
land ownership, aand sets forth managementt
protoocols and mittigation that w
will ensure
proteection of sagee-grouse habiitat and
popuulations. Thee State has maade the requesst to
the B
BLM to adoptt its Sage-groouse Managem
ment
Areaas as the "prioority" habitat used in the B
BLM
RMP
P amendmentt effort, and too consider othher
sagee-grouse habittat to be identtified general
habittat. This deliineation is dirrectly related to the
excluusions under discussion inn the current ooil
shalee FEIS. This directly violaates the proviisions
of B LM Instructioonal Memoraanda and plannning
instrructions.
BLM
M, through itss active particcipation on thee
Worrking Group, iis intimately aware of the
inforrmation, eviddence, conclussions and sagegrouuse grouse prootections that are under
discuussion and coonsideration. Yet the
PRM
MP/FEIS failss to consider tthe fruits of thhis
subsstantial and onngoing effort,, and is, thereefore,
arbittrary and caprricious.
Recoognizing this deficiency, aand acknowleddging
that, "the 2012 OS
STS ROD is likely to be
inconnsistent with the results off the State proocess
in U
Utah,"(PRMP//FEIS p. 2-81)), BLM suggeests
an be cured doown the road by
that the matter can
subssequent RMP amendments. This is whoolly
insuffficient, and vviolates the B
BLM planningg
criteeria. NEPA reequires that alll pertinent annd
availlable informaation be consiidered in the F
FEIS,
incluuding subsequuently prepareed or identifieed
inforrmation. Acccordingly, thee PRMP/FEIS
S
needds to be amennded to reflectt the imminennt
Utahh Conservatioon Plan and suupporting
inforrmation, and the allocationn of lands avaailable
for leease need to bbe adjusted acccordingly.
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Issue Num
mber: PP-WO
O-OilTar-13--13-19
Organiza
ations: Biodiv
versity Conservation
Alliance, Western Wattershed Projecct,
Californiaans for Westeern Wilderness
Issue Exccerpt Text:
BLM has ignored the recommendati
r
ions of its
own experts in the National Techniccal Team
Report an
nd has proposeed to approvee OSTS Plan
Amendmeents that are (for
( Wyoming
g, at least)

contr
trary to their oown expert reecommendatioons
by p ermitting leassing for a land-use that is
funddamentally inccompatible w
with the maxim
mum
levells of impact pprescribed in tthe NTT Repport.
Theyy have also faailed to requirre mitigation
meassures that enssure that proteections outlinned in
the sstate and fedeeral Core Areaa policies will
applyy for oil shalee leasing and developmentt.
Thiss deficiency iss easily remeddied by reinsttating
the w
withdrawal off sage grouse Core Areas in
Wyooming from elligibility for ooil shale leasiing
undeer the OSTS P
Plan Amendm
ments.

Summarry
posed oil shaale leasing ex
xclusions in Utah based on sage-grouuse habitat aare prematurre for
The prop
the follow
wing reasonss:
1. Sage-grouse planning
p
effforts have no
ot been comppleted yet forr the State oof Utah or thee
National
N
GSG
G Planning Strategy;
S
thu
us the BLM iis making loong-term landd use planninng
decisions based on incom
mplete scientiific and mannagement infformation.
2. The
T NEPA reequires that all
a pertinent and availablle informatioon be considdered in the
FEIS, includiing subsequeently prepareed or identifi
fied informattion; thus thee BLM is noot in
co
ompliance with
w NEPA by
b not waitin
ng for the Staate of Utah aand the National Planninng
effforts to be completed.
c
3. The
T proposed
d exclusions may not con
nform to futuure sage-groouse initiativves.
4. Sage-grouse have
h
not beeen listed yet.

Response
Section 2.3.3.1
2
of thee Final PEIS
S was been reevised to notte that unlikee the states oof Colorado and
Wyoming, the State of
o Utah has not yet comp
pleted the prrocess of ideentifying corre or priorityy
use habitat. The informaation availab
ble from Utaah is the mapp of occupied habitat, annd
sage-grou
this map was used in
n the develop
pment of the alternativess in the Draftt PEIS, specifically the
Preferred
d Alternativee, Alternativee 2(b), underr which all ssuch lands arre excluded from oil
shale/tar sands leasin
ng and development. Th
his map was uupdated by tthe State of U
Utah in
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September 2012, but still shows occupied habitat. For Utah, the state’s occupied habitat map
represents the best source of information regarding sage-grouse habitat. Therefore, although the
occupied habitat map almost certainly represents a larger area than will eventually be designated
by the State of Utah as core or priority habitat, the ROD for the Proposed RMPA will continue to
rely on the 2012 map as a proxy for core or priority sage-grouse habitat.
In March 2010, the FWS found that the GSG warranted protection under the ESA, but listing at
that time was precluded by the need to take action on other species. One of the primary reasons
behind this FWS decision was due to the fact that there was a lack of regulatory mechanisms in
place within land use/management plans for assuring the long term conservation of the GSG. As
a result, the BLM developed a National Greater Sage-Grouse Planning Strategy in December
2011 (BLM Washington Office (WO) IM-2012-044). This planning strategy will evaluate
various GSG conservation measures through land plan amendments and ongoing planning
revisions, so that regulatory mechanisms are in place before the FWS will make a listing decision
in 2015. The BLM Wyoming, Colorado, and Utah State Offices have identified the GSG as a
sensitive species.
The BLM policy is to conserve the species and take no action that will contribute toward the
need to list the species under ESA. On December 22, 2011, the BLM issued Washington Office
(WO) IM- 2012-043, Greater Sage-Grouse Interim Management Policies and Procedures. This
IM provides interim conservation policies and procedures to be applied to ongoing and proposed
authorizations and activities while the BLM develops and decides how to best incorporate longterm conservation measures for GSG into applicable land use plans.
The policies and procedures identified in BLM WO IM-2012-043 are designed to minimize
habitat loss in Preliminary Priority Habitat (PPH) and Preliminary General Habitat (PGH) and
will advance the BLM’s objectives to maintain or restore habitat to desired conditions by
ensuring that field offices analyze and document impacts to PPH and PGH and coordinate with
states and the Fish and Wildlife Service. The direction in this IM is time-limited: for each
planning area where GSG occur, the conservation policies and procedures described in this IM
will be applied until the BLM makes sage-grouse focused decisions through the land use
planning process. All such land use planning decisions are expected to be completed by the end
of 2014. The IM states, “BLM field offices do not need to apply the conservation policies and
procedures described in this IM in areas in which (1) a state and/or local regulatory mechanism
has been developed for the conservation of the GSG in coordination and concurrence with the
FWS (including the Wyoming Governor’s Executive Order (EO) 2011-5, Greater Sage-Grouse
Core Area Protection); and (2) the state sage-grouse plan has subsequently been adopted by the
BLM through the issuance of a state-level BLM IM.” The Proposed RMPA is consistent with
interim policy guidance to protect the GSG.
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While the State of Utah is in the process of developing a state-wide sage-grouse planning
strategy, efforts have not yet been completed and the BLM need not delay its decision-making.
The BLM recognizes that the Proposed RMPA is likely to be inconsistent with the results of the
State process in Utah regarding sage-grouse habitat protection. As explained in the PEIS, there
will be ample opportunity for plans to be amended in the future, to make changes in allocation
decisions, if appropriate.
The NEPA regulations at 40 CFR 1502.22 require that, “When an agency is evaluating
reasonably foreseeable significant adverse effects on the human environment in an
environmental impact statement and there is incomplete or unavailable information, the agency
shall always make clear the information is lacking.” The BLM has complied with requirement in
Section 2.5 of the Final PEIS. The NEPA does not require that information prepared after the
completion of an EIS be considered in that document. Such information will be considered after
the fact and if appropriate, changes will be made in the future through the appropriate planning
and decision-making process.
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Sage Gro
ouse Policy – Wyoming

Issue Num
mber: PP-WO
O-OilTar-13--09-19
Organiza
ations: Uintaah County, Uttah
Associatio
on of Countiees, and the Co
oalition of
Local Gov
vernments
Issue Exccerpt Text:
Moreoverr, BLM is currently engageed in a
National Greater
G
Sage--Grouse Plann
ning Strategy
y
to identify
y necessary co
onservation measures
m
and
managem
ment restriction
ns for the maiintenance
and recov
very of sage-g
grouse populaations. id. at
2-22. BLM's reason fo
or excluding lands
l
within
core and priority
p
sage grouse
g
habitaats is because
of this currrent planning
g strategy and
d the
possibility
y the sagegrou
use will be lissted under
the ESA. BLM Comm
ment Responsee Doc. at 9091, 94. However,
H
BLM
M is still work
king on
conservation measures and managem
ment
restriction
ns and sage grrouse have no
ot been listed,,
so any excclusion of lan
nd to protect sage
s
grouse
and their habitat
h
is entiirely prematurre.

Issue Num
mber: PP-WO
O-OilTar-13--13-17
Organiza
ations: Biodiv
versity Conseervation
Alliance, Western Wattershed Projecct,
Californiaans for Westeern Wilderness
Issue Exccerpt Text:
A numberr of mitigation
n measures arre
recommen
nded by BLM
M to protect saage grouse
and their habitats,
h
baseed on availablle science.
FEIS at 4--129. Mitigattion measuress include
“Avoid leeasing and/or development in sagegrouse haabitats.” FEIS at 4-137. Thiis mitigation
is not app
plied for Core Areas in Wy
yoming, a

failuure that is arbiitrary and cappricious and aan
abusse of agency ddiscretion.
In thhe FEIS, the B
BLM mentionns a number oof
policcy recommenndations with which BLM
manaagement will likely be connsistent. FEIS
S at 4130. The agency ’s own Nationnal Technicall
Team
m (“NTT”) R
Report is not aamong them,
desppite the fact thhat BCA et al. attached thiss
repoort to our com
mments at the D
Draft EIS stage
and tthe BLM apppended this Reeport to its Fiinal
EIS.

Issu e Number: P
PP-WO-OilTaar-13-13-5
Org anizations: B
Biodiversity C
Conservation
Alliaance, Westernn Watershed P
Project,
Califfornians for W
Western Wildderness
Issu e Excerpt Teext:
Endaangered Speccies listing forr sage grouse in
Wyooming hangs iin the balancee, and if BLM
M fails
to acccord sufficieently strong prrotections forr sage
grouuse Core Areaas in the conteext of oil shalle
leasiing and devellopment, ESA
A listing will bbe the
mostt likely outcoome. If the Prreferred
Alterrnative is appproved, BLM will meet theese
requuirements in U
Utah and Coloorado by
preclluding leasingg in Core Areeas but will haave
faileed to meet theese requirements in Wyoming,
and aas such, will have failed too meet the
proteective requireements of FLP
PMA.

Issu e Number: P
PP-WO-OilTaar-13-13-6
99

Organiza
ations: Biodiv
versity Conseervation
Alliance, Western Wattershed Projecct,
Californiaans for Westeern Wilderness
Issue Exccerpt Text:
The greateer sage grouse is currently
y listed as a
Candidatee Species und
der the Endang
gered
Species Act.
A FEIS at 3-202.
3
BLM is currently
undertakin
ng a Nationall Sage-Grousee Planning
Strategy. FEIS at 1-5. The State of Wyoming
has identified Core Areeas designated
d for the
protection
n and recovery
y of sage grou
use. FEIS at
3-203, 204. Some 120
0,690 acres off Core Area
sage grou
use habitat in Wyoming
W
intersects lands
available for oil shale leasing.
l
FEIS at 6-98. Oil
shale leasing will creatte valid existin
ng rights
which maay impair the BLM’s
B
ability
y to protect
sage grou
use habitat as oil
o shale projeects move
forward on
o leased land
ds, therefore itt is
imperative that adequaate protectionss be applied
at or before the leasing
g stage. In sag
ge grouse
Core Areaas, there is no
o package of mitigation
m
measures available to the
t BLM that will render
oil shale development
d
compatible with
w
maintainin
ng sage grousse habitats an
nd population
viability, and thereforee the agency must
m impose
a moratorrium on oil sh
hale leasing off any kind
within dessignated Coree Areas and Priority
P
Habitats in Wyoming as
a it has in Co
olorado and
Utah.

Issue Num
mber: PP-WO
O-OilTar-13--13-8
Organiza
ations: Biodiv
versity Conseervation
Alliance, Western Wattershed Projecct,
Californiaans for Westeern Wilderness
Issue Exccerpt Text:
The sage grouse is a Candidate Speccies under
the Endan
ngered Speciees Act, with a listing

decission decreed by settlementt agreement inn
20155. The State oof Wyoming has establisheed a
statee Core Area pprotection poliicy through
Execcutive Order 22011-5 in hoppes of avertinng
Endaangered Speccies listing. Seee FEIS at
App endix K-93. This policy sstates, “New
deveelopment or laand uses withhin Core
Popuulation Areas should be auuthorized or
condducted only w
when it can bee demonstrateed that
the aactivity will nnot cause decllines in Greatter
Sagee-Grouse populations. FEIS at Appendix K95. Stipulations iin Appendix B on Executivve
Ordeer 2011-5 are prescribed too avoid such
decliines (FEIS at K-95, K-99); oil shale leaasing
and ddevelopment as approved under the OS
STS
EIS is not consisttent with these stipulationss, and
doess not apply thee protective m
measures
conttained in Execcutive Order 22011-5.

Issu e Number: P
PP-WO-OilTaar-13-13-9
Org anizations: B
Biodiversity C
Conservation
Alliaance, Westernn Watershed P
Project,
Califfornians for W
Western Wildderness
Issu e Excerpt Teext:
A lacck of sufficieent mitigationn measures is oone
way a project will cause unneccessary or unddue
degrradation pursuuant to FLPM
MA. “Mitigatiion
meassures fall squuarely within tthe actions thhe
Secrretary can direect to preventt unnecessaryy or
unduue degradation of the publiic lands. An
impaact that can bee mitigated, bbut is not, is
clearrly unnecessaary.” 65 Fed. R
Reg. 69998,
700552 (Nov. 21, 22000). Here, BLM fails too
prevvent unnecessaary or undue degradation bby
applyying the mitiggation measuures in its oil sshale
leasiing program tthat would preevent unnecessary
and uundue destrucction of occuppied habitats in
sagee grouse Core Areas and Prriority Habitaats, as
outliined in state aand federal poolicies.
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Issue Num
mber: PP-WO
O-OilTar-13--14-11
Organiza
ation: Wyomiing Outdoor Council
C
Issue Exccerpt Text:
Thereforee, if the lease screening critteria are met,
under the terms of IM--2012-019 it would
w
be
required for
f BLM to no
ot make the sage-grouse
core areass in the Adobee Town area available
a
for
applicatio
on for oil shale leasing, as had
h been
provided for in the drafft EIS. The BLM
B
should
consider the
t lease screeening criteriaa specified by
IM WY-2
2012-019 and modify its prreferred
alternativee as needed and
a required by
b the IM.

occuur. Id. (item 4) (emphasis aadded). The E
EO
provvides that agenncies such as the BLM muust
workk to “ensure a uniform andd consistent
appliication of thiss Executive O
Order” in ordeer to
mainntain and enhance Greater Sage-Grousee
habittats and popuulations. Id. (iitem 12) (empphasis
addeed).
The BLM in the ffinal EIS makkes no provisiions
that specifically pprovide for coompliance witth
thesee requirementts. It ignores these
requuirements. It m
makes no proovisions
whattsoever that sspecifically prrovide for andd help
ensuure conservatiion of sage-grrouse populattions.

Issu e Number: P
PP-WO-OilTaar-13-14-18
Org anization: W
Wyoming Outddoor Council
Issue Num
mber: PP-WO
O-OilTar-13--14-15
Organiza
ation: Wyomiing Outdoor Council
C
Issue Exccerpt Text:
The State of Wyoming
g’s sage-grousse
conservation Executivee Order (EO 2011-5)
2
makes a number
n
of speecific provisio
ons for how
sage-grou
use will be con
nserved. Yett nowhere in
the final EIS
E is adheren
nce to these sp
pecified
mitigation
n measures reequired or eveen mentioned..
This is no
ot permissible.
O 2011-5, there is a
Under thee terms of EO
requiremeent that new development
d
or
o land uses
within corre areas shoulld only be autthorized
“when it can
c be demon
nstrated the acctivity will
not cause declines in Greater
G
Sage-G
Grouse
population
ns.” EO 2011
1-5 at 3 (item 3) (emphasis
added). Itt also providees that development must
be “consisstent” with th
he stipulationss specified in
the EO beefore it can bee demonstrateed that
declines in
n sage-grousee populations will not

Issu e Excerpt Teext:
BLM
M goes so far as to totally iignore and
elim
minate sage-grrouse core habbitat in the finnal
EIS—
—it now makkes an effort too deny the veery
existtence of sage--grouse core hhabitat. Com
mpare
DEIS
S Fig. 2.3.3-33 (showing larrge areas of ssagegrouuse core habitat in Adobe T
Town) with FEIS
Fig. 2.3.3-3 (haviing deleted anny recognitionn of
the eexistence of sage-grouse coore habitats inn the
Adobbe Town areaa despite recoognition (mappping)
of thhese core areaas in the EO). The BLM iss not
at libberty to deny the very exisstence of sageegrouuse core habitat and the proovisions the E
EO
makees for these aareas, even if it can concludde
thesee core habitatts are not per se excluded ffrom
conssideration for developmentt under the terrms
of thhe EO.

Issu e Number: P
PP-WO-OilTaar-13-14-19
Org anization: W
Wyoming Outddoor Council
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Issue Exccerpt Text:
otally ignoring the provisio
ons in the
Besides to
body of th
he EO mentio
oned above, th
he final EIS
is also defficient becausse it also totallly ignores
the stipulaations in Attaachment B of the EO
which guiide sage-grou
use conservatiion. For
example, the final EIS is silent as to
o whether the
BLM willl comply with
h the surface disturbance
d
limitation
n specified in the
t EO. Surfface
disturbancce must be lim
mited to no more
m
than five
percent off suitable sagee-grouse habiitat per an
average of 640 acres (o
one section). EO
E at 8.
There also
o is to be no surface
s
occup
pancy within
0.6 miles of sage-grousse leks within
n core areas,
EO at 9, yet
y the final EIS
E is silent ass to this
requiremeent. Many oth
her stipulation
ns are
provided for in the EO but ignored in
i the final
EIS, such as provisionss for seasonall use in core
areas, tran
nsportation lim
mitations, and
d provisions
to minimiize noise and reduce the im
mpacts of
overhead power lines.

Issue Num
mber: PP-WO
O-OilTar-13--14-23
Organiza
ation: Wyomiing Outdoor Council
C
Issue Exccerpt Text:
M WY-2012-0
019 establishes far more
Clearly IM
than just a need to “coo
ordinate” with
h the State
EO, it estaablishes a pollicy where thee BLM will
abide by the
t provisionss in the EO. The
T final EIS
S
is deficien
nt and “wrong
g” because it fails to adoptt
the conserrvation measu
ures of the EO
O in any
specific fo
orm, leaving any
a conservattion of sagegrouse to vague and un
ndefined coorrdination with
h
the EO an
nd IM and pottential future, unknown,
and unspeecified RMP decisions
d
and
d guidance.
There is no
n assurance whatsoever
w
th
hat the EO
will actuaally be abided
d by under thee BLM’s

prefeerred alternattive in the finaal EIS. Whilee the
BLM
M may be ablee to treat the E
EO as not
excluuding areas fr
from consideration for oil sshale
leasiing it is not affforded the laatitude to thenn also
avoi d specificallyy applying thee EO stipulatiions
to pootential oil shhale leasing arreas. IM WY
Y20122-019 specificcally requiress application oof
thesee stipulations yet the final EIS is complletely
silennt about what if any stipulaations will appply.
Thiss is wrong.

Issu e Number: P
PP-WO-OilTaar-13-14-25
Org anization: W
Wyoming Outddoor Council
Issu e Excerpt Teext:
The Fish and Willdlife Service’s nominal
apprroval of the Sttate EO only applies if it iss
fullyy implementedd and the BLM
M’s proposedd
decission makes noo provisions tto fully impleement
the E
EO. The BLM
M repeatedly states or implies
in thhe final EIS thhat because thhe U.S. Fish aand
Wilddlife Service ((FWS) has exxpressed somee
suppport for the W
Wyoming core area policy aand
the rrelated EO thaat as long as B
BLM intimatees it
is puursuing the EO
O it is meetinng its
respoonsibilities. T
The BLM misstates what tthe
FWS
S has said andd misperceivees what must be
donee to provide fo
for compliance with the EO
O in
the vview of the FW
WS. In its Juune 24, 2011 lletter
wherre the FWS expressed som
me level of suppport
for thhe core area ppolicy and EO
O, the FWS
neveertheless said repeatedly thhat its view thhat
this ccould be an aadequate reguulatory mechaanism
for cconservation oof the sage-grrouse was
conti
tingent upon aadequate implementation oof the
policcy.

Issu e Number: P
PP-WO-OilTaar-13-14-27
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Organiza
ation: Wyomiing Outdoor Council
C
Issue Exccerpt Text:
So clearly
y implementattion is the key
y to this Statee
policy beiing viewed ass an adequate regulatory
mechanism
m for conserv
vation of the sage-grouse.
s
And impleementation off the State policy must be
made effeective by not only
o
the Statee, but also thee
Federal go
overnment. Yet
Y here BLM
M proposes
no actual implementatiion of the EO at all, it only
y
talks vagu
uely in terms of “coordinatting” with IM
M
WY-2012
2-019 and the EO and posssibly making
RMP chan
nges, yet the BLM
B
makes no
n
provisionss for adopting
g the stipulations in the
EO. Therre is no substaance in BLM’s decision
only vagu
ue and undefin
ned referencee to the EO.
That is no
ot implementaation. And worse, BLM
totally elim
minates and ignores
i
the wh
hole concept
of core areas in the finaal EIS, that iss, BLM
eliminatess the whole pu
urpose of the State’s
policy. That definitely
y does not rep
present full,
effective implementati
i
on.
Consequeently, the prov
visions allowiing BLM to
not exclud
de sage-grousse core areas from
f
oil
shale lease applicationss that are mad
de in the finall
EIS are “w
wrong” becau
use this decisiion is not
accompan
nied by speciffic implementtation of the
stipulation
ns provided for
fo in the Wyo
oming EO, as
well as in BLM IM WY
Y-2012-019, as both of
uments requirre. Thereforee the State’s
these docu
policy is not
n being imp
plemented as the
t FWS
requires in
n order for itss endorsemen
nt to apply.

Issue Num
mber: PP-WO
O-OilTar-13--14-28
Organiza
ation: Wyomiing Outdoor Council
C
Issue Exccerpt Text:

BLM
M’s Proposed Decision Rellative to SageeGrouuse in Wyomiing is not in A
Accordance w
with
its O
Own IMs and the NTT Connservation
Meaasures. In adddition to not m
meeting the FW
WS
condditions for reccognition of thhe validity annd
utilitty of the EO, the BLM alsoo fails to abidde by
its ow
wn IMs whenn it fails to provide for anyy
conccrete adoptionn of the provisions in the E
EO.
Besiides IM WY-22012-019, IM
M 2012-044
provvides that the N
National Technical Team’’s
(NTT
T) conservatiion measures must be
conssidered and annalyzed in thee land use plaanning
proccess. The NTT
T conservation measures “m
must
be suubjected to a hard look anaalysis as part of
the pplanning and N
NEPA processses.” “As
apprropriate, the cconservation m
measures musst be
conssidered and inncorporated innto at least onne
alterrnative in the land use plannning process.”

Issu e Number: P
PP-WO-OilTaar-13-14-30
Org anization: W
Wyoming Outddoor Council
Issu e Excerpt Teext:
Yet tthere is no indication here that the NTT
T
consservation meaasures, or evenn the conservvation
meassures in the E
EO, were subjected to a “haard
lookk.” Nor has anny alternativee considered aand
incorrporated the E
EO conservattion measuress into
the ffinal EIS, as IIM 2012—044 provides foor.
Thuss, again, the ffinal EIS is “w
wrong” becauuse it
fails to adequatelyy consider annd specificallyy
adoppt the conservvation measurres specified iin the
Wyooming EO. V
Vague referencces to coordinnating
withh IM WY-2012-019 and thee EO and makking
adju stments to RM
MPs do not m
meet the “hardd
lookk” requiremennt nor do theyy represent a
conssideration andd incorporatioon of the relevvant
consservation meaasures (stipulaations) into thhese
land use plan ameendments.
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Wyoming Outddoor Council
Org anization: W
Issue Num
mber: PP-WO
O-OilTar-13--14-31
Organiza
ation: Wyomiing Outdoor Council
C
Issue Exccerpt Text:
BLM’s prroposed decission relative to
o sagegrouse do
oes not abide by
b the CEQ NEPA
N
regulation
ns or BLM’s NEPA
N
Manuaal. The
preferred alternative ass it relates to accepting
a
applicatio
ons for oil shaale leasing in the
t Adobe
Town areaa is also wron
ng because it does not
abide with
h the requirem
ments for mitiigation that
are speciffied in the Cou
uncil on Enviironmental
Quality (C
CEQ) NEPA regulations,
r
as
a well as the
provisionss in the BLM’s NEPA Han
ndbook. The
CEQ NEP
PA regulation
ns provide thaat “to the
fullest exttent possible”” Federal agen
ncies shall
“[u]se all practicable means”
m
so as “to
“ restore
and enhan
nce the quality
y of the humaan
environment and avoid
d or minimizee any possiblee
adverse efffects of theirr actions upon
n the quality
of the hum
man environm
ment.” 40 C.F.R. §
1500.2(f).. Providing relative to sag
ge-grouse for
“coordinaation” with a BLM
B
IM and compliance
with unsp
pecified poten
ntial future RM
MP decisions
and guidaance does not represent usin
ng all
practicablle means to th
he fullest exteent possible
to avoid or
o minimize any possible adverse
a
effects. To
T achieve thaat BLM shoulld have
specified that the EO provisions
p
thaat disturbance
levels will not exceed five
f percent of
o suitable
sage-grou
use habitat perr section of laand, that
surface occcupancy with
hin 0.6 miles of the
perimeter of a lek occu
urring in core habitat will
be based on
o no surfacee occupancy, and
a that the
other stipu
ulations in thee EO would be
b adopted
and abided by.

Issue Num
mber: PP-WO
O-OilTar-13--14-33

Issu e Excerpt Teext:
Morreover, the finnal EIS does nnot state how its
prefeerred alternattive will (or w
will not) achieeve
the ““requirementss” specified inn sections 101 and
102((1) of NEPA. 40 C.F.R. § 1502.2(d). O
One of
thosee requirement
nts is to “preseerve importannt . . .
naturral aspects off our national heritage.” 422
U.S. C. § 4331(b)((4). Providinng for
“cooordination” w
with an IM andd the EO sayss
nothhing about how
w this “requirrement” will
actuaally be met w
with respect too sage-grouse. The
finall EIS also doees not state “w
whether all
practticable meanss to avoid or m
minimize
envirronmental haarm from the aalternative
seleccted have beeen adopted, annd if not, whyy
theree were not.” 440 C.F.R. § 1505.2(c).

Issu e Number: P
PP-WO-OilTaar-13-14-36
Org anization: W
Wyoming Outddoor Council
Issu e Excerpt Teext:
BLM
M’s NEPA Haandbook requuires the use oof the
best available scieence when annalyzing the eeffects
M National Ennvironmental
of ann action. BLM
Policcy Handbookk H-179-1 at 555. It says, “[[u]se
the bbest availablee science to suupport NEPA
analyyses, and givee greater conssideration to ppeer
revieewed science and methodoology over thaat
whicch is not peer--reviewed.” IIt is well known
that the provisionns in the EO aare based on thhe
best available scieence regardinng sage-grousse
consservation. Thhis thoroughlyy researched
docuument has beeen very carefuully assembleed by
the G
Governor’s Saage-Grouse Im
mplementatioon
Team
m and has beeen heavily vettted. It is not clear
the ssame can be ssaid regardingg IM WY-20112019 (it is based onn the EO and the
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implemen
ntation team’ss contribution
ns toward the
EO but th
he IM itself was not subjectt to peer
review so far as we kno
ow) or any po
otential
MP revisions. The implicaations of this
future RM
are that iff the best available science is to serve ass
the basis for
f decision-m
making in thee oil shale
EIS, it is clear
c
the actual, scientificaally-based EO
O
stipulation
ns should be adopted,
a
not vague
v
and
non-speciific provisionss not based on
n peer
reviewed science, as would
w
be the case
c
if all that
were requ
uired was coorrdination relaative to IM
WY-2012
2-019 and the EO and comp
pliance with
unknown future RMP revisions
r
or amendments.
a

Issue Num
mber: PP-WO
O-OilTar-13--15-7
Organiza
ation: Nationaal Wildlife Feederation
Issue Exccerpt Text:
BLM's staated reason fo
or opening thee Core Areas
to develop
pment is that the agency haas concluded
that such exclusion is not
n consistentt with
Wyoming
g's Greater Sage-Grouse Co
ore Area
Protection
n Strategy und
der Wyoming
g Executive
Order 201
11-5 (WyE02011-5) which
h, according
to BLM, has
h "been recognized by th
he USFWS ass
an adequaate regulatory
y mechanism for
f the
conservation of greaterr sage-grouse."
Thus, for the Proposed
d Plan, BLM has
h modified
the Altern
native2(b) app
proach to the Greater
sage-grou
use core and priority
p
habitaat set forth in
the draft PEIS
P
to be "co
oordinated" with
w the
policy dirrection adopteed by the BLM
M Wyoming
State Offiice in BLM In
nstruction Meemorandum
WY-2012
2-019, Greaterr Sage-Grousse Habitat
Managem
ment Policy on
n Wyoming Bureau
B
of
Land Man
nagement Adm
ministered Laands
Including the Federal Mineral
M
Estatee, signed and
d
bruary 10, 201
12. Specifically, according
g
dated Feb
"does not geenerally
to BLM, WyE02011-5
W

precllude mineral developmentt; rather, it
estabblishes condittions designedd to maintainn and
enhaance greater ssage-grouse habitat, includding
mitiggation measur
ures."
Whille it is true thhat WyE02011-5 does not
prohhibit all minerral developmeent, it is also cclear
that the Executivee Order did not consider thhe
potenntial impacts of oil shale ddevelopment iin
sagee-grouse habittat. WyE02011-5 was writtten
prim
marily to addreess the explossion of oil andd gas
drilliing in these hhabitats. Withh respect to
mineeral developm
ment, it thereffore speaks inn
term
ms of reducingg the density oof oil and gass and
miniing activities to no more thhan one locatiion
per 6640 acres. Thhis approach iis based uponn
reseaarch specific to sage-grousse losses in thhe
drilliing fields. It also represennts a strategy that
may be achievablle in terms off oil and gas w
well
pad llocations or ssmall undergrround mining
operrations; it is nnot compatiblee with BLM'ss
deterrmination thaat the most likkely extractionn
technnique for oil sshale depositss in Wyomingg will
requuire extensive strip mining..
Therre are, therefoore, enormouss inconsistenccies
betw
ween the mitiggation measurres outlined inn the
Execcutive Order, BLM's corresponding
Instrruction Memoorandum and the impacts
assocciated with oil shale extracction identifieed in
the F
FPEIS. For example, Tablle 4.1.1-1 of tthe
FPEIIS states that an oil shale ssurface mine w
with
retorrt will disturbb the entire suurface of the 55760acre federal leasee over the 20-yyear time-fram
me
analyyzed. BLM aalso concludeed that "[b]ecaause
shalees are not as rrich in Wyom
ming as they aare in
Utahh, a larger areea is necessaryy to get the saame
oil e quivalent." S
So oil shale sttrip mines in
Wyooming are exppected to be laarger than
operrations elsewhhere. In the aarid environs
wherre oil shale annd tar sands ddevelopment iis
beingg proposed, ""[r]eclamationn to functionaal
systeems similar too that found ppre-disturbancce
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will take in
i excess of 50
5 years (Baker 2006)."
Thereforee, habitats distturbed by oil shale and tar
sands dev
velopment wo
ould be unavaiilable for
decades even after recllamation has been
b
initiated. In contrast, WyE02011-5
provides thatt
W
"[t]he num
mber of activee mining deveelopment
areas ... arre not to exceeed an averagee of one site
per squaree mile" within
n Core Areas and that the
"all surfacce disturbancee [is limited] to no more
than 5 perrcent of the co
ore landscapee ..." One oil
shale mining operation
n would exceeed the 32
acres of disturbance
d
wiithin one squaare mile (640
acres) con
ntemplated by
y WyE02011--5 and would
instead co
onsume surfacce disturbancee limits for
over 115,0
000 acres of core
c
landscap
pe, assuming
that no oth
her activities were present.

futurre oil shale leeasing absent scientific studdies
indiccating that coommercial oil shale leasingg is
comppatible with pprotecting thee species, the BLM
woulld underminee its ongoing N
National Plannning
Proccess. Furtherm
more, failure to achieve the
goal s of protectinng core and prriority habitatt will
likelly result in thee species beinng listed undeer the
Endaangered Speccies Act.

Issu e Number: P
PP-WO-OilTaar-13-16-19
Org anizations: W
Western Resoource Advocaates,
Natuural Resourcees Defense Coouncil, and
Soutthern Utah W
Wilderness Alliance
Issu e Excerpt Teext:

Issue Num
mber: PP-WO
O-OilTar-13--16-17
Organiza
ations: Westeern Resource Advocates,
A
Natural Resources
R
Deffense Councill, and
Southern Utah Wildern
ness Alliance
Issue Exccerpt Text:
WRA and
d NRDC sharee the BLM's goal
g of
protecting
g core and priority habitatss to ensure
the long-tterm viability of the speciees.
Importanttly, at this cru
ucial time the BLM is
pursuing a National Saage-Grouse Pllanning
Strategy. By opening core
c
populatio
on areas to

Furthher, the stipullations includded as part off the
Statee's sage-grousse policy makke it incumbennt on
the B
BLM to ensurre that any coonservation
meassures that thee agency mighht require of
lesseees will adequuately protectt core populattions.
The USFWS founnd that the Staate's strategy
coul d protect sagee-grouse popuulations only if
fullyy implementedd. However, the Final PEIIS
lackss any provisioons to ensure that the
stipuulations that aare central to U
USFWS' suppport
will be applied too future leasinng decisions, oor
that any future coommercial oil shale
technnologies coulld be consisteent with sage-grouuse conservatiion or recoverry.

Summarry
The BLM
M did not adeequately pro
otect core areeas in Wyom
ming therebyy failing to m
meet the
protectiv
ve requirements of FLPM
MA and undeermining thee ongoing Naational Plannning Processs.
The decision to proteect core areaas in Colorad
do and Utah, but not in W
Wyoming is arbitrary andd
us. Further, oil shale leaasing in sage-grouse Coree Areas willl create validd existing rigghts
capriciou
which maay impair the BLM’s ability to proteect sage-grouuse habitat inn the future.
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The BLM violated the policy laid out in BLM WO IM 2012-44 in the following ways:
1. The BLM did not give the National Technical Team (NTT) conservation measures a
“hard look” and the Proposed RMPA is not consistent with the recommendations
from the NTT report.
2. The BLM did not incorporate NTT conservation measures into at least one alternative
and did not reference the NTT report as a policy recommendation for management in
the Final PEIS (p. 4-130).
The Final PEIS did not comply with the Governor of Wyoming’s Executive Order (EO) 2011-5
or BLM Wyoming’s IM-2012-019, in the following ways:
1. The BLM Wyoming IM-2012-019 requires full implementation of EO 2011-5, but the
Final PEIS provides no provisions to implement specific mitigation measures.
2. Executive Order 2011-5 was written to address oil and gas drilling in sage-grouse
habitats but the most likely extraction technique for oil shale deposits will require
extensive strip mining. Thus this EO is not appropriate for oil shale extraction.
3. The Adobe Town area likely meets the criteria in the lease screening procedure to
identify areas not available for leasing (BLM Wyoming IM-2012-019). The BLM
must determine if Adobe Town meets these criteria before making it available for
leasing.
4. The BLM eliminates sage-grouse core habitat from the Adobe Town area in the Final
PEIS, even though these areas are recognized in EO 2011-5.
5. The FWS approval of EO 2011-5 is contingent on full implementation of the EO, but
the Final PEIS makes no provisions to do so; thus the Final PEIS is not in compliance
with the FWS.
6. The provisions in EO 2011-5 are based on the best available science regarding sagegrouse conservation, and thus should be adopted instead of BLM Wyoming IM-2012019.
The Final PEIS violates NEPA in the following ways:
1. The BLM fails to “[u]se all practicable means,” “to the fullest extent possible,” “to
restore and enhance the quality of the human environment and avoid or minimize any
possible adverse effects of their actions upon the quality of the human environment.”
40 CFR. § 1500.2(f).
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2. The BLM
M fails to exp
plain how its preferred allternative wiill achieve thhe NEPA
requiremeents to “preserve importaant . . . naturral aspects oof our nationaal heritage.”” 42
U.S.C. § 4331(b)(4).
4
3. The BLM
M fails to statte “whether all
a practicabble means to avoid or minnimize
environm
mental harm from
f
the alteernative seleccted has beeen adopted, aand if not, w
why
they weree not.” 40 CFR § 1505.2
2(c).

Response
As was th
he case with
h the 2008 OSTS PEIS, the
t scope of the decisionn-making to be supportedd by
the devellopment of th
his Proposed
d RMPA is limited
l
to ann allocation ddecision. Thhis land use
allocation
n does not au
uthorize any
y future leasee or develop ment propossal. The BL
LM has conduucted
sufficientt analysis pu
ursuant to NE
EPA to supp
port this landd use allocatiion decisionn making. Thhe
BLM willl similarly determine
d
the appropriatte NEPA anaalysis requireed to supporrt decision
making regarding
r
any
y future prop
posed action
ns, includingg, but not lim
mited to, addiitional plannning,
leasing, or
o developm
ment. The BL
LM managerrs retain authhority to appprove, modiffy or deny fuuture
lease and
d development proposalss based on co
onsiderationn of factors, iincluding, buut not limited to,
impacts on
o natural an
nd cultural reesources, eco
onomic viabbility, comm
munity concerrns, and anyy
other perrtinent factorrs. Site-speccific issues must
m be resollved at the leease sale andd developmeent
stages off the process as the curreent experimental state off the oil shalee and tar sannds industries
does not allow this PEIS to inclu
ude sufficientt specific infformation orr cumulativee impact anallyses
to supporrt future leassing decision
ns within theese allocatedd lands. The scope of anny future
environm
mental analyssis would deepend upon the
t specific ttechnology pproposed forr use, as well as
the resou
urces specificc to the area proposed fo
or leasing annd/or developpment. Refeerence shoulld be
made to the
t applicable regulation
ns governing
g oil shale annd tar sands developmennt for more
specifics on the inforrmation that would or maay be requirred from appplicants to inform this
analysis.
Under FL
LPMA, the BLM
B
is requ
uired to preveent unnecesssary and unddue degradattion. One
practice available
a
to the BLM un
nder FLPMA
A for minimi zing impacts is making land use
allocation
ns that reducce conflicts among
a
resou
urce uses in tthe first placce. Another practice is tto
apply mitigation at th
he leasing an
nd/or develop
pment stagee that protectts other resouurces. The B
BLM
uses a co
ombination of
o these practtices in man
naging lands.. The BLM has not violated FLPMA
A
because it
i has chosen
n not to exclu
ude core and
d priority hab
abit in Wyom
ming from fuuture oil shalle
leasing and developm
ment. The BLM
B
has reco
ognized the Wyoming G
Greater Sage--Grouse Corre
Area Pro
otection Strattegy detailed
d in Wyomin
ng EO 2011--5, and has ddirected interrim managem
ment
in Wyom
ming of Greater Sage-Gro
ouse core an
nd priority haabitat to be cconsistent w
with that policcy
direction
n. The process, guidelinees, and stipu
ulations for ddevelopmentt that are a paart of
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Attachment B of EO 2011-5 are a key part of the document and provide mitigation that will
minimize impacts and certainly would prevent unnecessary or undue degradation. The FWS
recognized the sage-grouse core area strategy outlined in EO 2011-5 as an excellent model for
meaningful conservation of sage-grouse if fully supported and implemented. The Wyoming
BLM incorporated EO 2011-5 into their interim management for sage-grouse in Wyoming (BLM
Wyoming IM-2012-019), including all of its provisions for all resources, including oil shale.
The EO 2011-5 and BLM Wyoming IM-2012-019 addresses all resources and potential surface
disturbance, not just oil and gas, including transmission lines, surface mines, oil and gas,
agriculture, processing facilities, housing and other uses. Please see Appendix K of the Final
PEIS, pages 93-110 for EO 2011-5 and pages 115-192 for BLM Wyoming IM 2012-019.
For the Proposed RMPA considered here, the BLM modified the Alternative 2(b) approach for
Wyoming to the GSG core and priority habitat to be coordinated with the policy direction in the
Wyoming Governor’s EO 2011-5. Wyoming EO 2011-5 does not generally preclude mineral
development; rather, it establishes conditions designed to maintain and enhance Greater SageGrouse habitat (e.g., mitigation measures).
The BLM is in the process of developing several land use plan amendments and revisions for
sage-grouse management in Wyoming, as part of BLM’s National GSG Planning Strategy (BLM
WO IM-2012-044). At least one of the alternatives within each of the GSG planning efforts in
Wyoming will incorporate the provisions of EO 2011-5 and BLM Wyoming IM-2012-019.
Because these GSG planning efforts are currently being conducted, it is uncertain whether the
provisions in EO 2011-5 and the interim program direction in BLM Wyoming IM-2012-019 will
amend the decisions in the OSTS ROD.
If an oil shale lease were to be issued in Wyoming, in core GSG habitat, it would create certain
rights; however, any lease issuance would be predicated upon a NEPA analysis through which
stipulations (including criteria under EO 2011-5) and other terms could be developed and
considered for adoption. Any rights would be limited by the terms of that lease. For example, if
appropriate, based on the NEPA and other analysis, a lease might include the limitation: “Surface
disturbance will be limited to five percent of suitable sage-grouse habitat per an average of 640
acres.” A density disturbance calculation tool has been developed and is available on the
Wyoming sage-grouse website.
The BLM has not violated the policy set forth in BLM WO IM 2012-044 as the protester has
claimed. The conservation measures presented in the National Technical Team (NTT) report are
currently being analyzed in at least one alternative for all land use plan amendments associated
with this National GSG Planning Strategy, which is a separate from this oil shale and tar sands
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planning effort. This is a targeted plan amendment that is only making allocation decisions for
oil shale and tar sands resources. In addition, prior to leasing, the BLM will conduct additional
NEPA analysis to support any decisions, including but not limited to the decision not to lease to
protect the sage-grouse resource or to lease with conditions.
Lands within the Adobe Town “Very Rare and Uncommon Area” are excluded from oil shale
leasing and development under the Proposed RMPA; because this area would not be available
for leasing unless a future plan amendment opening the area is completed, no additional sagegrouse protection measures will be required.
The Draft PEIS was prepared in accordance with both NEPA and FLPMA land use planning
requirements. While the BLM has a multiple use mandate, this does not mean that the BLM will
allow every use on every acre. In accordance with FLPMA, the Secretary has the discretion to
manage public lands as he determines appropriate.
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Sage Grouse Policy – Colorado

Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-04-12
Organization: Garfield County Board of County Commissioners (Colorado)
Issue Excerpt Text:
Finally, BLM's reliance on sensitive sage-grouse habitat does not justify the proposed oil shale and tar
sands resource allocation restrictions. See 2012 OSTS PFEIS at ES-6 (leasing exclusions include core or
priority sage-grouse habitat, as defined by such guidance as the BLM or the DOI may issue, except in
Wyoming, where such habitat protections will be consistent with Wyoming's Greater Sage-Grouse Core
Area Protection Strategy). With respect to sage grouse, the State of Colorado has completed the process
of identifying core or priority sage grouse habitat and established a conservation plan that acts as a
supplement to local conservation efforts. Id at 2-37; Colorado Greater Sage-Grouse Conservation Plan
(Jan. 2008). The local governments, including Garfield County, have also implemented conservation
efforts for sage grouse and their habitats in northwestern Colorado. Northwest Colorado Greater SageGrouse Conservation Plan (Apr. 2008); Parachute-Piceance-Roan Greater Sage-Grouse Conservation
Plan (Apr. 2008). However, BLM fails to acknowledge whether the identified core/priority habitat areas
identified in the OSTS PFEIS will be consistent with the State or local processes, or whether the State and
local processes will be granted the same deference as the Wyoming plans.

Response
The 2010 FWS findings on petitions to list the GSG identified habitat conversion and
fragmentation from wildlife, invasive plants, energy and infrastructure development,
urbanization, and agriculture conversion as the primary threats to the species throughout its
range. The GSG are currently identified as candidate species (warranted for listing under ESA,
but precluded due to higher listing priorities) by the FWS and are currently on the Wyoming,
Colorado, and Utah BLM State sensitive species list. The BLM policy is to conserve the species
and take no action that will contribute toward the need to list the species under ESA.
On December 22, 2011, the BLM issued WO IM-2012-043, Greater Sage-Grouse Interim
Management Policies and Procedures. This IM provides interim conservation policies and
procedures to be applied to ongoing and proposed authorizations and activities while the BLM
develops and decides how to best incorporate long-term conservation measures for GSG into
applicable land use plans.
The policies and procedures identified in this IM are designed to minimize habitat loss in
Preliminary Priority Habitat (PPH) and Preliminary General Habitat (PGH) and will advance the
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BLM’s objectives to maintain or restore habitat to desired conditions by ensuring that field
offices analyze and document impacts to PPH and PGH and coordinate with states and the Fish
and Wildlife Service. The direction in this IM is time-limited: for each planning area where
GSG occur, the conservation policies and procedures described in this IM will be applied until
the BLM makes decisions pertaining to management of GSG habitat through the land use
planning process. The BLM has initiated programmatic planning efforts, separate from this
OSTS planning effort, to address these issues. All such land use planning decisions are expected
to be completed by the end of 2014. The WO IM-2012-043 specifically states, “BLM field
offices do not need to apply the conservation policies and procedures described in this IM in
areas in which (1) a state and/or local regulatory mechanism has been developed for the
conservation of the Greater Sage-Grouse in coordination and concurrence with the FWS
(including the Wyoming Governor’s EO 2011-5, Greater Sage-Grouse Core Area Protection);
and (2) the state sage-grouse plan has subsequently been adopted by the BLM through the
issuance of a state-level BLM IM.” The PEIS is consistent with interim policy guidance to
protect the GSG.
The BLM is currently in the process of developing plan amendments to address GSG habitat
management and conservation in Northwest Colorado. As part of the effort, the BLM is
analyzing a range of alternatives that are specifically structured to identify and incorporate
appropriate conservation measures in BLM land use plans to conserve, enhance or restore GSG
habitat by reducing, eliminating, or minimizing threats to that habitat. All of the BLM planning
efforts associated with the National Greater Sage-Grouse Planning Strategy (WO IM-2012-044)
have been directed to coordinate with state and local wildlife agencies to delineate PPH and PGH
areas. With the exception of the State of Utah, all states have submitted their own PPH and PGH
maps. In some circumstances, states have submitted their own alternative with specific
conservation measures that would be applied to these PPH and PGH areas to be analyzed as part
of the GSG plan revisions and/or amendments.
At the time that the proposed OSTS PEIS was completed, the BLM was “currently coordinating
with the Division of Colorado Parks and Wildlife and UDWR to refine the delineation of
priority/core habitats in these states” (PEIS, 3-203). Over the course of the summer of 2012, the
CPW finalized a PPH/PGH map, including habitat linkage areas, for Colorado using updated
sage-grouse telemetry and seasonal habitat use information. This map has been included in the
OSTS PEIS, and is also being used for analysis in the Northwest Colorado Greater Sage-Grouse
Plan Amendment initiative.
Since the State of Colorado completed its Northwest Colorado Greater Sage-Grouse
Conservation Plan in 2008, new science regarding GSG, boundary modifications to priority and
general GSG habitat, and a March 23, 2010 “warranted but precluded” listing decision by the
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FWS highlighted the need to formalize sage-grouse management on BLM lands nationally
through regulatory mechanisms (land use planning). The State of Colorado and the BLM
continue to coordinate closely. For instance, the State of Colorado did not submit a unique
alternative to be incorporated into the GRSG plan amendment for BLM Colorado. Instead, the
State of Colorado is a vital cooperator in the development an alternative based largely on the
GSG Colorado Conservation Plan (2008) for the BLM’s GSG land use plan amendment for
Northwest Colorado.
The State of Wyoming’s Core Area Strategy (to which the protestor alludes) was completed in
2010. The BLM formally adopted the goals and objectives of the State’s Sage-Grouse Core
Protection Area Strategy for habitat conservation, restoration, and reclamation practices for
Sage-Grouse habitats in Wyoming through BLM Wyoming IM-2012-019. The State of
Wyoming’s information was used in both the Draft and Final OSTS PEIS.
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Policy – Federal Information Quality Act
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-01-19
Organization: Center for Regulatory
Effectiveness
Issue Excerpt Text:
BLM has failed to comply with the Data Quality
Act. The scientific data and studies relied upon
and disseminated in the 2012 Final PEIS are
subject to the Data Quality Act (DQA). The
Office of Management and Budget's (OMB)
government-wide data quality guidelines,
implementing the DQA, requires that agencies
establish a pre-dissemination review process to
"substantiate the quality of the information it
[the agency] has disseminated....) In discussing
the need for the pre-dissemination review
process, OMB explains, "Agencies shall treat
information quality as integral to every step of
an agency's development of information,
including creation, collection, maintenance, and
dissemination.")? Thus, the pre-dissemination
review process is far more than a simple tick-list
of steps that are applied to existing data to
determine if it is ready for release. The predissemination review is an essential quality
assurance process that takes place throughout
the development and analysis of information
disseminated by an agency.
Accordingly, BLM needs to verify that the
information complies with the DQA standards as
part of its pre-dissemination review process. The
DQA and its general government-wide guidance
require that data used by an agency adhere to the
"rigorous standards of objectivity, integrity, and
utility."

Under BLM DQA guidelines:
Before disseminating information to members of
the public, the originating office must ensure
that the information is consistent with OMB and
DOI guidelines and must determine that the
information is of adequate quality for
dissemination. If the information is influential,
financial, scientific, or statistical information,
then the BLM will provide a higher level of
review of conclusions of the program offices and
the program managers and senior management
will be responsible for ensuring accountability
for reviewing information to be disseminated to
the public.
While numerous agencies (such as the
Department of Transportation and the
Environmental Protection Agency) maintain predissemination review records,) there is no
evidence that BLM has conducted any predissemination review to ensure that the
information in the PEIS is consistent with OMB
and DOI guidelines and that it is of adequate
quality for dissemination.
Moreover, in addition to failing to conduct a predissemination review, BLM also has relied on
information that does not meet the quality
standards required by the DQA. The DQA and
BLM guidelines require that BLM ensures and
maximizes the "objectivity, utility, and integrity
of disseminated information.” “Objectivity”
focuses on whether the disseminated information
is being presented in an accurate, clear,
complete, and unbiased manner, and as a matter
of substance, is accurate, reliable, and unbiased.
“Integrity” refers to the protection of
information from unauthorized access or
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revision, to
t ensure thatt the informattion is not
compromised through corruption orr falsification..
“Utility” refers
r
to the usefulness
u
of the
informatio
on to the inten
nded users, in
ncluding the
public.
BLM failss to maximizee the objectiv
vity, utility,
and integrrity of dissem
minated inform
mation by
relying on
n numerous ou
utdated, irreleevant, and
unsubstan
ntiated studiess. Specifically
y, BLM fails
to consideer technologiccal improvem
ments by
relying on
n the assumpttion that 2.6 to
o 4 bbl of
water willl be required per barrel of oil shale
produced.. As discussed
d in the preceeding Section,,
these figu
ures are not baased on sound
d science and,,
thus, fail to
t meet the DQA
D
requirem
ments. In
addition, in
i determinin
ng the amountt of
wastewateer that will result from oil shale
production, BLM cites an unnamed study by the
Departmeent of Interior dating back to
t 1973.
These are a few of the numerous insstances of
DQA viollations that pllague the 2012 Final PEIS..

Issue Num
mber: PP-WO
O-OilTar-13--03-7
Organiza
ation: Duchessne County Commission
C

(Utaah)
Issu e Excerpt Teext:
D. T
The proposed action is in violation of thee
Fedeeral Data Quaality Act (Infoormation Quaality
Act)) see Public L
Law 106-554, Section 5I5.
Finddings: In this ccase, the BLM
M failed to ennsure
and m
maximize thee quality, objeectivity, utilitty and
integgrity of inform
mation (includding statisticaal
inforrmation). Insttead, as statedd in the attachhed
letterrs from Uintaah County andd the Utah
Assoociation of Coounties, the B
BLM failed to
recoggnize and inccorporate infoormation readdily
availlable to the B
BLM that conttradicts core
findiings of the PE
EIS that oil shhale and tar saands
technnologies are nnot commerciially or
econnomically viabble. This failuure to use
obje ctive and acccurate informaation was poinnted
out bby Duchesne County in itss DEIS comm
ment
letterr dated April 30, 2012 andd in Resolutioon
#12--08 that was pprovided to thhe BLM. Insteead,
the B
BLM continued to use subjjective
inforrmation tailorred to supportt the predeterrmined actionn set forth in tthe settlemennt
agreeement.

Response
he reference section at th
he end of eacch Chapter, tthe informattion used in the
As is evidenced by th
PEIS con
nsists primarrily of inform
mation from peer-review
wed, scientifiic journals annd other
documen
nts. The BLM
M believes it
i is in complliance with tthe Office off Managemeent and Budgget’s
(OMB) Guidelines
G
fo
or Ensuring and Maximiizing the Quuality, Objecttivity, Utilityy, and Integrrity
of Inform
mation (67 FR
R 8452 dated February 22,
2 2002). S
Specifically, please see ppart V.3.b.i:
b. “ In addition, "objectivity"
"
" involves a focus
f
on enssuring accuraate, reliable,, and unbiaseed
inform
mation. In a scientific, financial,
fi
or statistical
s
coontext, the orriginal and ssupporting daata
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shall be generated, and the analytic results shall be developed, using sound statistical and
research methods.
i. If data and analytic results have been subjected to formal, independent, external peer
review, the information may generally be presumed to be of acceptable objectivity.”
See also OMB’s Final Information Quality Bulletin for Peer Review (70 FR 2664, dated January
14, 2005).
The protester states that, “… the BLM fails to consider technological improvements by relying
on the assumption that 2.6 to 4 bbl of water will be required per barrel of oil shale produced.”
However, other than this conclusory representation, the BLM has not received further data from
the protester, or any other source, that would change its analysis. The BLM is aware that some
companies claim their technology uses no water. On a commercial basis, in addition to water
that may or may not be needed to produce the oil shale, water uses could include water for
mining and drilling operations, cooling of equipment, transport of ore and processed shale, dust
control for roads and mines, crushers, overburden and source rock piles, cooling of spent shale
exiting the retort, fire control for the site and industrial area, irrigation for revegetation and
sanitary and potable uses. Depending on the quality of the oil shale produced, water may be
required for additional processing/upgrading of the product at the surface. These items have not
been addressed in these representations.
Uintah County, in its April 9, 2012 Resolution Opposing the BLM’s recent PEIS process, stated
that “the development and production of oil from oil shale has been proven beyond a doubt to be
technologically and economically feasible.” The Resolution also stated that “technology to
extract oil from the oil shale rock is not only economically feasible, but it requires little to no
consumption of water, contrary to myths which falsely claim that oil shale requires large
consumption of water resources.” However, again, other than these conclusory representations,
the BLM has not received further data from the County, or any other source, that would change
its analysis. Demonstration that a technology is capable of extracting kerogen from oil shale is
not the same as demonstration that such extraction can be done commercially, using oil shale
from the Piceance or Uintah Basins. Lab and field tests so far performed by many of these
companies may demonstrate capacity, but they do not demonstrate the commercial viability of
such technology.
The information provided by Uintah County in its Information Quality Act (IQA) Information
Correction Request for the various companies represents that tests have been performed, but does
not show specific test results or how these test results demonstrate the ability to produce a profit
at a commercial scale producing oil shale or tar sands resources in the Piceance or Uintah Basins.
For the most part, the asserted information provided appears to be representations intended for
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presentation to investors and not as evidence of a commercial operation. The asserted
information provides overviews of the technology and extraction processes, but little more.
The information Uintah County provided does not supports its assertion that the testing done to
date with these technologies demonstrates that oil shale development in the Piceance or Uintah
Basins is economic on a commercial scale using these technologies. While these technologies
appear to hold promise, and many have been lab and/or field tested, most of the technology
descriptions in Uintah County’s IQA Information Correction Request fails to provide detail in
their depiction of results and technical data that would support our revision of the analytical
assumptions underlying this planning process.
Regarding the BLM's further compliance with the Information Quality Act, please see the
response relating to NEPA and new technologies above (“NEPA-New Technology”).
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Policy – Consistency with Local Plans
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-03-14
Organization: Duchesne County Commission (Utah)
Issue Excerpt Text:
The BLM has failed to cooperate with state and local governments to promote consistency with their land
use plans. Instead, the BLM has blindly pursued their agenda, driven by the settlement agreement. The
State of Utah and many counties containing oil shale and tar sands resources have established an Energy
Zone (see Duchesne County Resolution #12-06 provided in previous comments) that provides for energy
development as the priority land use. Although the PEIS publishes the written comments of cooperators,
the BLM has made no valid attempt in the PEIS to explain why its preferred alternative cannot be more
consistent with such local and state plans, other than to rely on the false premise that "the nascent
character of the oil shale and tar sands technologies demands a measured approach."
The preferred alternative in the PEIS and proposed plan amendments entirely ignore the input of the task
force, the cooperating agencies, and the other stakeholders which the 2005 Energy Policy Act directed the
BLM to honor and follow; and moreover the 2012 OSTS PEIS violates various memoranda of
understanding (MODs) with counties, cities and local government coalitions which require the BLM to
(1) publish the written input of cooperators who have unresolved disagreements over the substantive
elements of the EIS document, and (2) describe the objectives of the cooperators' land use plans and
policies.

Response
As previously stated, Section 202 of FLPMA and BLM’s planning regulations require the BLM
land use plans, including amendments, to be consistent with the planning of other Federal
departments and agencies, and of the states and local governments, to the extent consistent with
the laws governing the administration of the public lands, including their purposes, policies, and
programs. The BLM acknowledges that several of the cooperating agencies have identified the
proposed plan amendments to be inconsistent with local plans, and has provided a more detailed
discussion of these points in Section M.1 of Appendix M, as called out in Section 7.4 of the Final
PEIS (Final PEIS, Comment Response Document, p. 155).
The BLM has not ignored input from the public or cooperating agencies. The BLM prepared a
summary of public comment received during the scoping period that began on April 14, 2011,
and posted that summary to the OSTS Web site in late summer 2011. The summary of
comments received was also published with the Draft PEIS, on February 3, 2012, and the Final
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PEIS on November 9, 2012. All public comments on the Draft PEIS have been considered and
responded to in the Comment Response Document of the Final PEIS. Additionally, the BLM
summarized and published the written input of cooperating agencies in the Final PEIS (pp. M-1
to M-281). All input provided by cooperating agencies has been taken into full consideration.
The designation of a preferred alternative and the final decision, however, remains the exclusive
responsibility of the BLM (BLM Land Use Planning Handbook, p. 8).
The BLM has explained the rationale behind the proposed plan amendments, including those that
are asserted to be inconsistent with state and county plans, policies, or programs. As previously
stated, the BLM believes that because of the nascent character of the oil shale and tar sands
technologies, a measured approach should be taken to oil shale and tar sands resources leasing
and development. This approach ensures that any commercial oil shale program meets the intent
of Congress, is consistent with the requirements of NEPA and FLPMA, takes advantage of the
best available information and practices to minimize impacts, and offers opportunities for states,
tribes, local communities, and the public to be involved at each decision point.
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Policy – RD&D
Issue Num
mber: PP-WO
O-OilTar-13--04-18
Organiza
ation: Garfield County Boaard of
County Commissioners (Colorado)

Issue Exccerpt Text:
Neither th
he EP Act norr its implemen
nting
regulation
ns allow BLM
M to limit com
mmercial
leasing to RD&D leasee conversions. The
regulation
ns promulgateed in 2008 "seet out the
policies an
nd procedures for the impllementation
of a comm
mercial leasin
ng program for the
managem
ment of federallly-owned oill shale." 73
Fed. Reg. at 69414. Th
he RD&D leaase
conversion regulation is
i but one small aspect of
BLM's broader commeercial leasing program.
See 43 C.F.R. §3926.10. BLM's research and
developm
ment program announced in
n 2005 is
entirely seeparate. See 70
7 Fed. Reg. 33753
3
(2005).
The Prefeerred Alternative, thereforee, unlawfully
predicatess all commerccial leasing on
n the
successful completion of the conditiions for an
c
RD&D lease and subseequent lease conversion.
2012 OST
TS PFEIS at ES-6,
E
2-37. The
T EP Act
does not allow
a
BLM to
o merge the tw
wo programs
by provid
ding for an RD
D&D first req
quirement.
Further, th
he Preferred Alternative
A
om
mits large
amounts of
o geologicallly prospectivee lands from
leasing an
nd instead lim
mits developm
ment to small,
scattered areas
a
more su
uitable for an RD&D leasee
or tied to RD&D leasess already issu
ued. Id at ES2
2-68 - 2-73.
2
The smaall, scattered
6, 2-36 - 2-41,
areas avaiilable for leassing under thee Preferred
Alternativ
ve render a co
ommercial leaasing
program less
l feasible and
a discourag
ge

mercial devellopment. Thee additional laayer
comm
of N
NEPA analysiss will also cauuse unreasonaable
delayys in oil shalee developmennt. Id. at 2-31
("Addditional NEP
PA analysis w
would be requuired
priorr to issuance oof RD&D leaase and prior tto
convversion of an RD&D lease to commerciial oil
shalee lease..."). T
These commercial leasing
consstraints are alsso contrary too the EP Act
becaause they hindder rather thann promote oill
shalee developmennt.
Conssequently, BL
LM's claim thhat it has
effecctively providded for a com
mmercial leasinng
proggram is clearlyy specious. B
BLM did not ccall
the P
Preferred Alteernative a com
mmercial leassing
proggram in the drraft. It merelyy added the teerm
whenn Garfield Coounty and othhers cited the
confflicts with thee 2005 EP Actt. The minor
channges to land aavailable for leeasing are de
miniimus when coompared withh the lands now
w
closeed. To the coontrary, the Prreferred
Alterrnative's RD&
&D first requuirement blataantly
violaates the EP A
Act and implem
menting
reguulations becauuse it fails to pprovide for a
sepaarate, comprehhensive comm
mercial leasinng
proggram. BLM's aactions to chaange the namee of
the aalternative to add "commerrcial" withoutt
channging the alterrnative impeaaches its
concclusion that it has honored the law.
Simiilarly, if BLM
M concluded iin 2008 that thhis
alterrnative was noot consistent w
with the EP A
Act,
then BLM must ssomehow explain what hass
channged, other thhan politics. IIt cannot do soo and
thus the OSTS PF
FEIS violates the EP Act aas
well .
Issu e Number: P
PP-WO-OilTaar-13-05-3
Org anization: Exxcalibur Induustries Inc.
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Issue Exccerpt Text:
Additionaally, it interpo
oses Research
h and
Developm
ment Leases (""RD&D Leasses") as a
predicate step to securiing a commerrcial lease
even when
n a proven prrocess rendereed
environmentally clean needs no dem
monstration
of the tech
hnology
Issue Num
mber: PP-WO
O-OilTar-13--09-32
Organiza
ations: Uintaah County, Uttah
Associatio
on of Countiees, and the Co
oalition of
Local Gov
vernments
Issue Exccerpt Text:
Neither th
he EP Act norr its implemen
nting
regulation
ns allow BLM
M to limit com
mmercial
leasing to RD&D leasee conversions. The
regulation
ns promulgateed in 2008 "seet out the
policies an
nd procedures for the impllementation
of a comm
mercial leasin
ng program for the
managem
ment of federallly-owned oill shale." 73
Fed. Reg. at 69414. Th
he RD&D leaase
conversion regulation is
i but one small aspect of
BLM's broader commeercial leasing program.
See 43 C.F.R. §3926.10. BLM's ressearch and
developm
ment program announced in
n 2005 is
entirely seeparate. See 70
7 Fed. Reg. 33753
3
(2005); su
upra Section V.B.!
V
The Prefeerred Alternative, thereforee, unlawfully
predicatess all oil shale commercial leasing
l
on
the successsful completion of the con
nditions for
an RD&D
D lease and su
ubsequent leasse
conversion. 2012 OST
TS PFE1S at ES-6,
E
2-37.
The EP Act
A does not alllow BLM to merge the
two progrrams by proviiding for RD&
&D as the
first requiirement.

Issu e Number: P
PP-WO-OilTaar-13-09-36
Org anizations: U
Uintah Countty, Utah
Assoociation of Coounties, and thhe Coalition oof
Locaal Governmennts
Issu e Excerpt Teext:
The amount of lannds available for oil shale and
tar saands leasing sstill is dramattically reduceed by
74%
% and 70% resspectively. Thhe small, scatttered
areass available foor leasing undder the Preferrred
Alterrnatives rendder a commerccial leasing
proggram less feassible and discoourage
comm
mercial devellopment.
Conssequently, BL
LM's claim thhat it has
effecctively providded for a com
mmercial leasinng
proggram is clearlyy specious. B
BLM did not sstate
that its focus in thhe PDEIS wass to establish a
comm
mercial leasinng program, bbut instead it
focuused on determ
mining whichh lands shouldd not
be avvailable for ap
application forr further leasiing
and ddevelopment. 2012 OSTS
S PDEIS at E--I, 14. B
BLM merely aadded the phrrase "commerrcial
leasiing program" when Uintahh County, CLG
G,
and oothers identiffied the confliicts with the 22005
EP A
Act. See 20122 OSTS PFEIIS at ES-2
("BL
LM's focus ... consistent w
with congressioonal
policcy as expresseed in the Enerrgy Policy Acct of
20055 that a comm
mercial leasingg program bee
estabblished for these resourcess."). Merely adding
the w
words does noot make it so.
The Preferred Altternative's reqquirement forr
RD&
&D first blataantly violates the EP Act annd
impllementing reggulations becaause it fails too
provvide for a sepaarate, compreehensive
comm
mercial leasinng program. BLM's additiion of
the pphrase "comm
mercial leasingg program" too the
purppose and needd section of thhe OSTS PFEIS
withhout changingg the alternativve impeachess its
concclusion that it has honored the law.
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Similarly,, if BLM conccluded in 200
08 that this
alternativee was not con
nsistent with the
t EP Act,
then BLM
M must someh
how explain what
w has
changed to
t make Alterrnative 2b con
nsistent with
the law no
ow, other than
n politics. It cannot
c
do so
and thus the
t PFEIS vio
olates the EPA
Act as well.
Issue Num
mber: PP-WO
O-OilTar-13--12-4
Organiza
ation: Americcan Shale Oil LLC
Issue Exccerpt Text:
On its facce, the PEIS expressly presserves
AMSO's vested
v
rights under
u
the Leaase. The
PEIS itsellf provides that the scope of
o its analysis
does not include
i
review
w of the decissions by the
Secretary of the Interio
or to issue thee 160-acre
RD&D leases and that such prior isssued "RD&D
D
leases and
d the conversiion right to co
ommercial
operationss on the prefeerence acreagee represent a
prior existting right thatt may be exerrcised upon

comppliance with tthe terms of tthe lease." (PE
EIS,
1-177) (emphasis aadded).
wever, in whatt appears to bbe an attempt to
How
circuumvent the staatement abouut the prior exxisting
rightt, the PEIS inncorporates coonclusions thaat are
not ssupported by the best availlable scientifiic
reseaarch and dataa, imposes addditional and
unreeasonable resttrictions on thhe developers of
the ooil shale reserrves and propposes more
restrrictive optionss as preferredd alternatives. This
apprroach effectivvely gives the BLM a greenn
lightt to reject an aapplication foor conversion of
RD&
&D lease to a commercial lease based oon
envirronmental reqquirements thhat are supporrted
by ouutdated data aand no longerr viable scienntific
concclusions. Effeectively, the P
PEIS interferees
withh AMSO's exeercise of its veested converssion
rightt by making it extremely ddifficult for A
AMSO
to saatisfy the enviironmental coonditions of thhe
Leasse.

Summarry
The Prop
posed RMPA
A’s RD&D requirement violates
v
the Energy Poliicy Act of 20005 because it
fails to prrovide for a separate, co
omprehensivee commerciaal leasing prrogram. Thee Proposed
RMPA im
mplements extensive
e
com
mmercial leaasing constraaints that hinnder rather than promotee oil
shale dev
velopment (iincluding lim
miting develo
opment to sm
mall, scattereed areas morre suitable foor an
RD&D leease or tied to
t RD&D leeases already
y issued; requuiring additiional NEPA analysis prior to
issuance of an RD&D
D lease and prior
p
to conv
version of ann RD&D leaase to commeercial oil shaale
lease; and
d requiring RD&D
R
Leasses as a prediicate step to securing a ccommercial lease even w
when
a proven process rend
dered enviro
onmentally clean
c
needs nno demonstrration of the technology)).
In additio
on, the RD&
&D requirem
ments interferres with vestted conversioon rights by allowing thee
BLM to reject
r
an app
plication for conversion of RD&D leease to a com
mmercial leaase based on
environm
mental requirrements.
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Response
As explained in response above (response to “Policy – Energy Policy Act”), the BLM has
complied with the requirements of the Energy Policy Act in developing a proposed plan which
allows the BLM to ensure that technological and environmental impacts are well understood
prior to commercial development.
As noted above, changes were made to the proposed plan amendment in response to concerns
raised regarding the BLM’s proposal to require RD&D before commercial leasing can occur. As
explained in the response above, in section 2.5 of the Final PEIS, and on page 158 of the
Comment Response Document, under the proposed plan amendment, the Secretary may issue
commercial leases where the potential lessee intends to employ a technology that has proved
commercially viable on non-federal lands within or outside the study area or where the potential
lessee has succeeded in converting an RD&D lease to commercial lease for a tract on other open
lands (rather than begin with another RD&D lease on a new leasehold). In these circumstances,
the RD&D lease would not be a “predicate step” to securing a commercial lease when a proven
process rendered environmentally clean needs no demonstration of the technology.
The BLM continues to recognize the valid existing rights of RD&D lease holders, including the
right to convert the lease to commercial operations. This has been acknowledged throughout the
planning effort. As noted on pages 1-12 and 1-13 of the Final PEIS, “RD&D leases issued prior
to the ROD for this planning initiative would be [subject to] prior existing rights and are not the
subject of decisions within this PEIS, with the exception that all alternatives address the
subsequent availability of the lands contained in the leases should the initial leaseholder
relinquish the existing leases.” As stated on page 1-17, “These RD&D leases and the conversion
right to commercial operations on preference acreage represent a prior existing right that may be
exercised upon compliance with the terms of the lease.” Thus, in adopting the proposed
planning decisions, the BLM does not intend to interfere with a current RD&D lease existing
rights.
Compliance with “environmental requirements” is a program-wide consideration and was not
just a consideration introduced through this PEIS. The BLM’s 2008 regulations set out the
policies and procedures for the commercial leasing program of federally-owned oil shale and any
associated minerals located on Federal land. These regulations identify a number of
requirements relating to land use planning (43 CFR 3900.5); the introduction of lease stipulations
(43 CFR 3900.62); and conducting additional NEPA analysis before competitive sale of lease
tracts (43 CFR 3921.20). Other regulations require information necessary for the BLM to
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evaluate the environmental impacts of issuing the proposed lease. The regulations, as well as
NEPA and FLPMA, give the BLM the authority to reject an application for conversion to a
commercial lease that does not provide sufficient information for the BLM to complete its own
NEPA and land use planning requirements.
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Water Resources
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-07-17
Organization: API - American Petroleum Institute
Issue Excerpt Text:
Furthermore, any notion that development of a robust oil shale leasing program is not possible due to
water use needs is incorrect. Oil shale production requires 1-3 barrels of water per barrel of oil--less
water than is required to produce other future transportation fuels or a 2-liter bottle of soda--and
technology exists to reduce such requirements even further. Under a 2-barrel of water requirement, a 1
million barrel/day oil shale industry would require roughly 100,000 acre feet of water each year, or about
2% of Colorado's available water resources (roughly 1% of water in the Colorado River Basin). That in
turn would generate roughly l5% of the Colorado's state Gross Domestic Product (GDP).
By comparison, agriculture (utilizes 80-90% of Colorado water resource) and tourism and recreation
(utilize about 5% of Colorado water resource) respectively contribute 1-2% and roughly 5% of Colorado
state GDP. Importantly, oil shale producers already own enough water rights to produce 10% of U.S.
liquid fuel needs.
It is also important to note that BLM's analysis does not provide credit for water recovery or reuse. In
addition, ignoring well-known and clear technology and industry trends, and despite the fact that such
facilities are neither technically or economically attractive for oil shale projects, the analysis includes
significant additional water usage needs that are associated with coal-fired rather than natural gas-fueled
power plants.

Response
Water quantity and quality issues and impacts are discussed in Sections 4.5 and 5.5 of the Final
PEIS, and cumulative water impacts are discussed in sections in Chapter 6. The potential effect
of global climate change on water resources is discussed in Sections 4.5.1.2 and 5.5.1.2 of the
Final PEIS. These issues are important; however, because the decision-making process which it
has been prepared to support pertains only to land use allocation, the document addresses
potential environmental consequences of oil shale and tar sands development on a programmatic
level, rather than addressing site-specific impacts. At the programmatic level, information is not
available on the exact water supplies that would be used for development of specific oil shale
leases. For example, water supplies could come from conversion of existing water rights,
application for new water rights, construction of new surface water diversion and storage
facilities, construction of well fields, imported water from other watersheds, or a combination of
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these approaches. Therefore, due to the level of uncertainties surrounding project specific
technologies, designs, and usage of water at this programmatic stage of analysis, a variety of
assumptions have been developed in order to take an adequate “hard look” at the environmental
consequences related to water resources surrounding the actions proposed in the various
alternatives of the Final PEIS.
Given this uncertainty, this EIS is limited to acknowledging that water used for oil shale
development will not be available for other purposes, but conclusions cannot be drawn as to
which other water uses will have less supply available as oil shale development proceeds. An
actual project would undergo two further levels of NEPA analysis (lease stage and project design
phase). When subsequent tiers of NEPA analysis are performed on proposals for development of
specific leases, information will become available about the proposed water supply for those
leases, and an analysis of impacts on other water uses can be performed at that time. After
development of multiple leases is analyzed, information will also become available concerning
trends in water supply for oil shale development and aggregate water demand, allowing detailed
analysis of cumulative impacts. Because of the character of the decision to be made, and the
limitations in information, specific or quantified impacts on surface water or groundwater use or
quality are not, nor can they be addressed in this document; these impacts would be addressed in
project-specific NEPA documents.
While the Final PEIS does not provide “credit” related to specific projects that use water
recovery or water reuse, the Final PEIS does summarize the assumptions associated with a
1,500-megawatt (MW) and a 600-MW conventional coal-fired and a 505-MW natural gas-fired
electric power plant in table 4.1.6-1. In this way, the analysis does note the variation of water
use between coal-fired rather than natural gas-fueled power plants that might be necessary to
generate energy to be used to develop oil shale and tar sands resources. This table provides
impacting factors for land and water use for a 505-MW natural gas-fired power plant, which,
given recent trends, is the most likely type of new power plant that would be built to meet the
needs of a future oil shale industry. Large oil shale facilities may use self-supplied co-generated
gas or natural gas in an on-site power plant, which would reduce demand on the off-site power
grid. It is also possible that future power would be provided by renewable energy sources,
particularly wind, which would reduce air emissions and water use for power production.
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Air Quality
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-10-15
Organizations: Center for Biological Diversity, Grand Canyon Trust, Living Rivers, and Sierra Club
Issue Excerpt Text:
The PRMP amendments are not consistent with the CAA which requires BLM to comply with, inter alia,
the national primary and secondary ambient air quality standards, 40 C.F.R. § 50.1-50.14, along with
requirements for the prevention of significant deterioration of air quality, 40 C.F.R. §§ 51.166 & 52.21,
protection of visibility, 40 C.F.R. § 51.300, along with the general conformity prohibition, 40 C.F.R.
51.580. The PFEIS did not fully analyze whether the proposed oil shale and tar sands activity allowed
under the PRMP amendments will comply with the NAAQS and will prevent significant deterioration
(PSD) of air quality, as required by the Clean Air Act (CAA). The BLM acknowledges that “It is not
possible to predict site-specific air quality impacts until actual oil shale projects are proposed and
designed” and does not undertake such analyses. PFEIS at 4-54. The BLM failed to complete an analysis
to determine (1) compliance with the NAAQS, (2) how much of the incremental amount of air pollution
allowed in clean air areas (i.e., PSD increment) has already been consumed in the affected areas, and (3)
how much additional increment consumption will occur due to development allowed by the PRMP
Amendments. Without this analysis, the BLM cannot ensure that the air quality in the study areas will
not deteriorate more than allowed under the CAA. Finally, the BLM failed to provide a complete an
analysis of impacts of development allowed by the PRMP Amendments to air quality values, including
visibility, in impacted Class I and sensitive Class II areas.

Summary
The BLM has not demonstrated compliance with the Clean Air Act because the BLM failed to
complete an analysis to determine (1) compliance with the National Ambient Air Quality
Standards (NAAQS), (2) how much of the incremental amount of air pollution allowed in clean
air areas has already been consumed in the affected areas, (3) how much additional increment
consumption will occur due to development allowed by the PRMP Amendments, and (4) impacts
of development allowed by the PRMP Amendments to air quality values, including visibility, in
impacted Class I and sensitive Class II areas.

Response
As noted in Section 1.2.2 of the Final PEIS, as well as in the Comment Response Document
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(page 73), the detailed level of analysis suggested by protesting parties is neither necessary, nor
available at this programmatic level; neither specific development sites nor specific technologies
have been proposed, and detailed site development plans are unavailable. If and when an
application for a lease for a specific project is submitted, a project-specific NEPA analysis
subject to public and agency review and comment will be required.
As part of such project-specific review, the BLM may, at its discretion, require detailed air
quality modeling and analysis, including, as noted in Sections 4.6.1 and 5.6.1, near- and far-field
modeling and photochemical grid modeling. Furthermore, the BLM is required to notify Federal
Land Managers in potentially affected areas of the potential impacts on air quality related values,
including visibility.
In addition, a prospective lessee would be required to apply for preconstruction air permits from
air regulatory agencies. These applications generally require establishment of air quality
protocols, extensive modeling and analysis noted above for air impacts, including, if applicable,
impacts on NAAQS, prevention of significant deterioration increments, and air quality related
values including visibility, and may require preconstruction monitoring to establish baseline air
quality.
Regarding contributions to cumulative impacts from industrial development in the region,
including fugitive emissions of methane, volatile organic compounds, hazardous air pollutants
from oil and gas infrastructure and those from future oil shale and tar sands developments, such
an analysis would require many assumptions that are premature at this programmatic stage in the
review process.
If and when any lease applications are made, detailed analysis of such effects will be
appropriately evaluated in project-specific NEPA analyses conducted prior to issuing the leases
and approving plans of development. The BLM cannot approve leases and plans of development
that do not comply with all applicable air regulations.
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Climate Change and Gree
enhouse Gas
G Emisssions
Issue Num
mber: PP-WO
O-OilTar-13--10-11
Organiza
ations: Centerr for Biologiccal Diversity,
Grand Caanyon Trust, Living
L
Rivers, and Sierra
Club
Issue Exccerpt Text:
The PRM
MP amendmen
nts and FPEIS
S are not
consistentt with NEPA,, which requirres BLM to
take a harrd look at the indirect effeccts of
reasonably
y foreseeablee activities, in
ncluding
greenhousse gas and oth
her emissionss resulting
electricity
y production used
u
for in-sittu oil shale
developm
ment. 40 C.F.R
R. § 1508. Th
he BLM
failed to analyze
a
the fu
ull suite of em
missions that
would ressult from the increased
i
need for
electrical power generaation to suppo
ort in-situ oil
shale prod
duction, even at the RD&D
D level. As
noted in protesters’
p
PD
DEIS commen
nts, even
using BLM
M’s conservaative energy use
u factors,
the electriicity needed to
t support eveen 50,000
barrels/daay of developm
ment is equiv
valent to 15%
of the gen
neration from the electric power
p
industry (from coal) in
n 2010 in Colo
orado and
Utah and 12% in 2010 in Wyoming. It is quite
possible th
hat the region
n simply cann
not withstand,,
without ad
dverse effectss, the significant increases
in water use
u and greenh
house gas, meercury, NOx,
particulatees and other pollutant
p
emisssions would
result from
m increased power
p
needs. BLM’s
failure to fully analyze and disclose these
potential emissions
e
and
d their effectss on various
resources violates NEP
PA.
The PRM
MP amendmen
nts and FPEIS
S are not
consistentt with NEPA,, which requirres BLM to
take a harrd look at the indirect effeccts of
reasonably
y foreseeablee activities, in
ncluding
greenhousse gas and oth
her emissionss resulting

m refining andd end-use com
mbustion of m
mined
from
oil. 440 C.F.R. § 1508.8(b). BL
LM defines itss
PRM
MP land use aallocations as “activities annd
foresseeable devellopment that aare allowed,
restrricted, or exclluded for speccific areas covvered
by a land use plann.” PEIS at 1--1. Because tthe
entirre purpose of oil shale and tar sand
deveelopment is too have it refinned and burneed,
resullting greenhoouse gas emisssions are therrefore
reasoonably foreseeeable “directt or indirect”
impaacts of the PR
RMP amendm
ments. They aare
“indiirect effects w
which . . . are later in time or
farthher removed iin distance, buut are still
reasoonably foreseeeable.” 40 C..F.R. § 1508.88.
Com
mments on BL
LM’s PDEIS sstated that,
“NE
EPA regulationns require thaat NEPA
docuuments addresss not only thhe direct effeccts of
federral proposals,, but also ‘reaasonably
foresseeable’ indirrect effects,” aand, “BLM iss
requuired to take a hard look at direct, indireect,
and ccumulative im
mpacts to andd from climatee
channge in the plannning area in the RMP.”
Wesstern Resourcee Advocates eet al. at 29.
BLM
M’s failure in the FPEIS too analyze, or eeven
attem
mpt to analyze, the effects of emissions from
refinning and end-uuse combustiion violates N
NEPA.
Issu e Number: P
PP-WO-OilTaar-13-10-14
Org anizations: C
Center for Bioological Diveersity,
Grannd Canyon Trrust, Living R
Rivers, and Sierra
Clubb
Issu e Excerpt Teext:
The PRMP amenddments and F
FPEIS are nott
conssistent with Seecretarial Ordders (S.O.) N
No.
32899, which manndates that all Department oof the
Interrior agencies “analyze poteential climatee
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change im
mpacts when undertaking
u
lo
ong-range
planning exercises,
e
settting prioritiess for
scientific research and investigation
ns,
ng multi-year management plans, and
developin
making major
m
decision
ns regarding potential
p
use
of resourcces under the Department’ss purview.”
S.O. 3289
9, incorporatin
ng S.O. 3226. The PRMP
amendmeents and FPEIS fall squarelly under this
guidance. The PEIS sttates, “The maaximum
potential increase
i
in cu
umulative GH
HG emissions
from all potential
p
oil sh
hale and tar saands
activities cannot be preedicted with accuracy.”
a
Protestorss’ cited climatte change imp
pact analysis
requiremeents S.O. 3289
9 and S.O. 32
226 in
commentss on BLM’s PDEIS.
P
Westtern Resourcee
Advocates at 28 and 29
9. BLM’s faiilure to
assess, or even attemptt to assess or estimate,
e
direct, ind
direct and cum
mulative green
nhouse gas
emissionss from oil shale and tar san
nds activities
prevents a full analysiss of “potentiall climate
change im
mpacts when undertaking
u
lo
ong-range
planning exercises”
e
and violates S.O
O. 3289 and
S.O. 3226
6
Issue Num
mber: PP-WO
O-OilTar-13--10-8
Organiza
ations: Centerr for Biologiccal Diversity,
Grand Caanyon Trust, Living
L
Rivers, and Sierra
Club

The PRMP amenddments and F
FPEIS are nott
conssistent with N
NEPA, which rrequires BLM
M to
take a hard look aat direct, indirrect and
cumuulative effectts of the PRM
MP amendmennts,
incluuding in this ccase effects too and from
greennhouse gas em
missions and climate channge.
40 C
C.F.R. § 1508. The BLM ffailed to estim
mate
cumuulative greenh
nhouse gas em
missions and oother
polluutants that couuld result from
m all phases
(expploration, extrraction, processing,
transsportation, reffining, end-usse combustionn) of
oil shhale and tar ssands developpment that woould
resullt from the PR
RMP amendm
ments. The FP
PEIS
claim
ms that such aanalysis is nott possible beccause
of unncertainties reelating to oil shale and tar sands
deveelopment techhnology. For eexample, BLM
M
statees, “The maxiimum potentiaal increase inn
cumuulative GHG emissions froom all potentiial oil
shalee and tar sandds activities cannot be preddicted
withh accuracy.” P
PEIS at 4-61. Nowhere inn the
PEIS
S does BLM aattempt to esttimate cumulaative
greennhouse gas orr other polluttant emissionss
resullting from futture developm
ment under thhe
PRM
MP amendmennts. BLM’s ffailure to asseess, or
evenn attempt to asssess, the cum
mulative
greennhouse gas em
missions or oother pollutionn
resullting from devvelopment acctivities allow
wed by
the P
PRMP amenddments violatees NEPA.

Issue Exccerpt Text:

Summarry
The BLM
M’s Final PE
EIS fails to co
omply with NEPA
N
becauuse there waas no analysiis of:
1. The
T full suite of emission
ns, including
g greenhousee gas, mercurry, NOx, parrticulates annd
otther pollutan
nt emissions, that would result from the increaseed need for eelectrical pow
wer
generation to support in-ssitu oil shalee production..
2. The
T estimated
d cumulativee greenhousee gas emissioons and otheer pollutants that could rresult
frrom all phases (exploratiion, extractio
on, processinng, transporttation, refiniing, and endd-use
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co
ombustion) of
o oil shale and
a tar sandss developmeent.
The Finaal PEIS is not consistent with SOs 32
289 and 32266 because diirect, indirecct and cumullative
greenhou
use gas emissions from oil
o shale and tar sands acctivities are nnot estimatedd.

Response
ment at a levvel of detail appropriate to
The impaacts of climaate change arre discussed in the docum
analysis of
o landscapee allocations. The lack of
o scientific ttools designned to predictt climate chaange
on region
nal or local scales
s
limits the ability to
o quantify p otential futuure impacts, not only witth
respect to
o actions alreeady underw
way, but even
n more so w
with respect to actions noot yet proposed,
and for which
w
(like oil
o shale and tar sands), likely technoologies for reesource deveelopment, annd
the impaccts therefrom
m, are not yeet known. Currently,
C
thee BLM does not have ann established
mechanissm to accuraately predict the effect off the decisionns of the PE
EIS on global climate chaange.
Chapter 4.6
4 of the Final PEIS describes the potential
p
imppacts of oil sshale developpment on airr
quality an
nd the poten
ntial effects associated
a
grreenhouse gaas emissionss, based on ccertain
assumptions made fo
or analytical purposes; im
mpacts relateed to tar sandds developm
ment activitiees are
analyzed
d in Chapter 5.6. The BL
LM acknowledges that ooil shale deveelopment wiill impact airr
quality reesources and
d that greenh
house gas em
missions willl occur. How
wever, as has been
acknowleedged throug
ghout the plaanning proceess, the propposed decisioons includedd in this Finaal
PEIS are land allocattion decision
ns and the daata needed foor the detaileed emissionss estimates oof the
full suite of potentiall emissions are
a not availaable at this ttime (Final P
PEIS, pp. 4-554 to 4-56;
Commen
nt Response Document, p.
p 68). Untill specific oill shale devellopment sites and
technolog
gies are prop
posed and deetailed site development
d
t plans are avvailable, a quuantificationn of
potential emissions th
hat would alllow meanin
ngful alternattive compariison and infoormed decisiion
making with
w respect to particularr development projects i s not availabble (Final PE
EIS, Commeent
Responsee Document, p. 68). As noted on paage 4-56 of thhe Final PEIIS, “compouunding the
problem for the preseent analysis is the fact th
hat there is nno commerciially proven technology for
extracting liquid fuells from oil sh
hale or tar saands.” Withhout adequatee equipmentt and activityy
M has determ
mined “that preparing ann emissions inventory foor the PEIS iis not
assumptions, the BLM
a scientiffically defen
nsible effort”” (p. 4-56). The
T informat
ation and the qualitative aanalysis in
Section 4.6.1.1
4
of thee Final PEIS
S provides an
n adequate ddiscussion off air quality aand climate
change fo
or purposes of supportin
ng decision making
m
of thhe scope conttemplated inn this planninng
initiative.
Regardin
ng the analyssis of the neeed for powerr generation to support inn-situ oil shaale productioon,
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the BLM has acknowledged that additional power generation would be needed to support
commercial oil shale development. However, the ability to analyze the full suite of emissions
relating to an increased need for power generation is limited by the lack of definitive information
about the power requirements of commercial oil shall development and thus, a quantitative
estimate of potential emissions cannot be made at the programmatic stage (Final PEIS, Section
4.16, p. 4-13 to 4-15).
It is likewise neither necessary nor possible to meaningfully estimate and analyze the potential
indirect effects of refinement and consumption of mined oil as part of the Final PEIS analysis,
given the programmatic nature of the review and the enormous degree of uncertainty regarding
commercial oil shale development technologies and activities. Even when the BLM has
information about oil-producing proposals on BLM lands, it is unusual for the BLM to discern
how oil will ultimately be used and whether its consumption is ultimately caused by the BLM
action, and thus, potential indirect effects are not reasonably foreseeable.
The BLM recognizes greenhouse gas emissions as a serious national and worldwide issue. In
implementing Proposed RMPA, the BLM will conduct additional environmental reviews to
consider impacts from leasing and/or project and site specific development activities. As part of
this future analysis, “it may be necessary as part of the air quality analysis to conduct air quality
modeling” (Final PEIS, pp. 4-54 and 5-43). If necessary, measures to mitigate potential air
quality impacts, including emissions of greenhouse gases, will be considered at that point (see
Final PEIS, Section 4.6.2, p. 4-63, and Section 5.6.2, page p. 5-52). The BLM cannot approve
leases and plans of development that do not comply with all applicable air regulations. In
compliance with the NEPA, the public will have the opportunity to participate in the
environmental analysis process for actions implementing the Proposed Plan, if adopted.
By considering climate change and greenhouse gas emissions in its analysis, the BLM has
complied with the BLM and DOI policy, including SOs 3289 and 3226.
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Wildliffe

Issue Num
mber: PP-WO
O-OilTar-13--04-26
Organiza
ation: Garfield County Boaard of
County Commissioners (Colorado)
Issue Exccerpt Text:
Without any
a explanatio
on, BLM now
w
incorporates the previo
ously rejected
d scaled back
leasing alllocations into
o its Preferred
d Alternative.
2012 OST
TS PFEIS at 2-29,
2
2-37, 2-42, 6-79.
Some of the
t resources covered by th
he
stipulation
ns and restrictions in placee for oil and
gas leasin
ng in Colorado
o include sagee-grouse leks
and nestin
ng habitats, raaptor habitats,, and wildlife
habitat. 20
008 OSTS PF
FEIS at 2-37; 2012 OSTS
PFEIS at 2-42. The "[w
w]ildlife habiitat includes
a combinaation of winteer range, crucial winter
range, sum
mmer range, and
a calving arreas for
antelope, deer, elk, and
d moose, as well
w as
seclusion areas for otheer wildlife." Id.
I A large
portion off the lands exccluded from leasing
l
in
Colorado under the Preeferred Altern
native was
due to thee wildlife habiitat stipulations and elk
and mule deer winter habitat.
h
See 20
012 OSTS
PFEIS at 2-101 - 2103, 6-19,6-83,6--240.
These excclusions are unwarranted
u
considering
the excesssive numbers of elk and mule
m deer in
and aroun
nd the most geeological prosspective
areas for oil
o shale deveelopment for Colorado.
C
The Colorrado Parks an
nd Wildlife 20
011 estimates
show abou
ut 36,000 mu
ule deer and ab
bout 65,000
elk in the area. Ex.B, Colorado
C
Park
ks and
Wildlife Population
P
Nu
umbers (Apr. 26, 2012)
(See the deer
d populatio
on numbers fo
or DAU II,
12, and 41
1. See also th
he elk populattion numbers
for DAU 6, 10, and 14). These num
mbers are
either abo
ove or within the long term
m objective

popuulation target numbers. Id It is apparentt that
the eelk and mule deer populatiions are not
suffeering in Garfiield County aand require noo
addittional protecttion then whaat is already
availlable in the R
RMPs.
Und er the No Acttion Alternatiive, the wildliife
habittats identifiedd for spatial oor temporal
proteection in BLM
M RMPs that would be preesent
in thhe lease appliccation lands inn Colorado
incluude: 27,977 aacres of raptorr nesting and
fledgging habitat, 889,310 acres of big game
seveere winter rangge, 24 acres oof big game w
winter
rangge, 30 acres off big game, annd 163,100 accres
of deeer and elk suummer range. Id at 6-19, 2-101
- 2-1102, 6-240. T
The number of acres of willdlife
habittat protected by stipulationns under the
Prefe
ferred Alternaative is zero. IId. at 6-240. B
BLM
comppletely failedd to provide anny explanatioon or
reasooned analysiss as to why thhese lands now
w
shouuld be excludeed from leasinng. BLM also
fails to provide anny maps, besiides those shoowing
mulee deer and elkk summer andd winter habittat.
For eexample, andd without limiitation, there aare no
map s showing thee raptor nestinng areas, big game
seveere winter rangge, elk cruciaal winter rangge, or
varioous other wilddlife habitat sstipulation areeas at
listedd in the OSTS
S PFEIS. Seee id at 2-10 I 21033, 6-19,6-240.
The amount of accres of elk andd mule deer hhabitat
in Coolorado undeer the No Actiion Alternativve are
245,634 acres of m
mule deer winter habitat,
172,773 acres of m
mule deer sum
mmer habitatt,
320,262 acres of elk winter haabitat, and 1722,542
acress of elk summ
mer habitat. Idd at 6-22. Thhe
Prefe
ferred Alternaative would onnly include 444,869
acress of mule deeer winter habiitat, 19,558 accres
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of mule deer summer habitat,
h
46,756 acres of elk
k
winter hab
bitat, and 19,5
565 acres of elk
e summer
habitat. Id
d. at 2-103, 6--83, 6-240. Th
he lands
available for leasing th
hat included th
he seasonal
habitat forr mule deer and elk are pro
oposed to be
reduced by
b about 85% and 87% resp
pectively.
Again, BL
LM fails to prrovide any ex
xplanation or
reasoned analysis
a
as to
o why these laands should
be exclud
ded from leasing.

Issue Num
mber: PP-WO
O-OilTar-13--04-27
Organiza
ation: Garfield County Boaard of
County Commissioners (Colorado)

Resoource Area, att 13 (Table 2)), 14. There iss no
expl anation in thee OSTS PFEIIS as to why ooil
and ggas developm
ment can occuur and oil shalle
deveelopment is exxcluded. The same time
limittations currenntly used for ooil and gas woould
be juust as effectivve in protectinng elk and muule
deer seasonal habbitats from thee potential im
mpacts
of oiil shale develoopment.
LM completeely fails to proovide
In thhis context, BL
a reaasoned analyssis for its 180-degree changge in
posittion for excluuding a large pportion of thee
Coloorado lands avvailable for leeasing in ordeer to
proteect wildlife habitat. Thereffore, BLM's
selecction of the Preferred Alterrnative is arbitrary
and ccapricious.

Issue Exccerpt Text:
The Colorrado RMPs alllow oil and gas
g
developm
ment to proceeed in these sam
me areas
subject to stipulations to
t reduce inteerference
with wildllife during cru
ucial time-periods and to
prevent th
he reduction of
o habitat to a level where
it is insuffficient to maintain winter wildlife
w
population
ns. White Riv
ver ROD and Approved
RMP, at 2-26-2-28,
2
A--19-A-21 (July 1997);
Grand Jun
nction Resourrce Area RMP
P and ROD,
at 2-14-2--16 (Jan. 1987
7); ROD and RMP of the
Glenwood
d Springs Ressource Area, at
a 13 (Table
2), 14, 18-19, App. B51 - B52 (1988
8). Reasons
for closing
g lands to oil and gas deveelopment
included the
t need to prrotect WSAs, for example,
not wildlife habitat. White River RO
OD and
Approved
d RMP, at 2-9
9; Grand Junction
Resource Area RMP an
nd ROD, at 2-7-2-10;
ROD and RMP of the Glenwood
G
Sp
prings

Issu e Number: P
PP-WO-OilTaar-13-09-25
Org anizations: U
Uintah Countty, Utah
Assoociation of Coounties, and thhe Coalition oof
Locaal Governmennts
Issu e Excerpt Teext:
The OSTS PFEIS
S also excludees other areass to
proteect big game habitat. OSTS PFEIS Table
2.7-11 at 2-101 (coomparing Alteernatives 1 annd 2),
4-21 (developmennt impacts aree incompatiblle
withh recreation usse), 4-85, 4-87. Given the hhigh
num
mbers of elk annd deer, especcially in western
Coloorado where tthe exclusionss have the greeatest
impaact, it is not clear why suchh exclusions aare
neceessary and thee OSTS PFEIS does not prrovide
addittional docum
mentation.
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Summarry
The Finaal PEIS does not explain why exclusiions to proteect big gamee habitat are necessary, ggiven
the high numbers
n
of elk and deerr in western Colorado. F
Further, the B
BLM does nnot provide a
rationale for why areeas that are available
a
for oil and gas ddevelopmennt in BLM Coolorado RM
MPs
are exclu
uded from oil shale devellopment in the
t Proposedd RMPA to pprotect habittat.

Response
The Secrretary, acting
g through thee BLM, man
nages the pubblic lands unnder FLPMA
A. As noted
above (reesponse to “P
Policy – Recconsideration
n of 2008 PE
EIS Allocatiions”), underr FLPMA, thhe
Secretary
y must manaage the publiic lands in acccordance w
with land use plans, and rretains the
discretion
n to establish
h, revise, and amend tho
ose land use plans, as apppropriate, too address
resource managemen
nt issues. Allthough FLP
PMA require s the BLM tto manage puublic lands ffor
multiple use and susttained yield, FLPMA do
oes not requirre all uses too take place on all lands and
does not specify partticular acreag
ges that musst be allocateed to particular uses. Raather, the
Secretary
y has wide laatitude to allocate the pu
ublic lands too particular uuses, and to employ the
mechanissm of land use
u allocation
n to protect for
f certain reesource valuues, or, conveersely, devellop
some resource valuess to the detriiment of otheers, short off unnecessaryy and undue degradationn.
The Enerrgy Policy Act
A did not sp
pecify the accreage that m
must be availlable for succh program, nnor
how the requirement
r
s of such pro
ogram shoulld be balanceed with otheer resource uuses. Rather,,
while thee Act encourrages commeercial develo
opment of oiil shale and ttar sands resources, the
question of where such developm
ment is most appropriate and the undder what resttrictions it m
may
be condu
ucted is left, under FLPM
MA, to the Seecretary, actting through the BLM.
oposed RMP
PA, the Secrretary, acting
g through thee BLM, has proposed a ppolicy decisiion
In the Pro
that in viiew of the naascent characcter of the oiil shale and ttar sands inddustries closes areas to ooil
shale and
d tar sands development to protect wildlife
w
resouurces. In ballancing whatt is known aabout
the oil sh
hale resourcee development technolog
gies and poteential impactts with proteection of willdlife
habitat, th
he Secretary
y has chosen
n to err on thee side of cauution.
Although
h full field deevelopment for an oil an
nd gas operattion (which has been connsidered as a
possible analogue to potential oill shale and taar sands devvelopment) ddoes have thee capacity too
pacts to biolo
ogical resourrces if not apppropriately mitigated, bbecause of thhe
result in adverse imp
haracter of the oil and gaas industry, the relative eeffectivenesss of protectiive stipulatioons is
mature ch
better understood in that
t context.. This has been explaineed in the NE
EPA analysess for both thee
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2008 and 2012 oil shale and tar sands land use plan allocation initiatives. In the case of oil shale
and tar sands, however, it has not yet been determined how effective protective stipulations
might be. While the current oil shale RD&D leases are subject to protective stipulations,
because those leases are still at an early stage, the BLM has not yet been able to determine how
effective these measures are, in practice, even for RD&D scale activities. Generally, the more
concentrated the development, the more likelihood the impacts will be significant. Therefore,
instead of adopting the same protective measures used in conventional oil and gas development
(e.g., timing limitations, short of exclusions from development) the BLM is employing the land
use allocations as a protective measure.
Indeed, based on what is known today, commercial development of oil shale and tar sands
resources appears to be more similar to a larger-scale surface disturbance effort than it does an
oil and gas operation. Besides taking into account multiple uses in its land use allocation
decisions under FLPMA, the BLM needs to ensure that technological and environmental impacts
are well understood prior to commercial development. As previously stated, the BLM believes
that because of the nascent character of the oil shale and tar sands technologies, a measured
approach should be taken to oil shale and tar sands resources leasing and development. This
approach ensures that any commercial oil shale program meets the intent of Congress, is
consistent with the requirements of NEPA and FLPMA, takes advantage of the best available
information and practices to minimize impacts, and offers opportunities for states, tribes, local
communities, and the public to be involved at each decision point.
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Threattened, End
dangered
d, and Spe
ecial Statu
us Speciess
Issue Num
mber: PP-WO
O-OilTar-13--10-6
Organiza
ations: Centerr for Biologiccal Diversity,
Grand Caanyon Trust, Living
L
Rivers, and Sierra
Club

will not result in pprohibited takke or jeopardyy of
federrally listed sppecies, a decission approvinng the
PRM
MP amendmennts will violatte ESA.

Issue Exccerpt Text:
The ESA requires Secttion 7 consulttation for
“any actio
on [that] may affect listed species
s
or
critical haabitat.” 50 C.F
F.R. § 402.14
4. Under the
ESA’s governing regullations, agenccy “action”
means “alll activities orr programs off any kind
authorized
d, funded, or carried out, in
n whole or in
part, by Federal agenciies in the Unitted States or
upon the high
h
seas. Co
ourts have dettermined thatt
the “act of approving, amending,
a
or revising” a
land manaagement plan constitutes ‘aaction’ underr
Section 7 of the ESA. Forest
F
Guardiians v.
Forsgren, 478 F.3d 114
49, 1154 (10th
h Cir. 2007).
Unless an
nd until BLM undertakes fo
ormal
consultatiion with FWS
S pursuant to Section 7 of
the ESA to
t ensure that the direct, in
ndirect and
cumulativ
ve impacts of the PRMP am
mendments

PP-WO-OilTaar-13-10-7
Issu e Number: P
Org anizations: C
Center for Bioological Diveersity,
Grannd Canyon Trrust, Living R
Rivers, and Sierra
Clubb
Issu e Excerpt Teext:
In adddition to its E
ESA violationns, the PRMP
P
doess not comply w
with BLM M
Manual 6840:
Speccial Status Sppecies Manageement and BL
LM
Mannual 6500: Wiildlife and Fissheries
Mannagement, whhich requires B
BLM to “restoore,
mainntain, and impprove wildlifee habitat
condditions.” Oil shale and tar sands
deveelopment in sppecial status sspecies habitaat is
clearrly inconsisteent with these mandates.

Summarry
The Prop
posed RMPA
A is not in co
ompliance with
w Section 7 of the ESA
A because thhe BLM has nnot
completeed consultation with the FWS. The Proposed
P
RM
MPA does noot comply w
with BLM
Manuals 6840 and 65
500 because OSTS leasing and deveelopment woould be perm
mitted in speccial
status speecies habitatt.
Response
7 of the Fin
nal PEIS pro
ovides a thorrough explannation of thee BLM's com
mpliance withh the
Section 7.6
ESA and
d, correspond
dingly, BLM
M Manual 684
40 regardingg "Special Sttatus Species Managemeent."
As stated
d on page 7-1
10 of the Fin
nal PEIS, thee BLM consiidered initiaating consultation with thhe
FWS und
der Section 7(a)(2)
7
of thee ESA but determined thhat preparatiion of a bioloogical
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assessment (BA) before a lease- or site-specific project had been proposed would be based
largely on conjecture and speculation. Without information regarding when and where a project
could occur, it is not possible to adequately analyze potential impacts to species or their habitat,
if any. The BLM considered making assumptions for the purposes of a BA, but was left with no
credible basis on which to make such assumptions. Thus, the BLM determined that such
assumptions would be speculative; any BA would be a speculative assessment of the effects from
future site-specific projects, not of the current proposed planning-level allocations. The BLM
determined that the amendment of RMPs to identify lands as available for future commercial
leasing or development of oil shale and tar sands would have no effect on listed species or
critical habitat.
The BLM has also complied with the policy, goals, and objectives set forth in BLM Manual
6500 (“Wildlife and Fisheries Management”). Conservation measures for regulated species are
provided in Appendix F of the Final PEIS and will be considered and implemented if warranted
by environmental analysis when specific projects are proposed. These programmatic mitigation
measures and conservation measures, as well as those determined during lease-specific NEPA
evaluations, will be implemented for each commercial development under the proposed program
(p. 94). As stated on pages 88 and 89 of the Final PEIS’ Comment Response Document,
"specification in mitigation requirements, impact significance determinations, and measurable
standards of protection is deferred to specific project assessments that would be developed in
consultation with state and Federal natural resource management agencies. It is expected that
this consultation process will identify species and habitats of concern in the project area, the need
for additional survey, quantitative significance criteria, and specific mitigation requirements.
New or revised conservation measures may be determined during these lease-specific NEPA
evaluations and consultations with the FWS and other state and Federal resource agencies.
These changes could include but are not limited to changes to the list of species, buffer or
setback distances around known locations for protected species, and measures to avoid or
minimize impacts on particular habitats (e.g., wetlands)." These programmatic and projectspecific measures are anticipated to provide the necessary protections of special status species
habitat.
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Sage Grouse – Data and Analysis
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-09-21
Organizations: Uintah County, Utah Association of Counties, and the Coalition of Local Governments
Issue Excerpt Text:
BLM also stated the Preferred Alternatives were avoiding priority habitat areas in accordance with the
BLM Greater Sage-Grouse National Technical Team Report (Team Report). id. at 94. It’s entirely
improper to rely on the conclusions and recommendations in the Team Report as they are based on
controversial and potentially inaccurate scientific data and the report itself has never been peer reviewed.
See e.g. Center for Environmental Science, Accuracy and Reliability, Science or Advocacy? Ecology &
Conservation of Greater Sage-Grouse: A Landscape Species & Its Habitats, pp. 2-7 (Feb. 1, 2012); Jim
Cagney et al., Grazing Influence. Objective Development. and Management in Wyoming's Greater SageGrouse Habitat (March 2010); Seth M. Harju et al., Thresholds & Time Lags in Effects of Energy
Development on Greater Sage-Grouse Populations, 74 J. Wildlife Management. 437 (2010); Rob Roy
Ramey Il, Laura M. Brown, & Fernando Blackgoat, Oil & Gas Development & Greater Sage Grouse
(Centrocercus urophasianus): A Review of Threats and Mitigation Measures, 35 J. Energy and Dev. 49
(2011).

Summary
The BLM should not rely on the conclusions and recommendations in the NTT Report as they
are based on controversial and potentially inaccurate scientific data and the report itself has never
been peer reviewed.
Response
The protestor claims that conclusions in the Report on National Greater Sage-Grouse
Conservation Measures (also referred to as the NTT Report) are controversial and potentially
inaccurate and that the report has never been peer reviewed. As stated in the report itself,
however, the document was developed specifically to provide the BLM with “the latest science
and best biological judgment to assist in making management decisions.” The document
emphasizes and references a substantial number of publications dealing with a variety of aspects
of sage-grouse ecology and management, summarized in the 2010 listing petition (75 FR 13910),
as well as Knick and Connelly (2011b). Habitat requirements and other life history aspects of
sage-grouse, excerpted from the FWS listing decision (75 FR 13910), are summarized in
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Appendix A of the report, which provides context for the proposed conservation measures. The
NTT Report also provides perspectives on the nature and interpretation of the available science
in Appendix B of the report.
It is important to note that the NTT Report was not simply developed internally by the BLM, but
was developed by a National Technical Team, which consisted of resource specialists and
scientists from the BLM, State Fish and Wildlife Agencies, FWS, Natural Resources
Conservation Service, and USGS. The conservation measures described in this report are not an
end point but, rather, a starting point to be used in the 68 GSG plan amendments and revisions
throughout the West that the BLM is currently developing. Consistent with the NTT Report, the
Proposed RMPA does not allocate priority sage-grouse habitats recently mapped or identified in
Colorado and Utah as available for oil shale and tar sands leasing and development. In
accordance with BLM Wyoming IM 2012-043, “Greater Sage-Grouse Interim Management
Policies and Procedures,” under the Proposed RMPA, potential oil shale development in
Wyoming will adhere to EO 2011-5, Greater Sage-Grouse Core Area Protection. It is understood
that if the Proposed RMPA is adopted, any proposed oil shale leasing in Wyoming core areas
would need to demonstrate development criteria consist with EO 2011-5 through leasing or
project-specific NEPA. Any future oil shale and tar sands leasing and development activities
shall comply with all ongoing BLM planning and management efforts to conserve Greater SageGrouse and its habitat (e.g., WO IMs 2012-43 and 2012-44). Relevant conservation guidelines,
policies, and IMs pertinent to GSG conservation were provided in Appendix K of the Final PEIS.
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Cultura
al Resourrces
Issue Num
mber: PP-WO
O-OilTar-13--10-12
Organiza
ations: Centerr for Biologiccal Diversity,
Grand Caanyon Trust, Living
L
Rivers, and Sierra
Club

M also violateed
800.2(c)(2)(ii)(A)) & (C). BLM
NHP
PA by failing to consider thhe Amendmeents’
effeccts on culturaal and religiouus sites, identiify
any aadverse effeccts, and avoid or mitigate aany
adveerse effects. S
See 36 C.F.R. §§ 800.5, 800.6.

Issue Exccerpt Text:
The PRM
MP amendmen
nts and FPEIS
S are not
consistentt with Section
n 106 of the National
N
Historic Preservation
P
Act,
A which req
quires BLM
to consideer impacts to properties,
p
sittes, and
objects th
hat are includeed or are eligiible for
inclusion in the Nation
nal Register off Historic
Places, including triball cultural and religious
resources,, and consult with the Adv
visory
Council on
o Historic Preservation an
nd affected
tribes befo
ore approving
g the amended
d resource
managem
ment plans. 16
6 U.S.C. § 470
0f; 36 C.F.R.
§ 800.2(c))(2)(ii); 36 C..F.R. § 800.1((c) (requiring
g
consultatiion early in deecision-makin
ng process).
Approving the proposeed amendmen
nts to the ten
managem
ment plans is an
a “undertakin
ng.” 16
U.S.C. § 470w(7).
4
BL
LM’s failure to
o undergo
consultatiion prior to ap
pprovals the Amendments
A
violates th
he NHPA. See 36 C.F.R. §

Issu e Number: P
PP-WO-OilTaar-13-14-40
Org anization: W
Wyoming Outtdoor Councill
Issu e Excerpt Teext:
The final EIS proovides that hisstoric trails arre
land s excluded from commerccial oil shale
leasiing. FEIS at T
Table 2.3.2-22. Thus, the
corriidor surroundding the Cherookee Historicc Trail
that traverses the Adobe Townn area should not
be avvailable for ap
application forr oil shale leaases
pursuuant to the prreferred alternnative in the ffinal
EIS. While a com
mparison of F
Figures 3.1.1-11
and 22.3.3-6 in thee final EIS inddicates that thhis
corriidor may have been excludded from leassing,
the ffinal EIS is faar from expliccit or clear in this
regarrd.

Summarry
M has failed to comply with
w Section 106 of the N
National Histtoric Preservvation Act
The BLM
(NHPA) because no consultation
n with the Ad
dvisory Counncil on Histooric Preservation and
affected tribes
t
has tak
ken place. Further,
F
the BLM
B
failed to consider tthe Proposedd RMPA’s
effects on
n cultural an
nd religious sites,
s
to iden
ntify any advverse effects,, and to avoiid or mitigate any
adverse effects.
e
It is unclear whether the Proposeed RMPA maakes the Cheerokee Histooric Trail corrridor that
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traverses the Adobe Town area available for oil shale and tar sands leasing and development.

Response
The BLM has not violated Section 106 of the NHPA. Appendix L of the Final PEIS documents
how the BLM conducted Government-to-Government Consultation and the NHPA Section 106
Consultation. As described in Appendix L, the BLM distributed a letter to 25 tribes in July 2011
notifying them of its intention to take a fresh look at land use allocation decision made in 2008
regarding the management of oil shale and tar sands resources. The BLM has followed up with
additional letters, e-mails, phone calls, and meetings for tribes who have indicated that they wish
to continue Government-to Government Consultation or have cooperating agency status. Once
the Draft PEIS was completed, a second mailing was sent to all federally recognized tribes with
interests in the area under consideration. Follow-up meetings and discussions occurred after the
issuance of the Draft PEIS (Final PEIS, Appendix L, p. L-1).
The BLM also consulted with the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP; Final
PEIS, Appendix L, p. L-21) as well as the respective State Historic Preservation Officers (SHPO;
Final PEIS, Appendix L, p. L-17). In the ACHP response letter dated July 17, 2012, the ACHP
indicated that the BLM’s efforts to identify historic properties is a proactive step, and the ACHP
looks forward to working with the BLM when Section 106 consultation is initiated for sitespecific projects. Further, the Wyoming and Colorado SHPOs have formally concurred with the
BLM’s determination that there will be "no historic properties affected." No response was
received from the Utah SHPO. Under Section 106 regulations, "...the agency official may
proceed after the close of the 30 day review period if the SHPO/[Tribal Historic Preservation
Officer] THPO has agreed with the finding or has not provided a response, and no consulting
party has objected...." 36 CFR 800.5 (c)(1).
The Final PEIS did consider impacts on cultural resources, as described in Sections 6.1.2.9 and
6.2.2.9, and impacts to Indian Tribal concerns, as described in Sections 6.1.2.10 and 6.2.2.10. Of
the public lands that would remain available for application for oil shale leasing under
Alternative 2, approximately 7 percent in the Piceance Basin, approximately 48 percent in the
Uinta Basin, and approximately 8 percent in the Green River and Washakie Basins have been
surveyed for cultural resources. Of the public lands that would remain available for application
for tar sands leasing under the Proposed RMPA, approximately 14 percent have been surveyed
for cultural resources. Additional resources likely occur in unsurveyed portions of the study area.
Any future leasing and development would be subject to compliance with Section 106 of the
NHPA as well as all other pertinent laws, regulations, and policies. Compliance with these laws
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would result in surveys for cultural resources and measures to avoid, minimize, or mitigate
impacts to cultural resources or denial of the lease or project. Deferring cultural surveys to
future site-level NEPA analysis is appropriate for a large-scale land use planning effort, such as
this one.
According to the Proposed RMPA, a corridor extending at least 0.25 miles on either side of all
congressionally designated National Scenic and Historic Trails will be excluded from potential
future oil shale and tar sands leasing and development. If and when the Cherokee Trail is
designated as a National Historic Trail, this level of protection would be applied. Until then, that
portion of the Cherokee Trail that is within the Adobe Town Very Rare and Uncommon Area
would be excluded from leasing because this Adobe Town Area is excluded from leasing.
Appropriate inventories of trail resources will be conducted at the site-level to inform the
appropriate NEPA and other environmental reviews prior to any leasing and/or development
decisions for those trails where a corridor has not yet been established to determine the area of
potential impact to protect resources, qualities, values, and associated settings, and primary use
or uses of the trails within the viewshed (Final PEIS, p. 2-33).
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Socio‐E
Economiccs

Issue Num
mber: PP-WO
O-OilTar-13--17-40
Organiza
ation: Rio Bllanco County (Colorado)
Issue Exccerpt Text:
Shamefully, a regionall socioeconom
mic study released in 2008 by the Assocciated Governnments of
Northwest Colorado (A
AGNC) and th
he Colorado Department
D
oof Local Affaiirs … is citedd nowhere in tthis
'revised' PEIS.
P
In partiicular, very liittle appears to
o have been ddone in review
wing the socioeconomics oof our
region or considering how
h impacts might
m
be mitiigated.

Response:
Economiic, fiscal, and
d demograph
hic projectio
ons included in the 2008 report entitlled “Northw
west
Colorado
o Socioecono
omic Analyssis and Foreccasts” by BB
BC Researchh and Consullting were
reviewed
d, and data was
w included where appro
opriate. Thee 2008 BBC report was ccited on pagges 662 and 6--310 of the Final
F
PEIS and
a is includeed in the refference list fo
for Chapter 66.
As discussed in the Final
F
PEIS’ Comment
C
Reesponse Doccument (pp. 101 to 104),, regions of
influencee were establlished for co
onducting socioeconomicc analyses. The econom
mic baseline for
each regiion of influence used datta current in August 2011, as discusssed in detail in section 33.11
(Final PE
EIS, pp. 3-24
46 to 3-284).. Rio Blanco
o County is included in tthe Coloradoo region of
influencee (Table 3.11
1.2-1).
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Recreation
Issue Number: PP-WO-OilTar-13-13-44
Organizations: Biodiversity Conservation Alliance, Western Watershed Project, Californians for
Western Wilderness
Issue Excerpt Text:
The BLM’s failure to take the legally required ‘hard look’ at impacts to recreation and wilderness
resources is also exemplified by the failure of the BLM to examine impacts to the Adobe Town Dispersed
Recreation Use Area (“DRUA”). According to the BLM, “None of the designated recreation sites or
SRMAs is located in an area overlying the oil shale resources.” FEIS at 3-34. However, the Adobe Town
DRUA, established under the 2009 Rawlins RMP, does in fact overly potential oil shale resources,
including lands proposed for oil shale leasing in the Preferred Alternative. Elsewhere, BLM refers to the
DRUA as encompassing lands where oil shale resources are found. FEIS at 3-36.

Response
The BLM’s statement on page 3-34 of the Final PEIS denotes that there are no “designated
recreation sites” or special recreation management areas (SRMA) located in an area overlying
the oil shale resources. This statement is true and there is no conflict within the BLM’s
descriptions of the area on page 3-34 and 3-36. The area is not an SRMA and the BLM does not
consider the dispersed recreation management area in question to be a “designated site.”
The statement on page 3-34 specifically regards recreation sites established in areas of heavy
recreational use and larger areas of dispersed but heavy recreational use which have been
identified and designated as SRMAs. The Adobe Town Dispersed Recreation Management Area
is located within the Western Extensive Recreation Management Area (ERMA), as established in
the Rawlins RMP ROD (2008). Generally, ERMAs are lands within a planning area that have
been delineated as not meriting special recreation management consideration. The PEIS
provides an analysis of the potential impacts to recreation resources from making lands available
to oil shale leasing and developing in Chapter 6 of the PEIS.
It is true that portions of the DRUA have oil shale resources (units G and H in their entirety and
portions of units E and F). Units E, F and H are lands with wilderness characteristics and thus,
are not available for oil shale leasing and development under the Proposed RMPA (see response
to “Wilderness Characteristics Inventory and Analysis” above).
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Wild an
nd Scenicc Rivers

Issue Num
mber: PP-WO
O-OilTar-13--06-22
Organiza
ation: Enefit American
A
Oill
Issue Exccerpt Text:
F. BLM fails
f
to acknow
wledge that Evacuation
E
Creek doees not contain
n wild and sceenic river
characteriistics. BLM failed to resp
pond to
Enefit's reequest that it clarify
c
confussing and
inaccuratee statements about
a
Evacuattion Creek
and poten
ntial wild and scenic river designation.
d
Enefit Comment letter,, at 22-23. While
W
BLM
disclaims making any additional
a
dessignations or
changes to
o land use deccisions, no atttempt is
made to provide
p
correcct information
n that
Evacuatio
on Creek is no
o longer eligib
ble for
designatio
on as a WSR and to clarify
y that Enefit
is permitteed to develop
p lands adjaceent to
Evacuatio
on Creek subject to existing
g lease
stipulation
ns. See BLM
M Response, att 56. Severall
statements in the PEIS create confussion and the
potential for
f misundersstandings or even
e
litigation in relation to Evacuation Creek.
C
See
Enefit Comment letter,, at 22-23.

PP-WO-OilTaar-13-09-24
Issu e Number: P
Uintah Countty, Utah
Org anizations: U
Assoociation of Coounties, and thhe Coalition oof
Locaal Governmennts
Issu e Excerpt Teext:
Wildd & Scenic Riivers Act - T
The OSTS PFE
EIS
also excludes landds in Uintah C
County on thee
basiss of the need to protect thee wild and sceenic
riverr qualities of E
Evacuation C
Creek. 2012 O
OSTS
PFEIIS at 4-47- 4--48. The OST
TS PFEIS asssigns
visuaal protection and excludess land from leasing
baseed on the segm
ment's eligibillity for
manaagement undeer the Wild annd Scenic Rivvers
Act, 16 U.S.C. §11275(a). Evaccuation Creekk,
how ever, was stuudied as part oof the Vernal RMP
and rreleased due to its lack of suitability. V
Vernal
RMP
P and FEIS, R
Record of Deccision at 125.. The
OST
TS PFEIS conntradicts BLM
M manual and
policcy by imposinng WSRA maanagement onn a
streaam segment thhat has been sstudied and foound
not tto qualify. Thhe study proccess as set outt in
BLM
M Manual 83551 calls for tw
wo steps, a revview
of elligibility and determinationn of suitabilitty.
BLM
M lacks the auuthority to maanage for WS
SRA
baseed only on eliggibility, especcially when itt was
founnd to be unsuiitable.

Summarry
In its man
nagement off Evacuation
n Creek in th
he Vernal Fieeld Office, thhe Proposedd RMPA is nnot
consisten
nt with BLM
M’s Wild and
d Scenic Riveer policy beccause the creeek has beenn previously
studied during
d
the Veernal RMP revision
r
proccess and founnd not to be suitable for inclusion inn the
National Wild and Sccenic River System. The BLM faileed to respondd to Enefit's request that it
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clarify confusing and inaccurate statements about Evacuation Creek and potential Wild and
Scenic River (WSR) designation.

Response
A river or a segment of a river may be designated as a WSR by Congress or the Secretary of the
Interior under the authority of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of 1968. Land management
agencies conduct inventories of rivers and streams within their jurisdictions and make
recommendations to Congress regarding the potential inclusion of suitable rivers into the WSR
system as part of their land use planning process. These special areas are managed to protect
outstanding scenic, recreational, geologic, fish and wildlife, historic, cultural, or other values,
and to preserve the river or river section in its free-flowing condition. The WSR boundaries are
established to include a corridor of land along either side of the river as determined to be
appropriate for protection of the river’s values. The law recognizes three classes of rivers: wild,
scenic, and recreational. It is the BLM’s policy to manage potentially eligible and suitable
WSRs in a manner to prevent impairment of the river’s suitability for WSR designation until
Congress or the Secretary makes a final determination regarding the river’s status. Where a river
or river segment has been found to be “eligible” for inclusion in the WSR system as part of one
of these inventories, the BLM will protect the lands along the eligible segment until a
“suitability” determination has been made as part of the land use planning process (BLM Manual
6400.3.5 regarding “Wild and Scenic Rivers”). During this interim period, a corridor extending
at least 0.25 mi from the “high water” mark on each bank of the river is established. If the river
or river segment is found to be “non-suitable,” the lands along the river then would be available
for other uses.
During preparation of the 2008 OSTS PEIS, the Vernal Field Office was undergoing a resource
management plan revision to replace and consolidate the Diamond Mountain RMP (1994) and
the Book Cliffs RMP (1985). Resources in the Field Office were managed in accordance with
these two plans prior to the completion of the Vernal RMP in October 2008. As part of the RMP
process, the Field Office conducted WSR inventories and determined portions of several rivers to
be eligible for potential designation as a Wild and Scenic River (WSR). Included in this group
were several segments which also overlie oil shale and tar sands depositions, including the
segment of specific concern to the protesting parties: Evacuation Creek. Upon review of the
protest issue, the BLM has also identified portions of Bitter Creek and the White River as
segments considered to be eligible during the Vernal RMP revision process that also overlie oil
shale and tar sands deposits.
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Both the Draft and Final 2008 OSTS PEIS excluded from commercial oil shale and tar sands
leasing segments of rivers determined to be eligible for WSR status by virtue of a WSR
inventory. Because the Vernal RMP revision process was ongoing at that time and a
determination had not been completed as to which segments in the Field Office were suitable for
inclusion in the WSR System, a corridor extending at least 0.25 mi from the “high water” mark
on each bank of the river was excluded from commercial oil shale and tar sands leasing for
portions of Evacuation Creek, Bitter Creek, and the White River.
The ROD for the Vernal RMP was signed in October 2008 wherein the BLM determined that
these eligible WSR segments were not suitable to forward to Congress to make a final
determination about WSR status. When the OSTS PEIS ROD was signed a few weeks later, in
mid-November 2008, the BLM should have incorporated the decisions on these two eligible
segments into the OSTS ROD but failed to do so. The BLM’s 2008 OSTS ROD inappropriately
closed these creek and river segments to oil shale and tar sands leasing and development. The
2008 OSTS ROD noted, in footnote 14, that a land use plan amendment would be required prior
to making these segments available for application for leasing.
In 2011, when the BLM began to reassess the allocation decisions in the 2008 OSTS ROD, the
No Action Alternative brought forward the decisions from the 2008 OSTS ROD, and under this
alternative, in the March 2012 Draft and November 2012 Final PEIS, 0.25 miles on either side of
the Evacuation Creek, Bitter Creek, and White River segments in question was closed to oil
shale and tar sands leasing and development. Under the Proposed RMPA (Alternative 2) these
lands were also closed to oil shale and tar sands leasing and development as it was based, in part
on Alternative C in the 2008 OSTS PEIS, which closed 0.25 miles on either side of the segments
to oil shale and tar sands leasing and development. Alternative 3 in the 2012 Draft and Final
PEIS also closed these areas to oil shale and tar sands leasing and development. Alternative 4,
which considered fewer exclusion criteria, incorrectly considered these lands as closed in the
2012 Draft EIS; the areas should have been considered as available because they had been
determined not to be suitable in 2008. The BLM remedied this error with Alternative 4 in the
November 2012 Final PEIS by presenting as open for leasing and development roughly 4,700
acres of the Evacuation Creek, Bitter Creek, and White River segments that were determined not
to be suitable in the Vernal RMP revision. However, these areas remained closed under all other
alternatives of the Final PEIS, including the Proposed RMPA.
In reviewing the protesters’ concerns regarding this issue, the BLM has determined that the
Evacuation Creek, Bitter Creek and White River segments shall not be excluded from oil shale
and tar sands leasing and development under the Proposed RMPA because they were determined
not to be suitable for inclusion in the WSR System in the 2008 Vernal RMP ROD. The
Proposed RMPA (Alternative 2), then, will be revised in the ROD to open for leasing
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approximately 4,700 acres of land within these 3 segment areas. (Please note that while the
estimated acreage added to the Proposed RMPA for the 3 WSR segments is 4,700 acres, adding
these segments into the Proposed RMPA required recalculating the alternative’s total acreage
from its constituent parts. In the process, the estimated total acreage of Proposed RMPA
increased by about 3,000 acres from that presented in the Final PEIS. This smaller-thanexpected increase is due to uncertainties in the Geographic Information System re-estimate of the
Proposed RMPA acreage, an error of less than 1 percent). In this respect, the Proposed RMPA
resembles Alternative 4 in the Final PEIS. The protests are granted.
The BLM notes, however, that other resources are present in these segments of Evacuation
Creek, Bitter Creek, and White River that fall under the exclusion criteria of the Proposed
RMPA (these other resource exclusions were analyzed in the Draft and Final PEIS in Alternative
2). Portions of the Enefit American Oil’s RD&D parcel in the Evacuation Creek segment area
are, as a planning/allocation matter, excluded from oil shale or tar sands leasing and development
in the Proposed RMPA due to the presence of sage-grouse habitat. Portions of the White River
segment area possess wilderness characteristics and, thus, are allocated as excluded in the
Proposed RMPA as well. While interpretation of specific provisions of the protestor’s lease
exceed the scope of the PEIS, nevertheless, as a general matter, a lessee’s rights are determined
by the terms of its lease, and decisions made in the ROD would be subject to valid existing
rights.
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